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Annual Message

T

he Berlin Wall. What does
it mean to you? Stop a
moment, don't read any
further, close your eyes,

and picture the city of Berlin

with the wall running through
it. What images do you see?
What does it symbolize to you?
Now, picture South Africa and another Berlin
Wall, a racial wall, if you will. What pictures
come into your mind? Let's move to another
part of the world — Bosnia. What kind of
Berlin Wall divides the people of Bosnia? How
impenetrable does that wall seem to be? And
what of America? Think about our urban
centers — Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, New
York. Do they have Berlin Walls? What do they
look like? What must they feel like, depending
upon which side of the wall you face? Finally,
think about your own community. Is there a
Berlin Wall in your own backyard? How did it
get there? How does it divide your community?
More importantly, how do you make it
go away?
tn going through this thought process,
one can't help but realize that mental walls are
just as formidable as walls of bricks and
mortar. Motivated often by fear, we build
mental barriers — Berlin Walls of the mind —
to protect ourselves. The problem is that when
we build walls — whether mental or physical
- we destroy our relationships with one
another And that connectedness or belonging
is fundamental to community and civil society.
Over the past several years, I and others
at the Mott Foundation have discussed the
concept of Berlin Walls of the Mind. For each
one of us, the concept evokes different images
and visions. Yet for each of us. it is a powerful

and instructive symbol for the divisiveness of
our times
I have found these discussions intriguing,
particularly in light of the fact that the nation,
at the brink of a new millennium, is arguing
with itself over values, over its future direction,
over its role in the world, over its
responsibilities to its citizens and even over its
very identity.
For me. defining America as a community
starts with a civil society. A civil society is a
place — first and foremost — where there is a
sense of community or connectedness. A civil
society embraces tolerance and respect for not
lust the diversity of people and cultures, but
also the diversity of ideas. A civil society is a
place where freedom is celebrated, and justice
and equity are paramount. A civil society is a
place where the rights of individuals are
respected, and individuals respect the rights
and needs of the greater community- A civil
society is a place where civic participation
undergirds everything.
I don't know about you, but I have serious
doubts that the United States of the mid-1990s
can lay claim to being a truly civil society.
Perhaps we never could. Some argue that for
too many Americans, Freedom still is only a
word. The fact remains that without civil
society, democracy is tenuous at best. But
rather than building a civil society, Americans
seem bent upon building walls.
Over the past many months, I have talked
with people from all walks of life who also are
troubled by a sense that we just aren't as civil
a society as we should be. They talk about things
as complex as kids in our cities gunning each
other down in a daily bloodbath, and things as
simple as our rage when someone cuts us off
on the highway. They perceive an increasing
desire on the part of Americans to turn off,
tune out and reject the civic life around them.
They question what is in store for our children
— and even our democracy — if we become a
nation with little or no connectedness.

One can easily see where this concern
comes from. We are a nation grappling with
complex issues, ranging from welfare reform to
reinventing schools to social and economic
instability. Over the past couple of years, we
have endured far too many defining moments
that have contributed to our sense of futility
and isolation. Together we have witnessed:
• The inexplicable growth in church burnings
across the country, particularly black
churches. We don't know whether to blame
racism, coincidence, copycat crime or what.
But the burnings stand in startling contrast
to religious leaders' cries for a wholesale
societal "return to values."
• The Waco, Oklahoma City bombing and
most recently Freemen crises, which brought
us face-to-face with the fact that there are
many in America who would redefine
democracy as "people's justice." Not only do
we have a militia movement out there, but
also a growing number of people are
banding together to create their own
communities with self-styled justice
systems.
• The O.]. Simpson trial and the affirmative
action debate, which, each in its own way,
gave us a startlingly clear picture of the
racial divide in this country.
• California's bitter vote on immigration,
which further underscored the growing
divide between social and economic haves
and have-nots.
• A welfare reform debate that, for all its good
intentions, more often tended to scapegoat
the poor for their poverty and to take out
our national frustrations on the most
vulnerable members of society.
Other disturbing trends have further
numbed our sensibilities:
• The explosion of violence among young
people;
• The unchecked rise in hate radio and trash
talk/tabloid television;
• An unrelenting torrent of sensationalized

media coverage, which has, among
other things, raised the vilification
of American public officials to new
heights;
• The growth of sports-related
violence. Whether it's our sports
heroes or the fans themselves,
increasingly they turn to physical
altercations when they don't like
the call. Is it any wonder that
America's favorite pastime has
been renamed "brawl ball"?
The cumulative effect of these
incivilities, great and small, has
taken its toll. Americans show an
increasing sense of intolerance that
all too often translates into selfimposed isolationism and
extremism. To my mind, this sense of isolation
- wall-building, so to say — has become one
of the dominant characteristics of
contemporary American life.
Having spent years guiding a foundation
whose activities speak to the fundamental
belief that connectedness — community, if you
will — is essential to democracy. I find it
deeply disturbing to realize how fragile the
idea of community has become. I can think of
no quicker way of letting democracy slip away
from us than by walling ourselves off from
each other.
This belief has been soundly reinforced
over the past several years by our work in a
number of former Iron Curtain countries, which
until recently knew all about walls and little
about democracy. Moreover, we have spent
considerable time in South Africa, another
new democracy, which until very recently had
its own legally sanctioned walls of exclusion,
inequality and oppression.
What we have seen is eye-opening:
countries virtually destroyed because of hatred
and discrimination, because of a one-party
system based on intolerance for differing
people and ideas. But we also saw hope and

determination. We heard how ordinary people
with a vision of a civil society were able to
topple oppression; how they had the courage
to tear down the walls that have separated
them as people, shake off the structures of the
past and seek a better tomorrow — a tomorrow
built upon inclusion, participation, diversity.
Without question, this is an incredible
challenge, given their history and those
individuals who would derail any efforts toward
an inclusive society.
Seeing these struggles reminded me of
one of the most famous walls of all time, which
sliced into the very heart of community In its
heyday, the Berlin Wall was a gray monster.
complete with barbed wire and armed guards,
a horribly apt symbol of the Cold War. I have
wondered many times how the people of Berlin
survived this near-fatal blow.
But the fact remains that when citizens on
both sides of the Berlin Wall knocked it down,
they took part in the greatest symbolic act of
our era. They proved a simple truth: The
democratic impulse is fundamentally at odds
with walls that separate the prosperous from
the impoverished, the free from the oppressed,
I think we in the United States have lost
sight of that impulse, and I fear that the

democratic promise here at home is slipping
away from us with every wall we build that
destroys our connectedness.
What is fueling this isolationism and
extremism in America? Frankly. I think fear
plays a pivotal role.
I'm well aware of the conflicting reports
on the state of America. By some accounts, the
economy is still stable, unemployment has
lessened, and not just the rich are getting
richer, but so is everyone else. By other
accounts, the economy is precarious, the
jobs of today barely pay the bills, and not just
the poor are getting poorer, but so is the
middle class.
But even those who believe America is
doing just fine cannot explain away the far
more fundamental fears that the unbridled
pace and scope of change have brought us. We
are a nation among a world of nations marked
by uncertainty, pervaded by fear. We see it and
feel it every day. Across America, there is:
• fear that we are a nation devoid of values;
• fear that the family, as we know it, is
collapsing;
• fear that the children of our inner cities
won't live to see their 20s;
• fear that our promise is lost and that our
children will never enjoy a standard of living
equal to our own;
• fear that our systems of education,
government and medical care can't meet the
needs of today, let alone tomorrow:
• fear that our cities are beyond repair and
investment is discouraged by increasing
polarization;
• fear that the jobs and pensions of today will
be gone tomorrow;
• fear that there is no way out of the despair
and hopelessness brought about by
persistent poverty;
• fear of competing cultures;
• fear of each other; and
• fear that no one really cares.

These fears are the bricks of many Berlin

Walls. Indeed, with such ample evidence that
our nation is deeply divided by class,
inequality and racism, it is little wonder that
we have created walls in our minds. They are
invisible, but just as tall and formidable as the
Berlin Wall once was. They are imprisoning us
through fear and despair, dividing our
communities and separating us as people.
Charles Stewart Mott had a keen
understanding of the fundamental
contradiction between walls that keep us apart
and the commitment to the common good that
defines a democracy. That is why he saw such
value in supporting programs that build social
capital — programs such as community
schools, which stressed community
improvement through active adult and child
participation, training and lifelong learning.
Mr. Mott realized that as a nation we need
to build strong individuals who. in turn, can
build strong communities. That's why he
created this foundation and today, 70 years
later, his philosophy is still the bedrock of each
and every one of our grantmaking areas.
Residents of any community know what tasks
have to be done. Our job is to figure out fresh

ways to unleash human energy and capital
resources and help focus the will of local
people on the needs and tasks at hand.
From my perspective, such partnerships
and civic participation undergird a civil society.
They are the tools that create and maintain our
sense of connectedness, our sense of
community. And it is at the roots of community
that we find our most fundamental values such
as caring, decency, trust, tolerance, honesty,
forgiveness and faith. These common values not real or imagined walls "protecting" us from
one another — are the key to the future.
But there is another, critical element that
has gotten away from us in America. Here
again, we can learn from the world's fledgling
democracies. Dr Zhelyu Zhelev. the president
of Bulgaria, put it succinctly when he told me
that a society cannot be democratic or civil
unless it has a fundamental tolerance and
respect for differing and often competing ideas
and opinions.
Indeed, nurturing compromise is one of
the basic acts of governing in democracy- Our
forefathers knew that democracy thrives on
conflict, debate and consensus. They lived it
and breathed it. They built this nation on the
concept that there were then — and always
would be — obvious conflicts in citizens'
needs, desires and sometimes even values.
They knew that only through discussion could
people recognize those differences and arrive
at consensus that would allow for leaders to
govern and maintain a civil society.
It should concern us that more and more
people feel so disenfranchised that they accept
no responsibility to join the debate. But we
can't achieve consensus unless we come
together and until we tear down the walls that
separate us. Unless a society is willing and
committed to discussing competing ideas, it
will never be respectful and tolerant of different cultures and people or different ethnic and
racial backgrounds. Tolerance of people and
ideas go hand in hand.

It was for all of these reasons that we
elected to devote this year's annual report to a
discussion of what is fraying civil society in
America. We interviewed a broad group of
highly respected Americans and asked them
what must be done to reinvigorate our citizenry
to participate in democracy and to decide what
kind of society we want America to be.
Opinions varied — from retired U.S.
Circuit ludge A. Leon Higginbotham, who
challenges whether America has ever been a
civil society for all its citizenry, to Wilma
Mankiller, former principal chief of the
Cherokee Nation, who believes that the
definition of a life well lived is one of service to
others. President limmy Carter acknowledges
that he longs for a time when America was
more harmonious, and Spelman College
President lohnnetta Cole speaks to the
"temper" of the nation. Former Vice President
Dan Quayie. U.S Nws & World Report Editor
lames Fallows and the Rev. Richard |. Neuhaus,
who directs the Institute on Religion and
Public Life, offer equally thought-provoking
insights as does the Rev. Edward A. Malloy,
Notre Dame University president, whom we
quote extensively in our overview.
One thing the group agrees upon is that
our nation needs leaders who articulate a
vision, and who unite people to bring that

Indeed, with such ample
evidence that our nation is
deeply divided by class,
inequality and racism, it is
little wonder that we have
created walls in our minds.

vision to life. Because I have thought a great
deal about democratic values, my own vision is
crystal clear. I firmly believe that with the right
kind of nurturing, people can reclaim, reestablish and reinvigorate our democracy. We
should not be a nation of strangers, but a
nation engaged. We need to realize that it is
only by actively participating that we can
change what we believe to be wrong. And we
can start right in our own backyard.
First and foremost, there is no room in a
democracy for spectators. As an election
monitor this year for the Palestinian elections,
I saw how proud these citizens were to cast
their ballots. For them, it was an important
step not only in civic duty, but also in nation
building. Likewise, our work in South Africa,
particularly over the past two years, has given
us a genuine appreciation for what democracy
means to those who have been denied it- There
we saw "new" citizens stand in line not just for

hours, but for days, to exercise their right to
vote. Even in Bosnia, where again, I was
privileged to serve as an election monitor, I
saw the determination of people to have a
voice in the future of their civil-war-torn nation.
Here at home, where the right to vote has
been a cornerstone for our society, many of us
can't be bothered. We must make the exercise
of democratic citizenship a priority in our lives.
Second, our churches, synagogues and
mosques, our social and professional clubs,
and our recreational leagues are a few
examples of the kinds of civic organizations in
which Americans have historically participated.
They constitute the informal infrastructure that
makes our communities work. These are
important places where people from all parts
of a community come together, defining
community priorities and finding ways to
demonstrate leadership. We need to encourage
citizen participation in these organizations and
others like them.
Third, we need to create "safe" places or
opportunities where people from all parts of a
community can come together and talk about
our differences, our concerns, our hopes and
dreams. There are a variety of ways of doing so.
One place that comes to mind from the Mott
Foundation's many years of funding education
is the school. Our experience tells us that our
schools are probably the single most important
institution to the future of every American
community. I believe we have the best chance
of coming together by realizing the power and
potential of school/community partnerships
There are many things that make the schools a
natural catalyst for community change, be it
about school reform, teenage pregnancy,
youth violence, literacy, unemployment or
community health.
In the final analysis, all of these things are
about bringing people together — about
connectedness. But we must renew both our
respect for each other's differences and our
sense of common purpose. A change so

fundamental must take root where all changes
in attitude have their beginnings — in each
individual conscience. If we are really
committed to building a better society for
future generations, the time to change is now. I
think the interviews that follow in these pages
offer a place, perhaps, to begin.
Let me end my comments at that most
infamous wall of our time.
Thanks to the events of recent years, the
Berlin Wall now symbolizes more than division.
By crumbling, it almost miraculously has
become a symbol of unity, persistence and
courage. 1 am in awe of the people who
remained faithful to the idea that one day the
wall would be torn down — that their children
would dance with joy as it disintegrated. That
day came at last.
Such a day can come to America — a day
when we stand reunited, proud of our separate
identities, respectful of our differences, but
reinvigorated by the knowledge that we can
and must share a common home.

Administration
The year 1995 was one of continuing
change and growth for the Foundation. We lost
a 20-year veteran Trustee and Member this year
with the sudden passing of C.S. Harding Mott
II, grandson of our founder.
Harding was very involved in his local
community and was known there for his
concern for young people and the natural
beauty of the land. Harding founded and
operated Harding Cattle Company, where he
raised prize-winning cattle breeds. Despite the
farm's size and significance in the industry,
Harding was a hands-on farmer who was more
comfortable in his farm boots and out in the
Fields than anywhere else. Nevertheless, he was
president of the Charles Stewart Harding
Foundation, which was founded by his father.
He also served on the boards of U.S. Sugar
Corporation and National Enterprises Inc.,
the parent company of several water com-

panies. We will miss his good nature and kind,
caring ways.
The Foundation Board also lost the wise
counsel of Dr. Willa B. Player, a former Bennett
College president and director of the Office of
Institutional Development for the U.S. Office of
Education. Dr. Player, a highly respected
educator, retired from active Board service after
15 years. As a woman, scholar and minority
citizen, Dr. Player greatly enriched the vision
and experience present within the Board. Dr.
Player becomes a Trustee Emeritus.
Beyond Board changes, 1995 was an
extremely vigorous year. We were privileged to
be able to take our Trustees on a number of
program site visits. Several Board members
visited Eastern and Central Europe with us this
year, a trip that was remarkable for the
devastation we saw and the optimism we
sensed. The challenges facing the people of
these regions are enormous.
In addition, Board members joined us for
a visit to the Carter Center in Atlanta and a
tour of historically black colleges in Atlanta
and Tuskegee, Alabama. Closer to home, we
toured the Flint community and spent time at
Focus:HOPE in Detroit.
Evolving program priorities, opportunities
for partnership with grantees and individual
career decisions have resulted in several staff
changes since the onset of 1995. and we
anticipate several more in the months to come.
In 1995, the Foundation made grants
totaling $59.875 million, an increase of S3
million from the previous year. Our total
distributions, including grant payments,
administration expenses, excise tax and
investment expenses, were $60.37 million,
down from $62.98 million in 1994. Total assets
at year-end were $1.48 billion.

Williams, White, Chairman
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"We are caught in M inescapabi
network of mutualit^md in a
single gami_.
Whatever affects one directly,
affects all indirectly."
— Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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"We live as we dream — alone."
- Joseph Conrad

mericans always have
been of two minds
about their connectedness to each other.
Indeed, it was bold bands of
dissidents and renegades who
originally set sail for the New
World, leaving behind family,
friends and homeland to settle a new and
strange land. Years later, it was a steady stream
of wagon trains filled with hearty and courageous men and women — "rugged individualists"
as history books often refer to them — who
settled this country's wild, wild West.
On the other hand, Americans' tendency
to pitch in, lend a hand and offer mutual aid
on behalf of a neighbor or for the betterment
of the community at large had become so
commonplace by the 1830s that French social
commentator Alexis de Tocqueville observed
after a visit here:
"Americans of all ages, all stations in life
and all types of disposition are forever forming
associations. There are not only commercial
and industrial associations in which all take
part, but others of a thousand different types
- religious, moral, serious, futile, very general
and very limited, immensely large and very
minute."
More recently, social critics have begun to
observe — and lament — the withdrawal of
Americans not only from those once-treasured
civic associations, clubs and activities, but also
from informal socializing with friends, family
and neighbors. They maintain that Americans
are incredibly divided — by education, income
and place of residence, to name only a few
important measures — which creates huge
barriers to the formation of easy, natural

I
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purposes.
Many observers of American society
identify the growing disparity between people
on income levels as a critical and divisive
element in the United States today. Others
theorize that Americans increasingly are
wrapping themselves up in worries about the
economy and future job prospects, about race
relations and immigration, about poverty and
personal safety. Any and all of those issues can
divide and separate people in ways destructive
to societal well-being.
If the worst proves true — if people are,
in fact, shirking their social and civic duty what does that spell for the future of American
civil society?
Proof we're now aloof is seemingly
everywhere in the popular press these days,
thanks in no small part to Harvard University

"It seems to me that every
person, always, is in a kind
of informal partnership with
his community. His own
success is dependent to a
large degree on that
community, and the
community, after all, is the
sum total of the individuals
who make it up,...

1

political scientist Robert Putnam, who started
the ball rolling a few years ago when he noted
in a now widely cited article that Americans are
bowling alone rather than in leagues. Although
some have challenged Putnam's findings and even his basic premise, the piece has
turned him into a pop icon of sorts.
Indeed, bowling patterns tell only part of
the American story. Last winter Putnam
published a follow-up to his original article,
reporting, "Since 1965, time spent on informal
socializing and visiting is down (perhaps by
one-quarter)." Moreover, during that same
period, time devoted to clubs and organizations also took a dip.
As author/journalist lames Fallows noted
in an interview: "There was a different sociability [that| people of my parents' generation
had compared to people of my generation. But
I don't know if it's different and worse, or
just different."
Perhaps, he suggested, the types of activities Americans find appealing has changed. For
example, in recent years his family, including
his now-teenage children, has been actively
involved in the sport of rowing, causing him to
comment wryly, "People may be bowling alone,
but they're rowing in crews."
Still, people aren't only shunning certain
social activities they once relished and
replacing them with new and more up-to-date
pursuits. They are now turning away from oncerevered civic responsibilities and duties obligations that help a civil society flourish.
Take voting. According to the League of
Women Voters, only two-thirds of all eligible
Americans bother to become registered voters.
And how many turn out at the polls? During
the mid-term primaries of 1994, only 18
percent of voting-age Americans cast ballots.
In I974's mid-term primaries, 24 percent of
voting-age Americans went to the polls, and in
1966, the figure was 33 percent. Presidential
elections don't fare much better, Since 1968,
little more than half of America's eligible voters

land never more than 55 percent) have cast
ballots.
These statistics give the United States the
dubious distinction of having "the lowest rate
of voter participation in national elections of
all the established democracies except
Switzerland," according to an article in last
December's Current.
And it isn't just voting that many
Americans apparently are losing interest in
when it comes to politics. According to
Putnam's most recent article, "Surveys show
sharp declines in many measures of collective
political participation, including attending a
rally or speech (off 36 percent between 1973

and 1993), attending a meeting on town or
school affairs (off 39 percent), or working for a
political party (off 56 percent)."
Such glum surveys and gloomy statistics
are only part of the picture, but they are
emblematic of how Americans have lost their
sense of connectedness.

Where went civic virtue?
So what's keeping us inside our homes
instead of on the front stoop? What's causing
us to go it alone, rather than be part of the
mattering crowd?
Some pundits have a rather simple explanation: Holding down a job — maybe two -

;

raising a family, maintaining a household and
juggling a myriad of other responsibilities
leave many Americans feeling too harried to
attend a neighborhood picnic, much less a
school board meeting.
As the Rev. Edward A. Malloy. University
of Notre Dame president, put it: "I believe the
single biggest influence on the decline in
participation, where there is a decline, is
busyness. Sheer busyness."
But others cite a plethora of more
complex reasons.
Washington Post writers Richard Morin and
Dan Balz, for instance, wrote in early 1996 in a
multi-part series on current public sentiments:
"America is becoming a nation of suspicious
strangers, and this mistrust of each other is a
major reason Americans have lost confidence
in the federal government and virtually every
other major national institution."
Citing statistics indicating that nearly two
out of three Americans believe "most people
can't be trusted," the writers state: "Every
generation that has come of age since the
1950s has been more mistrusting of human
nature, a transformation in the national
outlook that has deeply corroded the nation's
social and political life."
Moreover, our trust in our political
leadership appears to be at an all-time low.
dropping from when three out of four
Americans trusted the federal government all
or most of the time in 1964, to only one in
four today
Others suspect people don't take much
interest in politics and elections because they
feel powerless to influence the government,
believing that only monied special interests
have a place at the table these days. Likewise,
many Americans feel utterly hopeless that
politicians can bring about needed social
changes. Thus, they adopt the attitude:
Why vote?
Still others believe that Americans are
disillusioned with political leadership,

disenchanted with the way government has
expanded its authority, and disgruntled that
they have been stripped of their ability and
right to be self-governing. The result is a
deeply alienated, disenfranchised public.
In any discussion of what ails the
American public, the news media inevitably
take a few hits, particularly for emphasizing
divisive political partisanship and focusing on
slick sound bites, which ultimately leave the
public believing that politics is little more than
a con game.
And that may not be the worst of it.
According to a recent article by Putnam,
television's entertainment programming often
presents a distorted view of the world that
overemphasizes societal discord and
dysfunction, and ultimately leaves people
feeling distrustful of their fellow citizens and
pessimistic about human nature.
Interestingly, Putnam's recent writings
identify television as quite possibly the biggest
culprit behind Americans' tendency to distance
themselves from political and social

commitments. Television viewing, he argues,
not only absorbs 40 percent of the average
American's free time, but also occurs in
isolation from the community.
Compounding America's lack of trust and
general pessimism, there is also a growing
sense that the country is quickly slipping into a
moral abyss. In studies conducted by his firm,
social analyst Daniel Yankelovich has found
that "almost nine out of 10 Americans (87
percent) believe the nation's social morality to
be in a state of decline and decay."
What's more, a surprising number of us
apparently find our fellow Americans not only
untrustworthy and immoral, but also downright
rude — giving some of us yet another reason
to avoid the public square. According to a poll
conducted by U.S. Nws & WorW Report. "A vast
majority of Americans feel their country has
reached an ill-mannered watershed. Nine out
of 10 Americans think incivility is a serious
problem, and nearly one-half think it is
extremely serious."
Still, what does the use of rude and crude
language by a large segment of the population
have to do with maintaining either a
democracy or a civil society? As at least one
writer pointed out in a 1995 edition of EN'rJrs
magazine. "We rely on manners and civility for
the upkeep of a decent society." One could also
argue that we depend on good manners and
common courtesy to maintain a civil society.
At the same time all these critical
concerns have been on the rise in the
American mind, many of the institutions that
once stabilized society have slipped into
decline. Notre Dame's Malloy maintains that
the collapse of both the family and religion institutions that once guided and fortified
society — have had serious, harmful
consequences for civil society.
"I am convinced that the fundamental
building block of a solid and healthy society is
the family. I know of no replacement for the
family as a place of belonging and nurturing,"

he said.
"For me, a family means a male parent, a
female parent, and a family in a larger sense is
having children. We suffer as a society because
the family, in that sense of the term, is
becoming the exception rather than the rule."
Malloy contends that families are critical
to forming and maintaining a civil society,
because "one of the things they can do is
prepare people for participation in the more
extensive networks of relationships that are
trusting."
Moreover, just as families impart valuable
messages about personal responsibility and
importance of connectedness, so do religious
institutions, he says.
"As a religious person, I think the religious heritage of people also is a very basic way
in which values are shaped and reinforced, and
(through religious participation) an additional
community of belonging is provided." Thus, a
decline in religious affiliation is a serious loss.
Paralleling those declines has been
another disturbing trend, according to Malloy.
The rise in narrow interest groups so captivates
some Americans that they put group membership — focused, for example, on gender, sexual
orientation, ethnicity, religion or politics -

"... The institutions of a
community, in turn, are the
means by which those
individuals express their
faith, their ideals and their
concern for fellow men .

.

above their American citizenship.
"What is different today is that a lot of
groups have emerged which remind people
that, separate from being an American, they
are something else."

Dare we do nothing?
Regardless of the reasons, if we fail to
halt the sharp decline in civic and social
participation, what are the possible
consequences?
Malloy fears that if people continue to
isolate themselves from each other, the result

•

might be even sharper divisions along class,
race, income and even generational lines.
"The threat is a greater divisiveness. a
sense of alienation from one group to the next,
a lack of participation in fundamental things
that unite us. People cease to vote, cease to
run for public office, cease to cooperate, to
abide by the legal structure of the country, and
they start to live in isolated enclaves and to
provide for their own self-serving structures,
"... You live in a neighborhood where you
put up fences. You hire your own police. You
try to assure your quality of life, and you don't

care about anybody else."
The Rev, Richard |. Neuhaus, a Roman
Catholic priest and an authority on the role of
religion in contemporary life, offered a
similarly bleak assessment: "We'll live in gated
communities and occasionally throw a bone
across the fence to keep those on the other
side pacified."
Whether American civil society is on the
verge of collapse is debatable. Some would
argue that it is hard to lose what you never
had. And. in fact, it's hard to imagine that a
country that once sold people into slavery, or
that fought a devastating civil war, or that
experienced the racial strife that wracked the
nation in the 1950s and '60s, among other
things, could lay claim to civility.
But there is little debate that such
mounting evidence signals a society in trouble.
That evidence ought not be ignored.
So where should we begin?
In an attempt to find out, we assembled a
broad group of distinguished Americans and
asked them how to begin to restitch the fabric
of American civil life. In the pages that follow,
our experts lay out a thoughtful and wideranging list that includes: creating more
opportunities for people to reach across race
and class barriers to work together on community projects; adopting policies that level the
playing field and narrow destructive social and
economic gaps; encouraging individuals to
take greater personal responsibility for
themselves and their communities; and
nurturing families to become primary teachers
of the value of civic engagement.
They also suggest promoting a more civicminded media and a more civil-toned
entertainment industry; altering the way
political campaigns are financed; demanding
that politicians soften their divisive rhetoric;
providing new ways for candidates, public
officials and citizens to interact positively; and
offering easier voter registration and more
useful education in civics.

Interestingly, their observations as well as
their suggestions are very much in keeping
with what is being said — often and loudly at the local level, according to Richard C.
Harwood, president of the Harwood Group,
which, over the past several years, has conducted focus groups in dozens of communities
nationwide to determine what Americans think
about the state of their nation.
What Harwood has discovered is that
Americans are not apathetic, "but they are
exasperated and frustrated that we haven't
made more progress, and they lament the very
belief that we don't have the capacity right now
to deal with some of the issues before
the nation."
Still, there is some good news among
Harwood's findings. In a recent report, the
Harwood Group found that Americans have not
turned their backs on civic duty. In fact, they do
participate in public life, but they do so when
they believe it is possible to bring about
change. That typically means they act at the
neighborhood or community level. In helping
the Mott Foundation determine how to refocus
our grantmaking in Flint, Harwood has
reiterated the importance of "connectedness."
and stressed that this should be present in all
our program areas.
Moreover, in keeping with the comments
made by our experts, citizens interviewed by

" ...We recognize that our
obligation to fellow men
does not stop at the
boundaries of the

community....
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"... In an even larger sense,
every man is in partnership
with the rest of the human
race in the eternal conquest
which we call civilization."

- Charles Stewart Mott
1875-1973

Harwood's group share the view that people
need better — not more — information.
Specifically, they want issues framed in ways
that help them understand the connection to
their everyday lives. Harwood says.
"We live in an age of so much information,
people can't put together the whole picture.
They are looking for more storytellers who can
paint a picture of what's happening in America
- not just on the surface, not just a onedimensional picture, but with context, texture
and meaning.
"Our reflex in this society is to do polls
that prematurely ask people what they think

•

before they've had a chance to talk about
things, that divide people into camps without
looking for their common ground.
We ask
people to make judgments the minute a
proposal or event occurs. We ask people to
take sides too quickly. All of these things tend
to gauge the superficial. We need to get away
from that.
"We are sorely, and I think dangerously,
misreading what people really believe, as
opposed to their knee-jerk response. And ..
we're closing off the public realm — the very
room society needs to banter ideas back and
forth, to test different perspectives ....
"In an age of ambivalence, you can't afford
to close down the public realm, if that's where
people find what they believe."
While all of the suggestions offered in this
report point to some hard work ahead, there
are clear signs that Americans may be open to
taking some steps in a more positive direction
One of the most encouraging findings
revealed through Harwood's research is that
"while people feel it's hard to make a
difference . . . . one of the most predominate
values in America today is that people believe
they need to assume greater personal
responsibility — for their family, their
community and, in fact, the nation,"
Given that, the ground certainly seems
fertile for a few carefully conceived, wellexecuted experiments designed to reinvigorate
democracy by re-engaging our citizenry.
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gentle breeze ripples the stripes
on an American flag clearly visible
through the wall of glass behind
A. Leon Higginbotham |r.'s desk.
Through that same window one can see,
juxtaposed against the flag and the
Washington sky, the offices of the American
Red Cross and the American Legion.
Combined, these objects form an appropriate
- even symbolic — backdrop, given that the
conversation is focused on civic duty and
responsibility in America.
Three broad questions undergird the
discussion: Is our civility waning? To what
extent are Americans disengaging from civic
life? How might those conditions impact the
vitality of democracy in America?
The flag furls and unfurls like the
conversation itself, rhythmically moving back
and forth between questioner and answerer.
Higginbotham, a distinguished jurist who now
teaches at Harvard University's |ohn F. Kennedy
School of Government after retiring in 1993 as
chief judge for the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, readily demonstrates the eloquence
that has made him a much sought-after
lecturer and author of more than 60 works.
He speaks forthrightly, patiently,
deliberately. With graceful ease he nimbly
quotes passages from Shakespeare, verses
from Langston Hughes, lines from another
English poet — to spice a story, underscore a
point, build a case.
Indeed, while at 68 Higginbotham could
be enjoying life on the links, he instead keeps
to a tightly packed schedule that includes
serving on the U.S. Civil Rights Commission,
maintaining an affiliation with a law firm that
has offices in both Washington, D.C., and New
York City, and poring over proofs of his latest
book, scheduled for publication in the fall.
Demonstrating the probing intellect that

has made him
one of the
nation's leading
legal scholars.
Higginbotham
begins the
conversation by
challenging the
very premise that
somehow America
has lost some of
its civility.
"It may be
true that things
aren't like the
good old days.
But you've got to
start out by
defining for whom
the old days were
good," he says,
leaning comfortably back into his chair and into his opening statement. "And unless
you do that, you can be viewed as having
disregarded the injustices in the good
old days."
Such injustices are vividly familiar to a
man with a reputation as a legal historian and
a leader in the civil rights movement. By way of
illustration, he quotes from his 1978 book, In
(he Matter of Color-. Race & The American Legal
Process, The Colonial Period, which examined the
historic roots of the relationship between race
and law.
Turning to an early section of the book,
he begins to read an advertisement that, as he
points out, "was sanctioned by the 'civil
society'of the 1800s":

"••

Negroes for sale —a Negro women,
24 years of age. and her children, one eight
and the other three years old. Said negroes
will be sold separately or together, as
desired. The woman is a good seamstress.
She will be sold low for cash, or exchange

(sic) for groceries. ...
"This was sanctioned by the United States
Constitution and sanctioned by the laws of all
the Southern states," he reiterates. "So when
you speak of the 'civil society,1 you've got to be
very careful not to assume that there was that
day when there was 'We the people' — some
marvelous conglomeration of wonderful, civicminded, decent people.
"The truth of the matter is that in this
country, you've always had 'We the people' and
'We the other people' ...."
Warming to his subject, Higginbotham
peers over the top of his reading glasses and
continues: "As you t a l k about the civil society,
my first reaction and my question to you would
be: Was there a society which was more civil
t h a n this one? Now if you tell me, 'Yes.' then
where was it?
"If you can imagine being born black, and
it was your child being snatched away from you
and sold for groceries, it would be very, very
difficult for you to categorize that society as a
more civil society."
Then, cutting right to the heart of the
matter, Higginbotham points out that "it
depends on whom you identify yourself with,"
whether you consider past American society
civil. "If you identify yourself with the victims, it
wasn't civil," he says.
Cautioning against "any idealization of the
past" and emphasizing that past eras were
neither just nor fair for many Americans,
Higginbotham nonetheless acknowledges that
there may have been a veneer of greater civility
in society.
Moreover, if people seem less civil today,
he questions whether that isn't a natural
reaction to years of injustice and neglect.
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Higginbotham reflects for a moment before
quoting a lengthy passage from Shakespeare's
Merchant of Venice, the essence of which is that
those treated cruelly learn to behave cruelly. In
his deep voice he recites the final line of the
soliloquy: "The villainy you teach me I w i l l
execute, and it shall go hard but I w i l l better
the instruction," And then he makes one of his
characteristically insightful observations.
"We create a whole series of conditions in
our society, and then wonder why people are
angry and why they are not civil. . . . We aren't
willing to provide schools, to provide quality
education, to provide a health care system. ...
Unless we focus on these causes for the
degeneration of society, any plea for civility will
fall on deaf ears for victims who believe that
they are not being treated fairly, or have some
realistic option or access to the benefits of this
extraordinary society."
Of equal concern to Higginbotham is the

nation's failure to heed warnings sounded
decades ago that might have helped the nation
avoid some of the dire problems that confront
us now. He maintains, for instance, that "if
America had listened to the Kerner Report ...
and a couple of others, we wouldn't have nearly
the magnitude of violence we have today."
"But what occurred was that some people
began to believe that you could close your eyes
to this segment of society, which was relatively
powerless, and it wouldn't harm them. Now
we're beginning to learn: You're driving a car in
a parking deck and you can be the victim of
car-napping — even though you're from the
suburbs."
Yet another disturbing trend, he says, is
the lack of both community concern and community standards. Recalling his own childhood,
spent in a small town near Trenton. New lersey,
Higginbotham describes a close-knit environment where kids knew that their behaviors good and bad — would be reported to their
parents by watchful neighbors.
"That community was interlocked with
discipline. It was a community with standards.
I just don't know what you do (today) in a
community where there's not merely a lack of
unanimity in standards, but some absolute
conflict
"The thing that breaks my heart is to read
about — and talk to juvenile judges about kids who are out on the corner selling drugs at
their mothers' encouragement. I just don't
know how you break that cycle, where there's
no support."
Though Higginbotham may not have
concrete answers, he has some suggestions
about where those who want to craft a more
civil society might start. "Education, I think.
has to be key," he says firmly.
But Higginbotham has a specific type of
education system in mind: one that has close
ties to the job market and prospective
employers. Unless the promise of education is
backed up by a job, disillusionment, bitterness

and further alienation — ail of which America
can ill afford — could result, he fears.
Moreover, he says, "if you provide an
education system and then kids can't get jobs,
then the education system disintegrates."
To fortify the educational system,
Higginbotham recommends after-school
programs that can supplement and reinforce
school lessons. Though schools potentially
could fill that niche, union politics and school
bureaucracies make him wary of the school
setting. Instead, he says, "I'd look at
institutions which are stabilizing. I put a high
value on churches.
"We need to get kids at the close of the
school day to go to the church and have
programs and a library and supplemental
things that many kids would not get in their
homes. I think you have to think about these
supplemental institutions; particularly as the
family breaks down, they become most critical.
"My primary concern is having programs
which save children."
At the same time, Higginbotham is
concerned about the country reinventing the
wheel — and wasting years in the process.
There are programs already up and running, he
says, that deserve widespread replication.
"What 1 think foundations have to do is support
the replication of people who have made
sense."
And that, he says, should be tackled with
a sense of urgency. After all, as the minority
population in America continues to grow, splits
and divisions in society are likely to widen.
"In the state of Texas, in less than 20
years, the majority of the population will be
non-white. If you want civility, we had better
start thinking about that and working together.
The nation can't wait that long. What
we've got to learn how to do in a multicultural
society, since we don't have the advantage of
homogeneity, is learn how we can all work
together — agreeing and disagreeing — but
how we can all work together,"

.:

"There's not any doubt
about it; I t h i n k there's more of
an animosity that exists among
different groups in America than
I've ever known in my life." he
offers as an opening
observation, adding that this
contentiousness often gets
played out today — to bitter ends — in such
far-ranging settings as church circles and
political parties.
He adds, "Our society is probably as
segregated as it was 35 years ago — not
specifically on the race issue, but on economic
and social lines; between the rich and the poor.
"There is a growing disparity between
people on income levels. The rich are getting
much richer, the poor are getting much poorer
- in comparative terms. That also is a divisive
element."
Yet Carter doesn't define "the rich" simply
in monetary terms. "The rich person," he
explains, "would be one who has a decent
home, and a modicum of education and access
to reasonable health care, who believes they
can hold a job, who's not afraid to go out their
front door at night, who thinks the police and
the judicial system are on their side — instead
of against them — and believes that they can
make a difference, at least in their own life."
In contrast, Carter also sees many
Americans today who are "now quite alienated,
quite removed from us. who don't have any of
those things."
And while such inequities are deeply
troubling to the Former president, he finds the
way they are manifested in society — through
anger, hatred and racism — equally disturbing.
"Even in the days of total, legal
segregation, I think there was a closer harmony
among people than there is now. So I don't
t h i n k there's any doubt that the country has
become more divided, and with a high level of
personal animosity"
An astute observer of the h u m a n

he brief biographical sketch on
President Jimmy Carter produced by
the Carter Center and distributed via
the Internet gives no less prominence
to his role as Sunday school teacher at the
Maranatha Baptist Church in Plains, Georgia,
than it does to his work as a peace-seeking
diplomat, tireless election monitor and
prolific writer.
Indeed, that Carter's church-affiliated
volunteerism is accorded equal weight with his
new life's work speaks volumes about the
nation's 39th president. It reveals a man who
manifests decency and h u m i l i t y , while demonstrating in words
and deeds a missionary's zeal for
peace and justice.
Not surprisingly, those same
characteristics are
immediately
evident in a faceto-face meeting
with this softspoken, indefatigable politician
turned unofficial
U.S. ambassador.
Yet throughout a brief but
thoughtful conversation, one
detects an
unmistakable
concern and
disheartenment,
sparked by an
apathetic and
increasingly
hostile American
public.
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says he and other community leaders are trying
to recreate in the Atlanta Project, a grassroots
effort spearheaded by the Carter Center to
revitalize a number of low-income neighborhoods throughout the city.
By bringing together community activists,
business experts, university leaders and service
providers to work side by side on communitybuilding projects, the hope is that barriers
between people will crumble, mutual respect
will develop and a healthy community will
result.
According to Carter, two key principles
undergird the Atlanta Project: Poor people
should be given maximum authority over their
own lives, and they should have "an
unrestricted voice."
Remaining faithful to that philosophy
hasn't always been easy, he says, adding that
"sometimes they have been surprised to get
this authority; sometimes we've been surprised,
and disturbed, by what they had to say once
they got the voice."
But all in all, he says, the experience has
been a gratifying and beneficial eye-opener for
all parties involved. "Some of the corporations
have been shocked at the problems that these
people face."
For example, prior to participating in the
Atlanta Project, many local bankers were
unaware of how difficult it can be for public
assistance recipients to use a government
check to pay their rent. "They had to go first

and get the check cashed, which cost them $8
at a liquor store or check-cashing outfit."
In response, several major banks agreed
to offer banking classes and trial bank accounts
to public housing residents. And that, he says,
"formed a tie between the banks and the
community"
Carter tells the story not only as an
example of effective community problemsolving, but also to illustrate the importance of
open communication channels as the first step
toward creating bonds between people who
typically would not rub elbows.
Indeed, society is so bifurcated today,
there are few opportunities for people of
diverse background, income, race, ethnicity
and education to meet, much less fraternize,
he says.
"How many poor people do you know well
enough to go over to their house and have a
cup of coffee, or take their kids to a baseball
game, or — God forbid — invite them to your
house for a cup of coffee?
"You see, even the most liberal and
idealistic Americans almost invariably admit; I
don't know any poor people. . - . That's the kind
of thing we're trying to address at the Carter
Center through the Atlanta Project."
And in Carter's view, that's exactly the
kind of thing America needs to address in
communities nationwide if some of our lost
civility is to be restored.
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ather Richard ). Neuhaus has worn severa
hats - - and two collars - - in his 60 years
here on Earth.
First, his hats:
While still a teenager, he used borrowed
money to open a grocery store in a small Texas
town, Neuhaus never finished high school, but
after a few years as an entrepreneur his interest
in things intellectual led him to college, where
things theological drew him into the seminary.
Through the years he has been an activist
in the civil rights movement (he was a close
ally of Dr. Martin Luther King |r.) ; part of a
clerical group that actively opposed the
Vietnam War; and religious editor and
columnist for National Review. Currently he is
director of the Institute on Religion and Public
Life in New York City, an organization he
founded more than a dozen years ago to
"advance the moral and religious foundation of
a free and just society."
As for his collars, after serving for several
decades as a Lutheran minister, Neuhaus was
ordained a Catholic priest in 1991, believing
that the two faiths were never meant to remain
separated permanently and deciding to create
a personal unification that the two churches
could not seem to achieve.
A complex, intellectually challenging man.
Neuhaus once described himself as
"theologically orthodox, culturally conservative,
economically pragmatic and politically liberal."
More recently, he told a journalist: "In the
1960s, I was considered a man of the left.
Today I'm considered a neoconservative. I don't
think I've changed so much It's the left that
has changed, becoming more radical."
Indeed, sitting in the institute's simple
but comfortable office. Neuhaus confirms that
description of himself, explaining that where
he parts company with today's liberals is
largely, though perhaps not only, on the issue

of "protection of
the unborn and
protection of those
(including the
elderly, the infirm
and the profoundly
handicapped)
whom others
disregard "
The author of
numerous books
and articles,
Neuhaus is known
to many for a 45page pamphlet he
co-authored in
1977 with Peter L.
Berger entitled, To
EwpoMvr People: From
State to Civil Society.
which argued that
"mediating structures," such as the family,
neighborhood, church and voluntary
associations, are crucial to the renewal of civil
society. After all, mediating structures "are the
value-generating and value-maintaining
agencies in society," their argument went.
Therefore, government policies and
programs should protect and foster these
structures, and, wherever possible, government
should use mediating institutions to achieve
social purposes, they concluded.
Believing that their basic premise still
holds true today, the two authors created a
second, expanded edition of their book that
was published this year under the original title.
Neuhaus has given considerable thought
to such heady subjects as civic alienation,
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public disenfranchisement, civil society,
mediating institutions — and how they might
interrelate.
Thus he opens his discussion on these
matters by suggesting that for some years now,
the public has been experiencing a deep, and
deepening, uncertainty about the government's
authority and competency to address social
problems- And that has rocked the public's
belief in a "unitary American community — a
national community," he says, adding "the idea
of a national community is certainly in decline "
"But does this mean the idea of
'community' or 'civility' is in decline? I think
not necessarily so,"
In fact, Neuhaus is quick to point out that
he is not persuaded by political scientist
Robert Putnam's thesis that people are
shunning community involvement. "I think that
while people may not be bowling in leagues as
much as they did 10 or 15 years ago. the actual
patterns of association in American life — of
volunteerisrn, of voluntary giving, etc. — all of
these are vibrantly alive. So people are not
withdrawing from social engagement."
What is being lost in America, he says, is
a sense people once had that they are capable
of self-governance, of deliberating complicated

"What went wrong is that we
started defining what the
Constitution calls 'promoting
the common good' with the
government providing the
.

common good."

political issues. And he lays the blame for that,
to a great extent, on a judiciary that he says
has steadily extended its reach.
"In the last 40 years," he says, "many of
the great questions of our political life have
been wrenched out of the political arena. ...
Now whether one wants to describe this as a
usurpation of power by the courts, or whether
one wants to describe it. as some would, as
simply inevitable development of constitutional law, the end result is the same. And that
is: that the most important questions are
legalized and are no longer deliberated in the
political process. They are settled in the courts
rather than in the legislatures."
Neuhaus cites numerous examples of
matters that courts — not citizens — have
deliberated; school prayer, abortion, school
desegregation, doctor-assisted suicide, sarnesex marriages.
"Now the point I'm trying to make is not
to make an argument one way or another on all
these issues But rather to look at the process
whereby — however well-intended many of
these (court) justices may be — the message
that comes through to the American people is:
'You are not capable of self-government. . . . We
unelected judges, we unelected lawyers who
have been appointed judges, we will decide
what is the right course for this society.' This is
profoundly alienating."
Compounding that feeling of alienation
has been a growing public disheartenment with
the way government has responded to matters
affecting the common good, he says.
"What went wrong is that we started
defining what the Constitution calls 'promoting
the common good' with the government
providing the common good. There is a very big
difference between these two.
"It's one thing to see. for example, that
children are educated, that they are educated to
be competent, self-governing citizens. That is a
legitimate public concern, a legitimate government concern. It's quite another thing to say

that government has to provide the education.
"What I think people discovered ... is they
liked the idea of an expanded notion of
promoting the common good, but became
fearfully disillusioned by the government's
attempt to provide for the common good."
Indeed, one of the best examples of how
divided the public has become on this
question, he says, is the current debate over
what the government should require from the
poor in exchange for welfare benefits.
Moreover, the discord surrounding the
welfare issue is only one example Neuhaus
cites of the public disconnecting from their
neighbors, as well as from government
policies, The growing home-schooling
movement is another "very dramatic form of
disengagement," he says, adding; "It's a sign of
distrust both of the government school system
- the so-called public schools — but also to a
significant extent of church-related schools or
other non-governmental, voluntary schools."
It's also a sign that at least some people
are beginning to question who the primary
teachers of their children ought to be and
deciding to assume greater personal responsibility. Many parents in the home school
movement, he says, "really believe that the first
responsibility for the socialization of their
children rests with them — not with the state
and not with any other institution."
Assuming there are. in fact, these sharp
splits among people today on a number of
critically important issues, what can be done to
help bring Americans back into the civic fold
and restore a kinder, gentler tone to civic
debates?
As a first step, Neuhaus would encourage
America's leaders to "be in a state of rebellion"
about the usurpation of power by the judiciary.
"We have to recapture the excitement and
responsibility for self-government."
Beyond that, he says, "the best we can do
is try to be imaginative and careful in what has
to be a long process of experimentation. As

Chairman Mao said — the only sensible thing
he ever said and he didn't mean it — 'Let 100
flowers bloom.' We have to recognize that we
are entering a period of terra Incognita We
haven't been here before."
He expects, for example, to see continued
interest in home schooling and greater emphasis on parental responsibility in education,
along with "increasing movements toward
scholarship programs, voucher programs and
tax-credit programs."
And on the question of support for the
poor, he says, "We need a lot of thoughtful,
closely monitored experiments (designed to)
move people into the circle of responsibility
and opportunity'
At the same time, Neuhaus holds firm to
the notion that mediating structures can be an
enormously helpful tool for reconnecting
individuals to government and each other. In
fact, he defines mediating structures in To
Empower People as "those institutions that stand
between the private world of individuals and
the large, impersonal structures of modern
society."
In addition, he maintains that mediating
institutions can be far more effective at
delivering social services than governmentsponsored programs. Yet such institutions
have been weakened, he says, "by the truly
bizarre notion of the separation of church and
state, which means that wherever government
advances, religion must retreat because
'separation of church and state' is taken to
mean, by some people, the separation of
religion from anything that touches public life.
"Well, this is the death knell for the very
vitality of these mediating structures because
the most effective mediating institutions,
especially ... in dealing with people who fall in
the cracks, are faith-based institutions.
"... The institutions that really help the
poor are not the institutions that deliver
services The government can deliver service,
Delivering service is easy; transforming lives is
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difficult. That's the real challenge. And with few
exceptions, the life-transforming institutions
are faith-based. Almost by definition, they're
based upon the notion that conversion is
possible — call it conversion, life transformation, being born again."
And because mediating institutions have
this ability, he says, the fundamental question
that should be asked when new government
policies are being created is whether the end
result will be to strengthen or weaken families,
as well as such mediating institutions as
neighborhood associations, voluntary
organizations and churches.
Setting aside such practical matters,
Neuhaus further believes that America needs
"a great moral and spiritual re-awakening" to
spark a renewal in community connection, "But
nobody can plan that and nobody can program
that. That's the work of God and the movement
of the Holy Spirit, and we should be open to it."
For his part, Neuhaus remains staunchly
hopeful about the future, explaining that his
feelings are grounded in his Christian faith.
"I believe that God is going to see the
human project through. I mean, the most
radical humanism in the world is Christian
humanism. God became man, which is about
as radical as you can get and, therefore, God
has a steep investment in the human project"
And while some social critics may predict
only dark days ahead for America, Neuhaus
takes a different view. "I think we have a
responsibility to resist that conclusion. And
resisting that conclusion is a matter of will; it's
not a cognitive matter. It's a matter of: How are
you going to dispose yourself toward the
future?
"... I would urge that we dispose
ourselves toward the future with unblinking
realism about the very real, enormous
problems in front of us, but with an equally
resolute determination to explore whatever
possibilities remain."

.
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41, Mankiller was named principal chief of the Cherokee
Nation of Oklahoma, the first
Oklahoma on 160 acres of land
woman in recent history to lead
that have been in her family
a major Native American tribe.
After 10 years and two renearly all this century. She feels
elections, Mankiller decided in
1995 not to seek another term as chief of the
a special affinity for these hills and woods, not
second largest tribe in the United States. Still,
only because she spent the earliest years of her
not one to luxuriate in idle retirement,
childhood here, but also because they are part
Mankiller accepted a semester-long visiting
of her rich family history, having been allotted
professorship at Dartmouth College in early
to her paternal grandfather, a full-blooded
1996 and was developing plans for a second
Cherokee, when Oklahoma joined the union.
book.
Though in 1955 when she was a girl, she
Given that Mankiller has spent most of
and her family moved to California under a
her adulthood serving her people and enjoying
federal government plan to break up tribes and
deep attachments to land, family and com"mainstream" Native Americans, the land munity, it is hardly surprising that she finds the
and the people disengagement of the American public today
would call her
profoundly unsettling.
back some
Interviewed at a time when the burning of
years later.
black churches in the South was making daily
That year
headlines, and with the bombing of the federal
was 1976. Then a
building in Oklahoma City still clearly
divorced mother
imprinted on her mind, Mankiller said the
with two
incidents had put her in a reflective mood
daughters.
about the role of government, the importance
Mankiller
of democracy and the ill winds seeming to
returned to her
blow through America.
homeland and
"I wonder if we're going backward rather
channeled both
than forward with regard to race relations and
her unflinching
our ability to understand one another and work
determination
together in this country. I think there's a real
and her overthreat to democracy right now," she said,
whelming passion
pointing to such ominous signs as the church
for issues
burnings, overt racial and ethnic intolerance,
affecting Native
the emergence of militias, and dwindling partiAmericans into
cipation in religious or spiritual activities.
work as a tribal
"I think we need some sort of social
planner and
contract with one another, and that there
program
organizer. In relaneeds to be some sort of understanding about
what
it takes to keep democracy — to support
tively short time,
democracy.
she moved up the
"I don't think any group in this country
hierarchy. And in
has
more
complaints about the U.S.
1985, at the age of

ilma Mankiller lives in eastern
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government than Native Americans. There was
a time in history when the official policy was to
wipe us off the face of the Earth. And then,
following that, the policies were designed to
make sure that ... we no longer existed as a
culturally distinct group of people. So we
certainly have our complaints about America
and American democracy. It's not a perfect
democracy, but it is a democracy."
And in Mankiller's view, democracy's
strength is derived, in large part, from the
interconnectedness of people. Yet today, she
says, people feel removed from each other,
often taking little interest in their neighbors
and none at all in their neighborhood or
community. At the same time, she fears, there
is such an emphasis in society on individual
or personal achievement that it can easily
overshadow the value and benefit of giving
to others,
Couple that with a growing disenchantment with and disengagement from
government, and Mankiller sees clear signs of
trouble ahead in America.
"I think that the very essence of the
democracy in this country is threatened right
now by the fact that so many people fee!
disconnected or disengaged from their
government.
"People feel they have no power, no
ability to change the government in any way.
And that the government is somehow 'out
there' and separate from their lives, separate
from what they do.
"I hate to generalize because all Native
Americans are different, but one of the things I
like about Native American thought ... is this
attachment to community and the attachment
to tribe. I really like the interconnected way
Native Americans view things; things aren't
viewed in segments."
Moreover, Native Americans have proven
over time how very much they prize family,
tribe, land and place — clinging dearly to their
roots and connections, despite repeated,

.

ruthless attempts to splinter them apart.
"I think that if there is any lesson that we
can offer to America as it faces all these issues,
. . . it is that we've managed to hold onto our
communities and a sense of tribe, despite
everything that's happened to us historically.
Even in the most troubled Native community
in the U.S., you will find a community, and you
will find people who have a strong attachment
to their sense of place and connection to one
another. All of our being is somehow related
to our connection with one another, with other
people."
Though Mankiller doesn't have a simple
formula for how Americans can recapture a
spirit of connectedness and caring, she
believes there is a clear need for leaders to
step forward and serve as a steadying
influence.
"Everything I've lived and everything I've
preached is that change comes from
community — not from some leader. But ! feel
a deep need for someone who can help pull us
all together.
"We have to have hope that things will get
better, and we have to have someone to cause
us to think on a little higher level and appeal
to our higher senses. And that's not happening.
" . . . I think that people who are in
prominent positions in this country — the
President of the United States, the Senate and
House leadership, presidents of major universities, prominent women and men activists should speak out on the great moral issues of
the day with courage."
Instead, she says, officials tend to waffle,
"rather than just say: This is what I stand for,
this is what I believe, this is what I've dedicated my life to and these are the reasons why.'
... I think that kind of courageous stance is
very, very needed.
"... There has to be something that binds
us together as a people. And until we find that
something, or that someone, 1 think it's going
to be difficult for us."

But a host of other things also are
needed, says Mankiller, who has no difficulty
formulating a list of some dozen or so steps
that could lead to greater civility and
engagement in America.
High on her list is the need for campaign
finance reform. "Somehow folks have to see
that their participation ... can make a difference. Right now, people think that the only
people who have a voice are large corporations
or people who make big (campaign) contributions. If it's our widespread perception that
our voice doesn't matter because we've not
contributed a large amount of money and we
don't represent a large corporation, then maybe
what we need to do is start by just radically
changing the way campaigns are financed."
Along those same lines, Mankiller says
the nation needs a better voter registration
system, more relevant voter education, and
more women playing major roles in political
and other circles.
"I think that more women need to be in
leadership roles. I have no scientific data to
support this, just my own life experience, but I
think that women tend to be more
collaborative, women tend to build teams, and
women tend to see things in a more integrated
or interconnected way."
And the best place to begin forming
strong connections, she maintains, is at the
community level. "Change has to begin family
by family, community by community. That's
how we rebuild ourselves as a people. And so I
think there needs to be lots more support for
local community efforts."
As someone who keenly understands and
values community, Mankiller says she believes
it is important for those with clout and
financial resources — be they policymakers or
funders — to support local action.
"Communities themselves and the people
who live in them know best what the problems
are and what the solutions are, and they are
best equipped to move forward. I think if folks

will trust the people and work with them and
help facilitate the process of change, then
fundamental change can come and will come
from the people themselves."
Her own experiences bear that out, she
says, explaining that success most often
sprouted "when we began to listen to people,
and trust them and act more as facilitators who
brought resources to the table than folks who
had all the answers."
Mankiller recognizes that communitybased work often hinges on highly motivated,
highly dedicated volunteers. And yet she sees a
lack of encouragement for volunteerism and
generosity as one of the fundamental weaknesses of today's society.
"I think people need to be encouraged to

"... I think that people who
are in prominent positions in
this country — the President
of the United States, the
Senate and House
leadership, presidents of
major universities,
prominent women and men
activists — should speak out
on the great moral issues of
the day with courage."
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volunteer or to give money — and if possible,
to do both." And then people need to be made
aware that such activities are "part of what we
do as people; that's part of our social contract
for being here and living life — to be engaged
with other people."
To encourage such behavior, she
recommends that leaders show by their own
example the value of community service, that
tax incentives be created as an additional
stimulus, and that corporations demonstrate
more community spirit and encourage their
employees to do likewise.
Still, like many of those asked to reflect
on America's malaise, Mankiller believes
education could play a key role in the
rejuvenation of democratic values. Specifically,
she believes Americans need more education
in racial tolerance and violence prevention both of which she would begin teaching at a
young age.

Although Mankiller says she feels no
nostalgia for the past, there is, perhaps, an
old-fashioned sense of what it once meant to
be a good citizen and a successful person that
she believes would be worth recapturing.
"I think one of the most disturbing things
today is seeing that people no longer think that
a life well-lived is a life that has some service
to others — and love — as part of it. ... We're
seeing people sort of back away from that.
"I've always felt that the best possible life
is a life that had love and was of service and
connection to other people."
As a tireless activist herself. Mankiiler
says she is well aware that the pressures of
daily life often make it difficult for people to
find the time and energy for community
service. But, she says bluntly:
"I would argue that you have to. Trying
to find some way of being of service to other
human beings is as essential as breathing."

'

culture, as a U.S. representative and senator, vice
president, newspaper
columnist, and book writer.
Even now, as chair of the
political action committee
created by Bob Dole, he
travels extensively throughout the country in
support of Republican candidates for national
office.
And if one asks him whether his collective
experiences have left him with the sense that
the nation needs to create anew — or merely
recapture — civil society, he responds that the
task at hand is "not returning to (a past
civility), it's revitalizing and strengthening
those foundations and institutions that made
America strong. And it really does begin with
the family.
"If the family is strong, then the community is strong. And if the c o m m u n i t y is strong,
then society is strong. And people say. that's
trite and simpleminded, But in this case. I t h i n k
r h i s simple response of a strong family u n i t is
right, And we really need to focus on that.
"... I wrote a chapter in my book called
The New Consensus." It says that there is a
new consensus that family is the heart of
community, that family values matter. You
know, 1 raised that issue several years ago and
it was controversial," he says, referring to that
1992 speech. Then, sounding both proud and
vindicated, he adds: "If I gave that speech
today, it wouldn't be controversial."
Still, if in Quayle's mind the key to greater
civility is stronger families and communities,
what recipe must the nation follow?
He calls for a hearty blend of strong
family values, less intrusiveness from government, more involvement by non-government
institutions and greater pressure on the media
to portray wholesome behavior.
"I think we've got to look at: How are we
going to encourage good behavior, good
citizenship, strong families, community

n May 1992 then-Vice President Dan Quayle
created a furor by telling a California
audience that the creators of "Murphy Brown"
were eroding family values and mocking the
importance of fathers by developing a story
line portraying her as a single mother
It was a comment that touched off
months — some might say years — of debate
about American values generally and family
values particularly. It was a comment that
today serves as the platform for Quayle's
second and latest book. The American Family:
Discovering Ihe Values That Make Us Strong, and
underlies some of his thinking about what
might help make
American society
more civil.
The experience of selecting
and interviewing
the five families
whose stories are
told in the book.
along with the
eight-week.
34-city tour that
followed its
publication in the
spring, have given
Quayle the
opportunity to
examine closely
the political,
social and moral
fibers r u n n i n g
throughout
contemporary
American society.
Indeed, for
years Quayle has
had a bird's-eye
view of American
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involvement? We've got to build the foundation for involvement at the grassroots level up.
This is not going to be 'trickle down' from the
federal government."
But. unfortunately, he says, the federal
government's response to social problems too
often is more government programs and
spending. "The bureaucratic mind works this
way: They see a problem and they've got to
create a program, they've got to create a
bureaucracy. They've got to control it. That's
just wrong. That's trickle-down social planning,
and it doesn't work.
"I think you have to look at the role of
government institutions and non-government
institutions. ... Government needs to be a
partner. But even though there's this partnership, it has to be a minimal role, because if
you get too much from government, you really
create more of a welfare state, and that isn't
good. That tends to divide Americans."
Instead. Quayle recommends a greater
role in society for non-government institutions.
"If you want to look at ways of helping
people in the most efficient, direct way, it's not
through a government program. It's through, by
and large, institutions that are faith-based.
They may be lewish. they may be Protestant.
they may be Catholic or Islamic, they may be
whatever, but they have a faith component.
"(But) because this is a secular society,
there is almost a hostility toward faith-based
groups. We have a fear about them. We want a
huge wall separating church and state. But you
also have to recognize that if you want to help
a mother on welfare raising children, or get to
that child who is 10. 1 1 or 12 and totally
hopeless — totally hopeless — that you really
need to have some organization of faith
involved to give them hope.
"... The government really needs to think
this through and devise ways to make this work
- and make this work with faith-based
organizations."
While Quayle believes that faith-based

groups can help shore up struggling families.
he also believes that there is no substitute for
individuals taking greater responsibility for
themselves and their families. In fact, he sees
the shirking of personal responsibility as one
of the main problems in American society; too
many citizens rely on the government, or
expect that "somebody else will do it," he says.
"It all comes back to personal responsibility — the responsibility of raising children,
the responsibility of being a good citizen of the
community, the responsibility of taking care of
your family. And that's not someone else's
responsibility."
Indeed, Quayle says a willingness to take
responsibility for oneself is one of the core
values evident in all five of the families he
interviewed for his recent book. In addition,
while the families were different in terms of
religious background, race, ethnicity, marital
status, income and geographic location, "they
had similar values that they used to strengthen
themselves: respect, discipline, sacrifice, faith,
education. ... They were different, yet similar."
Quayle says he was especially struck by
the extent to which the parents felt it was
important to monitor their children's television
viewing. "Interestingly, each one of these
families curtailed the amount of television
their children can watch. And they did it the
old-fashioned way; they monitored it and
decided what was appropriate and what wasn't.
They didn't rely on the V-chip or the rating
system, because they intuitively knew what was
good or what wasn't for their children."
In Quayle's view, Americans are welladvised to pay close attention to the media,
and television programming in particular,
because these are such powerful vehicles for
impacting culture.
"I know you've got to look at ratings, look
at what sells and what doesn't sell ... but if
you go back and look at what the major movie
houses were showing after World War II, all of
them were very family-oriented. They wouldn't

challenge our thinking, but they enhanced
certain values — like respect, responsibility,
accountability. This was all part of what a film
was going to be. Today's it's not. Anything goes."
Today's entertainment industry operates.
he says, on the notion that "in the name of
artistic freedom, in the name of entertainment,
they've got to push the envelope as far as
possible. Fine, push the envelope. But there
are certain fundamentals that make society
strong. There are certain fundamentals I found
in this book that make families strong."
Yet "when you watch television, you are
bombarded ... with all this junk that comes
through. None of it really talks about the
importance of responsibility, respect, decency.
It's all the opposite. And if you get the
opposite, it impacts you.
"... lust take the value of respect, which I
found was a very strong middle-class value
among the families I interviewed. And you go
down the list of programs on television today,
and . , , 95 percent of them show disrespect.
Disrespect for the father. Fathers, today, are
idiots on television.
"We need to look at how to strengthen the
family. And we need to start by looking at what
influences families. Clearly it's entertainment,
television, the media."
To begin influencing those institutions,
Quayle suggests that Americans target
advertisers. "If you really want to look at having
an impact on what goes on television, you've
really got to give a wake-up call to corporate
America," he says, pointing out that writing
letters to boards of directors of companies that
advertise on programs considered offensive is
one way to posit a protest.
"I understand profits. And I understand
the bottom line. (But) they also have good
citizen responsibility. ... I'm not for censorship;
I'm for good citizenship."
Aside from taking a strong interest in
media monitoring, Quayle says that another
prevailing characteristic among the families

interviewed for his book is a deep commitment
to the education of their children.
"Education begins at home. Parents need
to spend more time in the school themselves,"
he says, explaining that even his heavy
schedule as a member of Congress and vice
president didn't often keep him from attending
his children's parent-teacher conferences.
"You talk to teachers today, maybe half
the parents take the time. Maybe half. That's
not the school's problem. That's not the
teacher's problem. That comes back to the
family unit."
In addition to emphasizing education,
Quayle says he discovered through his book
interviews that strong families work hard to
keep lines of communication open. "Communication is so important — communication
between spouses, between parent and child.
We need to do that family to family,
neighborhood to neighborhood and
community to community,"
Indeed. Quayte's formula for greater
societal civility starts with a call for family
unity — where children are witness to strong,
traditional values. Only when that piece is
firmly in place, he says, can families begin to
reach out to the larger community.
It would seem a large and looming task.
For as Quayle himself points out: "We have a
situation today where kids can graduate from
high school unable to read; 12-year-olds are
tried in adult court for murder; teen suicide
rates are going up; teenagers are having
babies.--."
Still, he says. "I'm optimistic. I think
there's a sense that we're facing a real crisis —
that this is the Cold War we've got to win. It's
our culture. It's our heritage at stake.
"We've always had a way of working
these things out. ... It's not going to be easy.
There are powerful forces, very powerful signs
of a cultural meltdown that may continue. And
if it does continue, if we don't stem the tide, it
will make these problems even harder to solve."
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ike the best college professors, writer
James Fallows shuns the monologue in
favor of two-way conversation with a
listener; impresses one immediately with
his depth of knowledge, and covers a remarkable amount of ground in a single hour — due
in equal parts to a quick mind and an even
quicker style of delivery.
Freshly returned from a strenuous, multiweek, multi-city national tour to promote his
new book, Breaking the News-. How the Media
Undermine American Democracy, a relaxed Fallows
sits in his spacious Georgetown living room
with bare feet and cat in lap to discuss what's
fracturing America.
This Harvard University graduate, Rhodes
scholar and former presidential speechwriter
for Jimmy Carter looks like none of the above,
dressed casually in khaki slacks and plaid shirt.
In manner and appearance, he more closely fits
the image of working journalist — the
profession he has plied for more than 20 years
and recently took to task for Failing to give
Americans the tools they need to participate
effectively in democracy,
As Fallows slouches into a roomy chair,
a visitor takes in the tasteful, Oriental furnishings, decorations and artwork that surround
them, reminders of the four years Fallows and
his family spent in lapan and Malaysia during
the 1980s. The overseas travel and residence
have led Fallows, an acknowledged expert on
both economics and the Far East, to numerous
writings, including books on U.S.-lapan
relations and the political and economic rise
of the Far East.
Before taking the helm at U.S. News &
WorM Report in September, Fallows covered a
wide range of subjects, both national and
international in scope, while serving as
Washington editor of Tftc Afltwfit Monthly for 17
years and as a regular commentator on

National Public
Radio's "Morning
Edition" for nearly
a decade.
Today, the
topic before him is
domestic, and
when asked to
identify the most
important force
pushing Americans
away from civil
society, Fallows
focuses his lens
first on the
economy.
Quickly he
zooms in on two
specific aspects of
the economy that
he sees at play in
American society. First there is a "polarization
of economic life," which he defines as
"basically the economic factor of people being
more and more divided by education, by
income, by residence, by professional group —
and having a more and more striated society,
where people have fewer and fewer experiences
in common."
This polarization, he says, has both
worsened and solidified to such a degree in
recent years that "to the best of my knowledge,
there is no longer any dispute whatsoever that
the middle class has been under pressure, that
rich people are getting richer and poor people
are at least stagnating That seems to be
beyond question, and that is a different trend
from the 1950s or'60s."

,

The other, equally disturbing aspect of the
current economy, he says, is the emphasis
placed on individual interest at the expense of
collective interest, with the latter all too often
viewed as inefficient and ineffective.
"Those two effects together mean that you
can have a society that seems to be working
better and better, in terms of broad economic
efficiency, with the stock market going up and
with people feeling as if they're maximizing
their own income, but doesn't work in other
ways that people notice — in human and
political terms."
Although Fallows, who studied economics
at Oxford University and majored in American
history as an undergraduate, maintains that
Americans have long had an independent
streak — or a "don't-tread-on-me mentality," as
he calls it — historically that often was buffered
by such forces as religion, family, community
or successive waves of immigrants, all of which
made people feel connected to others.
But those buffers "seem to be much
weaker now than in other times," he says.
Moreover, "there is no other country, to my
knowledge, that places such emphasis on pure
individual wealth or pure individual freedom."
Even worse, he adds, "1 don't know of
another moment in American history where the
pure individual, profit-seeking, welfare-seeking
and liberty-seeking impulses have been as
elevated above everything else, as is the case
now. So that is what makes the U.S., I think,
unusual internationally and historically. The
question is. how to reset the balance, how to
re-establish the claims of community interest
and collective interest and civil interest/'
It's a question of serious import, because
if balance is not restored, America could
remain deeply divided economically with a few
people controlling the nation's wealth and the
majority of people feeling disenfranchised, he
says, And the danger in that, he continues, "is
the U.S. becoming Brazil, becoming Mexico, or
becoming, in a more genteel sense. Italy. ...

It's the danger of becoming a banana republic,
not in the sense of having coups — we're not
going to have coups, I don't think— but in
having just a very cynical rule of the masses by
the rich."
Although Fallows acknowledges he holds
no bag of magic tricks to alter the inequities in
the current economy, his suggestions would
include radically changed trade policies,
dramatically different tax policies and a
fundamentally revamped education system all of which he says "go against the grain of
these times" and thus are unlikely to be
adopted and implemented.
Instead he turns his spotlight on other
arenas that might hold promise for rekindling
the public's interest in civic life. Chief among
them: the creation of more opportunities for
Americans to share "collective experiences."
Pointing out that the military was once a
great equalizer — uniting men from various
classes and races in a common endeavor Fallows maintains that few such opportunities
exist today. Only jury duty, which is of extremely limited duration, comes to mind, he says.
"Normal life now has almost no
experiences that are cross-class or cross-race.
1 mean cross-racial experience, in a way. is
becoming more common than cross-class
experience. And something that builds it in
would be highly valuable.
"That would be my one dramatic step: to
work out the details of tying public benefits to
public service, to have young people mainly,
but not necessarily young people exclusively,
doing public work with other people who are
different from them.
"... The current revulsion against anything
that's mandatory may mean you couldn't
conscript people to do that, but I think it is fair
and reasonable to make it a condition that any
kind of public benefit be tied to public service."
Beyond encouraging Americans to
perform public service, Fallows maintains that
some important steps should be taken to

reconnect the public to politics and democracy.
For help with that, he turns to other familiar
territory: the media.
Writing in his most recent book, Fallows

states; "People are unhappy with the political
system . . . because they feel they have no
control over it and that it has no connection to
their lives." And he puts at least some of the
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blame for that squarely on the media.
"lournalists' questions rarely focus on the
impact of legislation or politics on people's
lives," he writes. "Instead stories are about the
game of politics." And it is the "relentless
emphasis on discord, predictions and political
spin" that has triggered a deep cynicism about
politics and even a deeper disdain for the
media itself.
Moreover, despite journalists' insistence
that the public eats up the scandals and
conflicts they dole out in painstaking detail,
Fallows emphatically disagrees, claiming the
media are out of touch with what people want.
What they want, he says, is more clarity
on issues and less coverage of politics as if it
were a horse race. Indeed, Fallows believes the
press should hold true to its original mission:
helping the public participate effectively in
democracy.
"Journalism . . . is the indispensable raw
material of democracy," he says. "It is the only

"There is literally nobody in
the public saying, 'Hey,
don't change a thing about
journalism. Keep it just the
way it is.' And I think people
in the press have to take
that seriously and recognize
that some reform impulse is
necessary."

way people know what to worry about and what
not to worry about; what's getting better and
what's getting worse."
Still, as a card-carrying member of the
press, Fallows is well aware of journalists'
arguments that their role is merely to report
information, not shape democracy. Nonetheless, he says. "Nobody outside the business of
journalism would believe for a second that
journalists can just say: 'Hey, we have no
responsibility for how democracy works in the
long run.1 The only reason, the only reason, the
press has its franchise in the First Amendment
was the belief of the Founding Fathers that the
health of the press mattered to the health of
democracy.
"I think on the large question of whether
the press needs to think about its consequences
on society, the civic journalism/public
journalism people say it does, and in my view
they are right. In my view, they are also right in
saying we need to be essentially reformminded and innovative. ... There is literally
nobody in the public saying, 'Hey, don't change
a thing about journalism. Keep it just the way
it is/ And I think people in the press have to
take that seriously and recognize that some
reform impulse is necessary."
What's more, Fallows wouldn't limit this
"reform impulse" only to the media. Equally
important, he says, is revamping the political
campaign process.
Although Fallows claims no expertise
in this area, his sharp journalist's eye allows
him to see quite clearly where some of the
trouble lies.
"The problem with political campaigns is
they've become professionalized. We have less
and less amateur involvement. More and more
you hire consultants, you hire the direct mail
people, you hire the phone bank people. , . .
You give money to a campaign, but you don't
work in it."
Equally harmful to the campaign process.
he says, is the growing emphasis on raising

large sums of money, needed primarily to pay
for expensive television advertising
"The need for money you can diminish
somewhat by free (television) air time, and
that seems to me obvious. Every other major
country does this, and it can't be that we're the
only ones who are right and they are all wrong."
Figuring out how to increase citizen
involvement in political campaigns is a tad
trickier, he says, suggesting that perhaps free
air time could be contingent upon proof that a
certain number of "foot soldiers" were actively
engaged in a candidate's campaign, "lust as
you have to have a certain number of names
on a petition to get on a ballot, maybe you'd
need to have a certain number of people
working on your campaign to be eligible for
different benefits."

And while such tasks — from reforming
the media to revamping the campaign process
to recalibrating the economy — may seem
daunting. Fallows says he is optimistic about
America's ability to change course.
"The great distinctive trait about the
United States throughout history has been its
resilience, has been its adaptability, has been
its ability when apparently cornered to come
up with new answers, to absorb talents from
around the world, to absorb strains that would
fracture many other societies. And because of
that long history, I remain fundamentally quite
optimistic about the U.S. ... It's through the
very process of concentrating on what the
problems are that we'll be forced to come up
with solutions."

quiet campus, the learning is
serious business.
Equally serious is the
conversation taking place inside
the office of President lohnnetta
Cole, a lifelong educator and
anthropologist who took the
reins at Spelman in 1987 — the first African
American woman to do so.
An engaging speaker and energetic fundraiser. Cole recently saw Spelman through a
niultiyear fund-raising campaign that amassed
SI 14 million — a sum rarely surpassed by even
the most prestigious, private women's colleges
such as Bryn Mawr and Mount Holyoke.
Sitting comfortably near a book-laden
coffee table in her office, Cole turns her keen
attention and razor-sharp insight to whether
Americans are shirking their civic responsibility, withdrawing from neighborhood life, and
risking the health and vitality of our democracy
in the process. It's an opening question that
leaves her "incredibly bifurcated," she says.
"On the one hand I have absolutely no
difficulty resonating to what you just
described. All you have to do is pick up the
newspaper, turn on the news, even, to some
extent, walk down certain streets and watch the
eyes not make contact. ...
"But on the other hand, I spend an
enormous amount of my time in exactly those
settings that are antithetical to all that. . . . The
company I keep is not disengaged, it is not
uncivil. But even being involved in a very
activist, volunteerism-oriented community, one
senses, I think, a change in the very tone, the
temper — and by that I really mean 'the
temper' — of our country."
Carefully trying to avoid "engaging in the
simplistic." Cole says she attributes changing
American attitudes and behaviors to a number
of factors, not the least of which is an uncertain
economy. Looking to the past for insights and
precedents, she concludes that "moments
when our intergroup relationships are at their

team of gardeners beats Atlanta's
intense midday heat by starting early
on a summer morning to mow the
expansive plots of emerald green
lawn and tend the colorful petunias planted
around Spelman College's campus. The tidy
buildings — some modern and new, some
reflecting their post-Civil War beginnings give evidence that this is a place that cares
about appearances, inside and out.
Spelman, which in recent years has
repeatedly made the U.S. Ni'ws & World Report
list of top small liberal arts colleges, was
founded in 1881 by two white women from
Massachusetts
who opened a
school in the
basement of an
Atlanta Baptist
church with $100
and 11 pupils.
Today the college
enrolls some
2,000 women
annually and
boasts 9,000
alumnae.
While landscape artists toil
in the sun outside
classroom buildings, one can find

summer school
instructors inside
patiently imparting their wisdom
to eager learners.
It's summer
session. And
while the livin 1
may be easy on
this gracious.
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worst are usually moments of economic
insecurity."
And although some might challenge the
idea that the economy is in some way rocky
today, citing exceptionally low unemployment
rates as proof, she remains firm. "People aren't
sure if they're going to have a job tomorrow.
Folk are panicked as to what computers are
going to do to their long-term job security. And
in an interesting way, we're not any longer
dealing with a phenomenon of the blue-collar
class. We're talking insecurity that goes from
the poorest up through the managerial class."
Compounding those economic fears, she
says, are companion worries about race,
immigration, violence and poverty. The latter
two issues, she says, are linked in ways that
directly affect citizens' propensity to become
active in their community.
"Our inability as a nation to deal with
growing poverty, which I think does have a
relationship to violence, means that people are
locking themselves up in their houses. When
you lock yourself up in your house, it's hard to
come out for a PTA meeting, or for a neighborhood picnic, because you're scared."
Moreover, Cole agrees with Harvard
University political scientist Robert Putnam,
who recently theorized in research widely
reported in the popular press that people
appear to be locked inside their houses
watching television, siphoning from it their
entertainment, education and world view,
"As an instrument untamed, (television)
has done extraordinary damage to our society.
I mean who reads anymore? Kids are begging
for one more program before they go to bed.
not for their parents to read them a book.
"Families eat in front of it. I mean, folk are
invited over — if they are ever invited over
anymore — and it is not to communicate with
each other, it is to sit and watch a program.
People don't even have to go out to the movies
anymore, because you can bring the movie in."
Although to some, such signs of crumb-

•

ling times might lead to pessimism, not so for
Cole, who describes herself as optimistic "by
disposition."
"1 don't wake up in the morning
overwhelmed by negativity. If anything, I wake
up trying to figure out how I can turn what is
already, it seems to me, enormous possibilities
into reality."
Drawing on her training as an anthropologist, she says that part of what gives her hope
is a firm belief in people's ability to change
even value-laden aspects of their lives. She
cites, as examples, the way Americans have
radically changed their attitudes and behaviors
concerning diet, exercise and smoking.
"Now. obviously, I'm not naive. I know that
racism and anti-Semitism and homophobia
and sexism are not of the same order as
smoking and food." But, she says, "you can go
through history and find amazing examples of
change." In fact, she needs to turn back the
pages of time only as far as her own childhood
in Jacksonville, Florida, to find substantial
evidence of that,
"In my lifetime — of separate water
fountains and colored schools and an inability
for me to try on a dress in a department store
-there has been change."
But crafting dramatic, wholesale change
is tricky business. And Cole maintains that we
have been slow, if not stymied, in "figuring out
how to up the ante, how to make this stuff go
more rapidly, to go more deeply, to go more
broadly."
What's needed, she says, is "a lot more
folk thinking about what creates the ability for
us to change," as well as "an analysis that tells
us where our worst problems come from. And
if the problems are violence, if the problems
are racial and ethnic and gender discrimination, if the problems are war, if the problems
are poverty — one thing I know about all of
those things: The source of each and every one
of them is not genetics.
"And as long as we're dealing with

something in The human arena that is not
biologically or genetically determined, then we
as t h i n k i n g , rational, hopefully compassionate
human beings ought to be able to do
something about it."
As a start, she recommends devising ways
for people to experience — and appreciate the act of giving to others. As one who has
made service to others a cornerstone of her life,
Cole speaks with authority when she says such
opportunities offer "exquisite rewards," including helping people get in touch with their own
humanity. Moreover, working with people from
different walks of life can be tremendously

bioate\\i\6 and enriching she sa^s.

"We know that living in a world of
difference, where people are of diverse
backgrounds, is far more stimulating, far more
exciting. We know that many more ideas will
bubble out of a diverse group of people than a
bunch of folk all of whom have had the same
experience. But what we don't know is how to
get people into that diverse setting so they will
taste the excitement of it."
One clear-cut way to prompt such
participation, she says, is through legislation.
"There is a role for laws. There is a role for. if
you want to put it this way, for forcing people to
do certain things, as a way to hopefully set
them up for self-motivation."

"... And so for people who
are genuinely worried and
pessimistic, my greatest
advice is: Get out there and
do something."

But another less coercive, yet effective,
way of encouraging people to come together is
through education, she says, pointing to such
prime examples as community service
initiatives operated in high schools and
colleges, as well as programs that teach
mediation skills, cultural appreciation and
even basic civics lessons,
Still, Cole is sensitive to the possibility of
overburdening an educational system with an
already full agenda. "It's easy for someone like
myself to sit and talk about what needs to be
done or should have been done in K-12,
because after all, by the time folk get here, to
the college level, I'm not saying the whole die
is cast, but it's a little late in the game.
"How we can take these questions of
incivility, of intergroup tensions, of alienation
and do something about them through the
mechanism of education is a serious question
to me. We don't have many other settings we
can use. Folk don't go to churches and
synagogues in the same way they used to, or
even to the Y or a neighborhood club."
At the same time, Cole calls for the
nation's leaders — particularly those in public
office — to come forward to articulate a vision,
denounce divisiveness in discourse and deed,

and set a sound example.
"I'd like to see more of our political
figures talking sensibly about what ails us,
rather than pontificating on silliness. . . I see
public service as a kind of school. It really is.
for the adults of a nation, one of the places
that ought to be a source of information, of
analysis and of inspiration."
And while that could, perhaps, jymp-start
a movement toward greater inclusivehess and
civic engagement, Cole says she has deep
respect for "change as a human process, not an
event" and fully recognizes that true change
takes time.
"I would describe myself as profoundly
concerned about the state of my nation, and of
my world, but convinced that sitting around
wallowing in that is not going to move the
agenda.
"... If change is a process — a long and
complex process — then we have to find ways
to reward ourselves and to feel good about the
ways in which we are engaged in this
(endeavor) short of the ultimate victory,
"And that brings me full circle — to why I
find real joy in the ways in which I participate
with other folk in the city, in the country, to
some extent in other parts of the world, in
activity which is in the direction of
reconnecting us.
"People who aren't engaged in any form of
community service have every right to be
'downed out, 1 have every right to be
pessimistic. But if you are genuinely involved
with other people in what we. at least in some
circles, have come to call 'community building,'
it's complicated, it's sometimes discouraging
and Frustrating, but ultimately it's rewarding.
. . . And so for people who are genuinely
worried and pessimistic, my greatest advice is:
Get out there and do something."

GRANTS

Civil Society

Environment

Flint

Poverty

Exploratory and Special Projects

CIVIL SOCIETY

Mission: To promote and support civil society in the United States

and selected areas of the world, particularly Central/Eastern Europe,
Russia and the Republics, and South Africa, that are engaged in
political, economic and social transformation involving citizen
participation and empowerment.
The aim of this program is to contribute to
a stronger civil society through support of ideas
and efforts that reflect our belief in the power
of informed citi/ens, the importance of communities and the need for a strong nonprofit
sector. The program is carried out through staff
in Flint and field offices in the Czech Republic
and South Africa.
There are no major changes in direction
anticipated for 1996 from the three-year program plan approved in 1994. Staff will work as
a team to advance its understanding of civil
society and the Foundation's role in strengthening civil society. Particular attention will be
given to examining the importance of the
nonprofit sector in contributing to civil society.
Highlights of 1995 grantmaking in each
program area follow.

CENTRAL/EASTERN EUROPE,
RUSSIA AND THE REPUBLICS
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to strengthen emerging civil sticieties in
their transition to open democratic and pluralistic
societies, find market economics in/ strengthening
the nonprofit sector and providing technical assistance and training to the pnblii ami private sectors.
The primary geographic focus for the
program area remains Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Slovak Republic and Ukraine. During 1995, the
Foundation advanced its knowledge significantly by adding field staff; expanding regional
office capabilities; and completing Trustee site
visits to Hungary, Poland and the Slovak
Republic in September.
Grants were focused on three main
objectives in 1995.
Developing the legal framework and
Political/Economic Structures to ensure and
sustain democracy and a market economy, with
particular attention to training and technical
assistance. The Foundation was engaged in
several important projects in strengthening

rule-of-law structures (electoral and judicial,
constitutional and parliamentary) in Russia and
Central/Eastern Europe and in helping
improve U.S. foreign policy and Western
assistance. In the economic development field,
it supported two micro-enterprise projects in
Poland and Russia, with visibility for potential
replication.
Helping prevent conflicts through use of
alternative dispute resolution methods was the
objective of Conflict Resolution grants. This
objective had a broader geographic range.
Programming was aimed at building the
capacity and sustainability of indigenous
organizations and at supporting training and
application of effective conflict management
and consensus-building methods. One major
investment was establishing a regional network
of seven centers of conflict resolution. In
addition, the Foundation undertook support
for community-based initiatives for alleviating
the impact of the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Strengthening the effectiveness of the
Nonprofit Sector, with attention to the need for
leadership, infrastructure and philanthropic
support, included a cluster of grants focusing
on the environment. The Foundation supported
expansion of a network of national-level
resource centers for advancing the interests of
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and
philanthropy, as well as provided support for
an independent assessment of the network. It
also funded several creative philanthropic
endeavors, building upon its commitment to
regional and community foundations.
The Foundation also supported a few Other
activities that presented special opportunities.

SOUTH AFRICA
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to strengthen civil society in South Africa
during the transition from apartheid toward a
democratic, twnracial, nonsexist society by assisting
formerly disenfranchised populations to participate

til Hie local, regional and national level* in
decisionmaidng that affect* their communities.
Grants were focused on three main
objectives in 1995.
The Foundation supported several
organizations working to educate voters about
the local government elections under its
Democracy Education objective. It also
supported several organizations working with
paralegals who provide public information
about citizens' rights, elections, the constitution
and access to government.
Grants under the Women's Participation
objective supported two organizations
providing training for women entering local
government for the first time and three
organizations providing training to women
(as well as gender training to both men and
women) in NGOs. The Foundation supported
two grassroots membership organizations that
work to empower women with specific skills
and information, ft also supported the process
that prepared women throughout South Africa
to contribute to the fourth U.N. World
Conference on Women.
The Foundation was engaged in several
projects to strengthen the role of Nonprofit
Sector organizations including a process of
consultation with NGOs that has resulted in a
cimft nonprofit bill and a national NGO
coalition.
The Foundation also supported selected
Other opportunities, especially in the area of
training for black journalists.

UNITED STATES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to strengthen civil society in the United
States during a time of increasing social need* tint!
tensions b\i building on a tradition of democracy
and citizen action.
Grants were focused on two main
objectives in 1995.
Strengthening the effectiveness of the
Nonprofit Sector, with special emphasis on
improving governance and accountability,
increasing and diversifying sources of income
including strengthening community foundations, and strengthening selected nonprofit/
philanthropic infrastructure organizations, was
one objective. The Foundation supported

efforts to strengthen the capacities of nonprofit
boards, expand accountability tools, monitor
federal and state policies and regulations
affecting charitable giving, test new ways to
increase financial resources for nonprofits,
strengthen community Foundations, and build
the organizational capacity of key infrastructure organizations.
Activity in the Race Relations objective,
designed to address institutional and societal
causes of racism and build understanding and
appreciation of racial and ethnic diversity, was
in the planning stages tor most of the year.
Initial strategies focused on facilitating a
national dialogue on the issue of race, and
supporting research and policy projects that
will inform future grantmaking.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to support unique opportunities that
address emerging civil society issues outside the
Foundation's priority geographic areas, with special
emphasis on the development of Hie nonprofit sector
internationally.
There were three grantmaking strategies in
this program area: 1) advancing international
philanthropy through support for selected
global and regional leadership organizations
that promote information-sharing, networking,
and nonprofit sector advocacy at global and
regional levels; 2) promoting resource
development with attention to new sources of
funds such as community foundations and
multilateral development bank funding
streams; and 3) strengthening the nonprofit
and, particularly, the philanthropic sector in
Latin America.
During 1995, the Foundation supported
several key global and regional efforts to
promote the nonprofit sector, generate better
data and information about it, and mobilize
new philanthropic resources. In addition, a
small number of exploratory grants were made
to examine the needs of the nonprofit sector
and philanthropy in Lathi America, and
consultants were hired to conduct background
research and suggest potential grantmaking
strategies in the region.
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G R A ISJTEH / PROIT.CT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

LJNI'AID
DEC. 31,1995

CENTRAL/EASTERN EUROPE, RUSSIA AND THE REPUBLICS
POLITICAL/ECONOMIC STRUCTURES

AMERICAN TRUST FOR AGRICULTURE IN POLAND—McLean, Virginia
To support a three-year project that provides training
and technical assistance for rural Polish women who
wish to start or expand businesses.

$

—

100,000

APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY — Boone, North Carolina
To support an international conference to link

$

5,000

S

50,000

50,000

5,000

American and Central European specialists in
community and economic development issues to
benefit the Carpathian Euroregion.

ATLANTIC COUNCIL OF THE UNTIED STATES — Washington, DC
To support ongoing dialogue among Russian and
American government officials and representatives
from non-governmental groups on political,
economic and military security reforms.

50,000

50,000

CENTER FOR DEMOCRACY AND FREE ENTERPRISE — Prague, Czech Republic
To support a resource center that provides
educational and training programs for legal
professionals in the Czech Republic.

37.872

37,872

CENTER FOR STRATEGIC & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES — Washington, DC
To support a comprehensive study of changing
political issues facing seven new states in Eastern
Europe.

50,000

50,000

75,000

75,000

CENTRAL EUROPE INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To provide technical assistance and training for the
creation of five chambers of commerce in the Czech
and Slovak republics.

FOUNDATION FOR A CIVIL SOCIETY, LTD. — New York, New York
To provide continued support for conferences,
workshops, meetings and special consultations that
address human and civil rights issues in emerging
democracies.

35,000

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY — Washington, DC
To support an overview and assessment of American
foreign aid to Russia during economic and
democratic transition.

35,000

25,000

25,000

-.1 > ! H I,;

30,000

INSTITUTE FOR EAST-WEST STUDIES, INC. — New York, New York
To create a special fund to provide rapid response
and longer-term technical assistance to Ukraine, its
president and ministers.
INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS — Stamford, Connecticut
To accelerate the Czech Republic's transition to a
market economy.

225,000

225,000

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ELECTION SYSTEMS — Washington, DC
To encourage fair elections in Central and Eastern
Europe by promoting professionalism and providing
technical assistance and training in the field of
election administration.

25,000

To support a conference on technological devices to
ensure free and fair elections in the Central and
Eastem European region.

25,000

20,000

LAWYERS ALLIANCE FOR NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL, INC. — Washington, DC
To support a visit by eight Russians at seminars and
27,370
meetings focused on the principles of
decentralization and federalism.
To support the development of a functioning and
democratic federal-regional-local government system
in three Volga-area regions in Russia.

:

20,000

27,370

24,973

24,973

GSAHTEB/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC.31.W4

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

RussiA/USA SOCIETY —Togliatti, Russia
To provide general support.
SISTER CITIES OF FLINT, INC. — Hint, Michigan
To support a training internship program for Polish
^indents and faculty in municipal governing
techniques.

$

5,000

5,000
$

3,760

3,760

50,000

125,000

SOUTHEASTERN INSTITUTE FOR LAW & COMMERCE —Nashville, Tennessee
75,000

To support a training program for Russian criminal
defense lawyers.

STICHTINC EAST-WEST PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE PROJECT
To support an organization that provides assistance
to parliamentarians in Central/Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN — Ann Arbor, Michigan
To support research designed to understand what
conditions and policies are needed Lo encourage
small business development in Central Europe.
SUBTOTAL: Political/Economic Structures

Amsterdam, Netherlands
250,000

$ 250,000

35,000

35,000

$

477,370

S 671,605

$

586,103

$

$

150,000

$

562,872

$

100,000

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION — West Mailing, Kent, England
To support efforts to end the conflict between
Moldova and Transdnitstria.

150,000

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT GROUP — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To support a conflict resolution program for South
Osst'tians and Georgians to break the deadlock in
peace negotiations.

10,000

10,000

75,000

75,000

150,000

50,000

CROATIAN DEMOCRACY PROJECT — Washington, DC
To support tin- development of two centers to
promote ethnic reconciliation between Muslim and
Croat populations and others in Bosnia-Herzegovina,

FOUNDATION ON INTER-ETHNIC RELATIONS — The Hague, Netherlands
To support an organization dedicated to conflict
resolution and prevention for ethnic/minority
populations in Central and Eastern Europe.

KETTERING FOUNDATION — Dayton, Ohio
To support political dialogue to bring peace to
Tajikistan, a pivotal Central Asian republic embroiled
in violent ethnic conflict.

$ 250,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

NATIONAL PEACE FOUNDATION — Washington, DC
To support the continuation and expansion of a
dialogue among women professionals and civic
leaders to learn conflict resolution techniques for
application in wars occurring in the region.

100,000

PARENTS, TEACHERS £ STUDENTS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY — Moretown, Vermont
To support the creation of two community centers to
encourage and promote local citizen peace building
among the Croat, Muslim and Serb populations in
Bosnia.

50,000

50,000

PARTNERS FOR DEMOCRATIC CHANGE — San Francisco, California
To support the continuation and expansion of a
training-for*trainers program in consensus-building
and conflict resolution for Central Europe and Russia.
To support an organization that assists the
development and operations of conflict resolution
centers in Centra I/Eastern Europe and Russia.
RESOLVE, INC. — Washington, DC
To support two pilot projects in environmental
conflict resolution in Poland, with an emphasis on
mediation techniques.

150,000

150,000

300,000

300,000

75,000

75,000

'

GRAMTTE/r'Ki'l.'

UNPAID
DFC. 31, 19^4

SEARCH FOR COMMON GROUND — Washington, DC
To introduce problem-solving techniques to two
tartork's in ihe Ukraine in order Lo promote efficient
industrial operations.
SUBTOTAL: Conflict Resolution

S

400,000

i. .1. . i

$

49,850

$

959,850

$

30,000

UNI'AID

PATIENTS

—

DEC. 31,199?

$

49,850

$ 1,060,000

$

299,850

$

$

15,000

NONPROFIT SECTOR
ACCESS ASSOCIATION — Sofia, Bulgaria
To support a Bulgarian organization that stimulates
free exchange ui inUinnalion .imong nongovernmental organizations engaged in promoting
democratic change.

15,000

ASSISTANCE CENTER FOR NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS — Bucharest, Romania
To support an organization thai provides assistance
50,000
to build grassroots capacity in small communities in
Romania,

50,000

CENTO FOR CITIZEN INITIATIVES — San Francisco, California
To continue support for an environmental program in
S
Russia.

40,000

To support a two-part, capacity-building program for
Russian nonprofit leaders.

40,000
145,000

150,000

145,01)0

150,000

CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS — Zagreb, Croatia
To support a new organization lhal provides
leadership and services for non-governmental
organizations in Croatia.

10,000

10,000

30,000

15,000

30,00(1

80,01X1

40,000

40,000

50,000

50,000

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLIC ADVOCACY — poniky, Slovak Republic
To support an organization working lo build the
capacity of Slovakian environmental organizations.

15,000

CENTER FOR POST-SOVIET STUDIES — Chevy Chase, Maryland
To create and disseminate a comprehensive data base
iif environmental and health data on Russia.
CENTER FOR TFIF STUDY OF DEMOCRACY — Sofia, Bulgaria
To provide continued support for a nonprofit
research and low project.
CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION — West Mailing, Kent, England
To support the operation of an office in Russia to
study the voluntary sector.

411,1 HID

4(1.1111(1

CHARITIES EVALUATION SERVICES — London, England
88,545

To support an assessment of the value and
effectiveness of a network nf resource centers
throughout Central ,incl Eastern Europe.
CIVIC FORUM FOUNDATION — Prague, Czech Republic
To provide general support.

12,000

88,545

12,000

COMMUNICATION EXCHANGE AND TRAINING FOUNDATION — Budapest, Hungary
To support the development of community
foundations in Hungary.
DELPHI INTERNATIONAL — Washington, DC
To replicate a program in Bulgaria that will build the
capacity of citizen groups and local leaders at the
community level to strengthen the nonprofit sector.

21,460

21,460

50,000

50,000

E.L.T.E. NATURE CONSERVATION CLUB — Budapest, Hungary
To support a four-day conference for citizens' groups
in Central and Eastern Europe to formubU 1
environmentally sound energy policies.

H,000

8,000

ENERGY EFFICIENCY. CENTER — Prague, Czech Republic
To promote energy efficiency in the Czech Republic.

30,000

.10,000

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND LAW ASSOCIATION — Budapest, Hungary
To support an organization working to promote
environmental reform and policy in Hungary.

.

25,000

50,000

25,01X1

50,000

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC.3UL«4

GRANTS

RAIMENTS

UNPAID
Dec. 31,1995

ESTONIAN FOUNDATION CENTRE (EcsTi FONDIDE KESKUS) — Tallinn, Estonia
To support a membership organization that provides
information, training and legal sen-ices to nonprofit
organizations and foundations in Estonia.

$

30,000

$

40,000

$

50,000

$

20,000

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND — Brussels, Belgium
To support special guest memberships for selected
Central and Eastern European foundations in the
European Foundation Centre.
To support the Orpheus Programme Civil Society
Mutual Support Project, which is designed to build
the capacity of national nonprofit resource centers in
Central and Eastern Europe.

92,500

25,000

100,000

117,500

100,000

EUROPEAN FOUNDATION CENTRE —"Brussels, Belgium
To subsidize special guest memberships for selected
Central and Eastern European foundations.

135,000

13i\0lli)

To build the capacity of national resource and
support centers for advancing the independent sector
in Central and Eastern Europe.

300,000

'•( H ) , i H " '

FORUM OF POLISH FOUNDATIONS — Warsaw. Poland
To support a national resource center for the
nonprofit sector, especially 230 member associations
and foundations in Poland.

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

175,000

75,000

100,000

21)0,000

200,000

FOUNDATION FOR A CIVIL SOCIETY, LTD. — New York, New York
To support an organization whose purpose is to
advance an open and democratic society and freein, irkt't economy in the Czech and Slovak republics.

GERMAN MARSHALL FUND OF THE UNITED STATES — Washington, DC
To provide small grants and other services to
grassroots environmental organizations in Hungary,
Poland, and the Czech and Slovak republics.

HEALTHY CITY BANSKA BYSTRICA FOUNDATION — Banska Bystrica, Slovak Republic
To support a community foundation being
established in the central Slovak Republic.

90,000

30,000

60,000

HUNGARIAN ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL FNDB. — Budapest, Hungary
To provide general support.

19,500

9,750

9,750

10,000

10,000

HUNGARIAN CHAMBER OF NONPROFIT HUMAN SERVICES — Budapest, Hungary
To provide general support.

20,000

HUNGARIAN FOUNDATION CENTRE — Budapest, Hungary
To support a resource center tor foundations in
Hungary.

15,000

15,000

30,000

HUNGARIAN FOUNDATION FOR SELF-RELIANCE C.AUTONOMIA ALAPITVANY) — Budapest, Hungary
To support ,1 philanthropic organization that provides
technical assistance, training, small grants and loans
to nonprofit groups in Hungary.

50,01)1'

105,000

105,000

50,000

40,000

20,000

20,00(1

INDEPENDENT ECOLOGICAL CENTER — Budapest, Hungary
To support an organization that serves as a regional
model for strengthening civil society and
environmental protection in Hungary.

INFORMATION CENTER FOR FOUNDATIONS (INFORMACNI CENTRUM NADACI, PRAHA) — Prague, Czech Republic
To support an organization that serves the
information, training and legal needs of nonprofits in
Ihf C/ech Republic.

20,000

67,500

87,500

INSTITUTE FOR DEMOCRACY IN EASTTSN EUROPE - WARSAW — Warsaw, Poland
To introduce an information development and
dissemination program for strengthening nongovernmental organizations in Russia and Ukraine.

45,001'

45,000

678,547

604,500

INSTITUTE FOR EAST-WEST STUDIES, INC. — New York, New York
To help develop a fund whose goal is to strengthen
the capacity of nonprofit organizations and local
governments in the Carpathian region.

265,000

339,047

GRANTEE/ PROJECT

UNPAID
DR-.UW94

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAIP
DEC. 31,1995

INSTITUTE. FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES — Montpoiier, Vermont
To develop a model for democratic detisionmaking
on local environmental problems in three Polish
comni unities.

$

75,000

$

75,000

INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT — Warsaw, Poland
To support an organization whose mission is to build
bridges between the environment, economy and
society.

$

120,000

4u,oi)(!

s

so,onu

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION, INC. — Washington, DC
To support sustainable economic development in
Central and Eastern Europe by increasing energy
efficiency.

100,000

50,000

TSAR — Washington, DC
To respond to the informational needs of the
environmental community in Russia.

100,000

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY — Baltimore, Maryland
To support a training and technical assistance
program for emerging nonprofit leaders in Central
and Eastern Europe.

350,000

175,000

20,000

20,0(10

50,000

liHMiOn

175,01X1

KENTUCKY COALITION, INC. — London, Kentucky
To support continued training and follow-up
technical assistance conducted by a skilled, U.S.based trainer in Hungary and Poland.

NONPROFIT FOUNDATION — Budapest, Hungary
To support a journal that provides information on the
nonprofit sector in Hungary.

30,000

30,000

NONPROFIT INFORMATION AND TRAINING CENTER FOUNDATION — Budapest, Hungary
To support a national resource center for the
nonprofit sector in Hungary.

25,000

.:MHHJ

OLGA HAVEL FOUNDATION — New York, New York
To support an organization that provides
humanitarian assistance to the Czech and Slovak
republics.

15,000

7,500

12,600

212,600

7,500

OPEN SOCIETY FUND-SOFIA — Sofia, Bulgaria
To provide support for the development of
community foundations in Bulgaria.

200,000

OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATES - ROMANIA — Bucharest, Romania
To develop local training capacity for strengthening
non-governmental organizations in Romania.
OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY — Headington Oxford, England
To undertake a comparative study of the activities,
capabilities and roles of the nonprofit sectors in
Poland and Belorussia.

19^75

19,375

25,000

25,000

POLISH ECOLOGICAL CLUB - NATIONAL BOARD — Krakow, Poland
To support a network of environmental nongovernmental organizations in Central and Eastern
F. 11 rope.

35,000

35,000

45.000

22,500

POLJSH FOUNDATION FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY — Warsaw, Poland
To build in-country capacity in energy efficiency in
Poland.

PRINCESS MARGARITA OF ROMANIA FOUNDATION — New York, New York
To provide general support.

70,000

70,000

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE — Budapest, Hungary
16,533

To support an investigation of energy issues in
Rumania.

16,533

SACRED EARTH NETWORK — Petersham, Massachusetts
To help establish improved communications,
information-sharing and networking between
environmental groups in the Independent (Soviet)
States and internationally.

40,000

4(1,000

22,5011

GRANTEE/ PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31.1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

SLOVAK ACADEMIC INFORMATION AGENCY — Bratislava, Slovak Republic
To foster development of the nonprofit sector in the
Slovak Republic.
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL UNION —Moscow, Russia
To support communication, information and referral
services to environmental groups throughout the
former Soviet Union,

$

$

50,000

$

50,000

30,700

30,700

SUPPORT OFFICE FOR THE MOVEMENT OF SELF-HELP INITIATIVES (BORIS) — Warsaw, Poland
To support a project to build the functional and
organizational capabilities of non-governmental
organizations in Poland.
TIDES FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To help build civil society in Poland and Hungary by
providing A train-the-trainers program for nonprofit
leaders.

40,000

40,000

100,000

100,000

UNION OF BULGARIAN FOUNDATIONS — Sofia, Bulgaria
To support a membership organization dedicated to
the promotion of the nonprofit sector in Bulgaria.

35,000

To support a research project on the nonprofit sector
in Bulgaria.
To develop a regional network among not-for-profit
leaders and organizations in the Balkans.

35,000

15,000

15,000
31,360

31,360

UNTTED WAY INTERNATIONAL — Alexandria, Virginia
To provide support for a nonprofit sector
development program in Russia, Belarus and
Ukraine.
To strengthen and expand United Way programs in
three Central European countries.
SUBTOTAL: Nonprofit Sector

50,000

50,000

300,000

169,100

$ 1,852,700

$ 3,590,920

$ 3,454,548

$

130,900

$ 1,989,072

OTHER

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION — Washington, DC
To support the second phase of a telecomrnunicntions
training program for Central Europeans.
ASPEN INSTITUTE BERLIN — Berlin, Germany
To study current disputes in the Balkans with a view
to proposing a long-term approach to promoting
regional stability.
BUDAPEST SCHOOL OF POLITICS — Budapest, Hungary
To support a leadership development program for 30
Hungarian community leaders.
CENTER FOR CITIZEN INITIATIVES — San Francisco, California
To provide general support.
$
To support an effort to train Russians in urban food
production in order to meet their food needs.
COUNCIL OF EUROPE — Strasbourg, France
To support an intergovernmental organization in its
efforts to understand and address the increasing
poverty and social exclusion throughout Europe.

$

49,000

100,000

66,226

100,000

49,000

100,000

$

66,226

100,000

100,000
40,000

60,000

100.000

34,000

66,000

5,000

5,000

60,000

20,000

CZECH HELSINKI COMMITTEE — Prague, Czech Republic
To support civic education programs for Bosnian
refugee families in the Dosky camp.
ISAR — Washington, DC
To respond to the need for information, tt'dinical
assistance and financial support of grassroots
environmentalists in the former Soviet Union.

40.000

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY — East Lansing, Michigan
To support the planning phase of a leadership
development program for Hungarian leaders.

37312

37,312

'

GRANTEE / FRO.I ECI

UNPAID
Di-:t. 31,1994

POUSH HIGHER EDUCATION-BUSINESS FORUM — Warsaw, Poland
To support a forum to improve relations between
Polish universities and industry.

GRANTS

$

40,000

PAYMENTS

$

20,000

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

$

20,000

$

335,000

PRINCE OF WALES BUSINESS LEADERS FORUM — London, England
To train 100 people from the government, business
and non-govenunentaJ sectors in Central Europe in
partnership-building techniques.

$

50,000

30,0110

SOROS FOUNDATION-HUNGARY — New York, New York
To support a pilot project to introduce the concept of
community schools/community education in
Hungary.
SUBTOTAL: Other
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Central/Eastern Europe,
Russia and the Republics

97,000

$

187,312

$ 2,917,382

$

617,226

$ 5,839,601

97,000

$

469,538

$ 5,570,189

$ 3,186,794

SOUTH AFRICA
DEMOCRACY EDUCATION
BLACK SASH TRUST — Cape Town, South Africa
To support a human rights organization.

$

$

700,000

700,000

CENTRAL METHODIST DEACONESS SOCIETY — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support efforts to reduce political violence in the
hostels of Johannesburg and Ihe townships of the
East Rand.

100,000

$

50,000

50,000

LEGAL RESOURCES TRUST — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a project to make South Africa's interim
constitution more accessible.

$

35,000

3&QQQ

75,000
150,000

75,0)0

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN — Cape Town, South Africa
To create an Institute for Budget Analysis.
To provide rural South Africans with education on
their new constitutional rights and prepare them for
local elections.

75,000

75,000

200000

400,000

UNIVERSITY OF NATAL — Durban, South Africa
To support an organization that provides assistance
in law and legal rights lo rural Natal and parts of the
Eastern Cape.
UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPF — Bellviiie, South Africa
To support a two-year certificate course for
community workers in the Western Cape region of
South Africa.

600,000

75,000

75,000

VOTER EDUCATION AND ELECTIONS TRAINING UNIT — Salt River, South Africa
To support prep.'iruttions for South Africa's first local
government elections.
SUBTOTAL: Democracy Education

200,000

200,000
$

535,000

$ 1,400,000

$

710,000

$ 1,225,000

WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION

BLACK HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE OF SOUTH AFRICA — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a voluntary organization in South Africa.

$

100,000

$

100,000

COMMUNITY BASED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a program designed to encourage greater
attention to the needs of women within the nongovernmental sector.
HLOMELIKUSASA - SKILLS FOR THE FUTURE — Durban, South Africa
To support an organization created to empower rural
women to participate fully as equaLs in Lheir families,
society and government.

100,000

100,000

20,000

20,000

GRANITE/PROI re T

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN — Cape Town, South Africa
To support a project targeting women workers in
Smith Africa.

GRANT?

$

56,572

PAYMENTS
$

28,572

UNPAID
DEC.31,W5

$

28,001)

UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND FOUNDATION — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a project to encourage greater attention to
the needs of women within the non-governmental
sector.

$

WOMEN'S COLLEGE — Cape Town, South Africa
To support a program designed to help women have
a greater understanding of the workings of
government.

30,01.10

ilMUUi

75,000

37,500

37,501)

100,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION —Johannesburg, South Africa
To support local government training for women in
South Africa.

200,<X)0

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE - SOUTH AFRICA — Cape Town, South Africa
To support a program to encourage nongovernmental organizations to examine women's role
in South African society.
SUBTOTAL: Women's Participation

IDU.OUO

$

205,000

$

476,572

$

NONPROFIT SECTOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE ASSOCIATION — Cape Town, South Africa
To support consultancy services for an association
$ 100,000

246,072

$

435,500

$

37,500

U)(),,IO|]

that aids groups serving wide-ranging social interests
in South Africa.

DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES TRUST — Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide support for a national research and
advocacy project.

100,001)

100,000

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION — New York, New York
To support a project to buiid partnerships between
South African and southern African nongovernmental organizations.

$

8,000

8,000

SOUTHERN AFRICA GRANTMAKERS ASSOCIATION —Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide general support.

37,500

75,000

SOUTHERN AFRICAN NGO NETWORK — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a computer information and
communications network in South Africa.
SUBTOTAL: Nonprofit Sector

50,000

100,000
S

275,000

S

108,000

$

75,000

$

-75,000

S

295,500

$

50,000

50,000
$

87,500

OTHER

LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE — Johannesburg, South Africa
To support an intermediary service organization for
community-based organizations.
RHODES UNIVERSITY — Grahamstown, South Africa
To help revive the Steve Biko Memorial Fund for
aspiring black journalists.

50,000

UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND FOUNDATION —Johannesburg, South Africa
To support a university-based program that provides
training ,ind consulting assistance to community
organizations.
SUBTOTAL: Other
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: South Africa

9(1,000

S 215,000
S 1,230,000

40,000

$ -75,000
S 1,909,572

S 140,000
S 1,391,572

0

$ 1,748,000

••-.-•

GRANTEF/PKUIRCT

UNPAID
DEC, 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMI-NTS

UNPAID
DEC-31,1995

UNITED STATES
NONPROFIT SECTOR
AMERICAN TAX POLICY INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To support a review of key provisions of the federal
tax law governing charitable institutions,

$

6,200

$

6,200

APPLIED RESEARCH AMD DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE INTERNATIONAL, INC. — Denver, Colorado
To support an organization whose purpose is to
30,01X1

S

30,000

improve leadership and management practices of
nonprofit organizations in the United States and
abroad.

ASIAN AMERICAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS IN PHILANTHROPY — New York, New York
To provide general support.

$

3H,lHKl

30,000

ASPEN INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To support independent research on the nonprofit
sector.
BARUCH COLLEGE FUND — New York, New York
To support standardized record-keeping and
reporting requirements for government grants and
contracts received by nonprofits.

300,000

50,000

100,000

200,000

25,000

25,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

BROWARD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Fort Lauderdale, Florida

To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with its SB-million
endowment campaign.

40,000

CAPITAL REGION COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Lansing, Michigan
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
40,000
foundation in conjunction with its $3.8-million
endowment campaign,
COMMUNITY' FOUNDATION OF GREATER TAMPA, INC. — Tampa, Florida
To provide a 4:1 challenge to the community
40,000
foundation in conjunction with its $20~million
endowment campaign.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF OTTAWA-CARL ETON — Ottawa, Ontario
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
20,000
foundation in conjunction with its $4.28-million
endowment campaign.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE EASTERN SHORE, INC. — Salisbury, Maryland
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
40,000
foundation in conjunction with its S2-million
endowment campaign.

20,000

40,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE OZARKS — Springfield, Missouri
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
20,000
foundation in conjunction with its $2.9-million
endowment campaign.
COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS— Grand Haven, Michigan
To support a statewide membership organization of
Michigan grantmakers.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. — Washington, DC
To continue a technical assistance and training
194,732
program.
To support a national membership organization of
private foundations, community foundations and
corporate funders.
100,000
To expand and strengthen international activities for
council members and international colleagues.
hll,lKH)
To support an initiative designed to help grantmakers
explore new ways to work with federal, state and
local governments to improve public policies and
implementation.

211,000

40,001)

40,000

151,000

194,732

45,000

45,000

300,000

100,000

151,000

300,000
60,000

GRANTEE/PKOI i-x-i

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31.1995

EL PASO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — El Paso, Texas
To support a community Foundation serving
residents on both sides of the U.S./Mexico border.

$

40,000

$

40,000

EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS OF CHICAGO — Chicago, Illinois
To support a consulting service that will provide
technical assistance and training services in revenue
generation, strategic planning and board governance
to nonprofits in the Chicago area.

100,000

FARGO-MOORHEAD AREA FOUNDATION — Fargo, North Dakota
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
$ 20,000
tmmdation in conjunction with its S9-million
endowment campaign.

35,000

$

65,000

20,000

FOUNDATION CENTER — New York, New York
To support a national organization that collects,
analyzes and disseminates information on
foundations.

50,000

50,000

FOUNDATION FOR ROAJMOKE VALLEY — Roanoke, Virginia
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the foundation in
conjunction with its $7-million endowment
campaign.
GtFTS IN KIND AMERICA —Alexandria, Virginia
To assist in developing a tb-city network of
community-based agencies for distributing donated
products from businesses to nonprofits.
HlSPANTCS IN PHILANTHROPY —Berkeley, California
To provide general support.

40,000

10,000

15,000

15,001)

50,000

25,000

30,000

25,000

INDEPENDENT SECTOR — Washington, DC
To support a national membership organization
dedicated to promoting charitable giving,
volunteering and nonprofit sector development.
To support strengthened and expanded program
activities in the areas of nonprofit sector research,
increased giving and volunteering, and nonprofit
leadership and management.

7,500

7,500

333,000

167,000

166,000

50,000

25,000

25,000

INSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT — Seattle, Washington
To support a project to research how relationships
between media and nonprofits affect community
renewal amid rapid social and technological change.

JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Jacksonville, Florida
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with its $7.5-miIlion
endowment campaign.

10,000

10,000

MARYLAND ASSOCIATION OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS — Baltimore, Maryland
To support a project to prevent the erosion of public
trust in nonprofit organizations in Maryland.

100,000

50,000

35,000

35,000

50,000

MONTANA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Helena, Montana
To support an effort to expand endowed
philanthropy in Montana.
NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR CHOICE IN GrviNC — Washington, DC
To support an organization that conducts workplacegiving campaigns in the United States.

50,000

50,000

NATIONAL BLACK UNITED FUND, INC. — Newark, New Jersey
To support a national coordinating and planning
body for 20 local Black United Funds, which raise
money primarily through employee payroll
deduction and then distribute the funds to
community-based nonprofits serving the African

112,500

37,500

75,000

Ami'rican community.

'•

GRANTEE/PROIECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

NATIONAL CoMMrrrEE FOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY — Washington. DC
To support a national advocacy organization
dedicated to increasing the responsiveness and
accessibility of philanthropic organizations to
minorities and the disadvantaged.
To support efforts to strengthen and expand
alternative workplace fundraising campaigns.

$

$

20,000

150,000

S

20,1300

150,000

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NONPROFIT ASSOCIATIONS — Washington, DC
To support a membership organization of statewide,
regional and metropolitan area nonprofit associations
representing niori1 than 15,000 nonproh'ls.

70,000

To support a program designed to expand and
strengthen utate and regional associations of
non profits.

35,000

350,000

125,000

$

35,000

225,000

NATIVE AMERICANS IN PHILANTHROPY — Lumberton, North Carolina
To provide general support.

20,000

20,000

NONPROFIT RISK MANAGEMENT CENTER — Washington, DC
To support the center, which addresses legal liability,
insurance and risk-management issues affecting the
nonprofit sector.

100,000

50,(H)il

50,000

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Irvine, California
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with Us $5.4-mUlion
endowment campaign.

40,000

4i),i)l>M

PEOKIA AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Peona, Illinois
To provide a 4:1 challenge to the community
foundation IB conjunction with its $3.S-million
endowmenl campaign.

20,000

20,000

40,000

20,000

PERMIAN BASIN AREA FOUNDATION — Midland, Texas
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the foundation in
conjunction with its $5.5-million endowment
campaign,

20,000

POINTS OF LIGHT FOUNDATION — Washington, DC
To support the development of assessment tools for
volunteer centers.
RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC. — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To support national evaluation, networking and
technical assistance for the second round of Mott's
Community Foundations and Neighborhoods Small
Grants Program.
ROCKFORD COMMUNITY TRUST — Rockford, Illinois
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community trust in
conjunction with its S14.2-million endowment
campaign.

47,5f>0

235,000

47,560

235,000

40,000

40,000

SAGINAW COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Saginaw, Michigan
To provide a 2;1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with its $2.1-million
endowment campaign.
TUFTS UNIVERSITY — Medford, Massachusetts
To provide support for a nonprofit sector leadership
program.
VIRGINIA BEACH FOUNDATION — Virginia Beach, Virginia
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with its SS-million
endowmenl campaign.

40,000

20,000

50,000

20,000

50,000

20,000

20,000

138,750

46,250

VOLUNTEER CONSULTING GROUP, INC. — New York, New York
To support a national project to recruit and train
volunteer leaders for nonprofit boards and
commissions.

92,500

GRANTEE/ PROJECT

U\TAID
DEC.?], W44

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1495

WOMEN & PHILANTHROPY — New York, New York
To support a national membership organization of
grantmakers interested in mobilizing the resources of
the philanthropic community to achieve equity tor
women and girls.

$

Tu support a program to establish gender and racial
equity as a measure of grantmaking effectiveness.

15,000

$

5,000

$

100,000

10,000

100,000

WOMEN'S FUNDING NETWORK —St. Paul, Minnesota
To support a membership organization of women's
foundations and federations,

$

20,000

20,00(1

WYOMING CENTENNIAL COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Laramie, Wyoming
To provide a 2:1 challenge to the community
foundation in conjunction with its $6.1-million
endowment campaign.
SUBTOTAL: Nonprofit Sector

40,000

$ 2,538,982

20,0011

20,000

S 1,537,260

S 2,013,742

S 2,064,500

$

S

RACE. RELATIONS

CITIZENS' COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS — Washington, DC
To support research on the effectiveness of
affirmative action.
C l V I I . RIGHTS PROJECT, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To support a series of cross-raciaJ and crossgenerational conversations that explore American
racial identity.

60,000

60,000

99,993

$

99,993

EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA - METROPOLrrAN CHICAGO SYNOD — Chicago, Illinois
To provide education and training in understanding
and dismantling institutionalized racism, and to
build anti-racist, multicultural diversity.

120,000

120,000

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE EDUCATION FUND—Washington, DC
To support a project to identify ways to promote
intergroup understanding and reduce prejudice and
conflict.

149,014

33,014

116,000

350,000

—

'.••IUKIM

175,525

70,525

105,000

NATIONAL LATINO COMMUNICATIONS CENTEK — LOS Angeles, California
To support the educational outreach component of a
four-part national public television series.

SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL — Atlanta, Georgia
To better understand attitudes among white
Americans toward race-based remedies.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To support a project to promote new strategies for
[lnnking, talking and collaborating about race and
other important societal issues.
SUBTOTAL: Race Relations
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: United States

150.000

0
$ 2,538,982

$ 1,104,532
$ 2,641,792

150,000

$ 163,539
$ 2,175,281

$ 940,993
$ 3,005,493

S.

S

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
ARIAS FOUNDATION FOR PEACE AND HUMAN PROGRESS — San Jose, Costa Rica
To support the Center for Philanthropy, which assists
nonprofit organizations through policy advocacy,
research, networking and information exchange to
prumott 1 philanthropy in Central America.
ASIA FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To encourage the growth and development of philanthropy in the Asia Pacific region and to promote
greater understanding of the role and potential
importance of the nonprofit sector in the region.

$

200,000

$

75,000

100,000

37,500

100,1)00

37,500

GRANTEE / PROJECT

UNPAID
Dec. 31,1994

UNPAID

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

DEC. 31.199?

ASSOCIATION OF CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS — London, England
To support A membership organization dedicated to
promoting the effectiveness of private granrmakers in
the United Kingdom.

$

4,000

$

4,000

ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY TRUSTS AND FOUNDATIONS — London, England
To support a membership organization of community
foundations in the United Kingdom.

100,000

$

100,000

BELGIAN AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC. —New Haven, Connecticut
To assist the European Foundation Centre in Belgium
to develop an information and publications program.

$

73,400

75,400

CENTRO MEXICANO PARA LA FILANTROPIA, A.C. — Mexico City, Mexico
To support a planning process to guide the next
phase of development.

40,i it 'i '•

40,000

CLVICUS: WORLD ALLIANCE FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION, INC. — Washington, DC
To support an international advocacy organization
75,000
2211,00(1
dedicated to promoting inter-regional, cross-sectoral
dialogue on issues facing the global nonprofit sector.

295,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS OF CANADA — Ottawa, Ontario
To support a membership association that promotes
the grow tin and development of community
foundations in Canada.

50,000

50,000

DAEDALUS ALLIANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION — Del Mar, California
To support a binational planning effort to improve
coordination of social and community services in the
San Diego-Tijuana border region.

50,000

17,000

33,000

666,667

333,333

333,334

EMORY UNIVERSITY — Atlanta, Georgia
To support a range of conflict resolution activities at
the university'? Carter Center.
ESQUEL GROUP FOUNDATION, INC. — Bethesda, Maryland
To support a membership organization of national
nonprofits in Latin America dedicated to improving
social and economic conditions for the poor in the
region.

50,000

50.000

EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND — Brussels, Belgium
To enable Mott to hold full membership for 1994 and
1995 in the center, which serves as an information
and networking resource for international
foundations.

13,500

13,500

EUROPEAN FOUNDATION CENTRE — Brussels, Belgium
To support a membership association devoted to
promoting foundations and corporate citizenship in

27,000

27,000

180,000

180,000

200,000

200,000

F.I i rope.

To support the position of information and
publication services coordinator.
To enable the organization to address intermediate
cash-flow problems.
FUNDACION ACCESO — San Jose, Costa Rica
To support an organization that helps nonprofits in
Central America develop more effective ways of
communicating among themselves and gain access to
information, technical assistance and training.

37,500

37,500

FUNDACION ESQUEL-ECUADOR — Quito, Ecuador
To develop and strengthen a climate of civic
responsibility, altruism and philanthropy in Ecuador,
particularly to benefit impoverished sectors of the
population.

150,000

GRADUATE SCHOOL & UNIVERSITY CENTER OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
To support an international study of women's roles as
50,000
donors, volunteers and nonprofit entrepreneurs.

"

50,000

100,000

New York, New York
50,000

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UN!'AID
DLC.3U994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNI'-AID
DEC. 31.1995

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT LAW — Washington, DC
To support an organization that assists the
$ 150,000
development of laws and regulatory systems in
countries around the world for the growth of the
nonprofit sector.
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FOUNDATION — Battle Creek, Michigan
To support an organization whose principal aim is to
identify, strengthen, expand, and replicate existing
successful programs for children and youth.

S

5,000

$

105,000

700,000

$

50,000

700,000

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY — Baltimore, Maryland

To support an intensive study program for nonprofit
125,000
practitioners and scholars from other countries who
are interested in learning about the American
voluntary sector.
To provide additional support to an organization that
25,000
promotes the study of the nonprofit sector around the
world.
To support the second phase of an international study
to document and compare the role of the nonprofit
sector in a cross section of countries throughout the
world.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR NONPROFIT BOARDS — Washington, DC
To support a project to expand domestic education
and training programs for nonprofit boards and to
establish a new international program.

S4,000

41.000

15,000

40,000

250,000

S5,00()

165,000

1,000,000

250,000

750,000

250,000

475,000

SYNERGOS INSTITUTE, INC. — New York, New York
To support a five-year program io increase
indigenous sources of funding for nonprofit
organizations in selected countries.
To support national consultation meetings in three
Latin American countries,
UNITED WAY INTERNATIONAL — Alexandria, Virginia
To support an organization that promotes
philanthropy and volunteerism in regions throughout
the world.

725,000

40,000

40,000

100,000

100,000

VICTORIAN COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Melbourne, Australia
To support the developing field of community
foundations in Australia and New Zealand.
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Special Initiatives
PROGRAM TOTAL: Civil Society

45.000

15,000
$ 2,143,067
$ 8,829,431

$ 3,301,000
§13,691,965

S 2,153,233
511,290,275

S 3,290,834
$11,231,121
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ENVIRONMENT

Mission: To support efforts to achieve a healthy global environment
capable of sustaining all forms of life.

1995 was the third year of the 1993-97
funding cycle for the program. Staff made
grants consistent with the goals and objectives
outlined in the five-year plan approved by
Foundation Trustees in 1993.
No significant changes in direction or
priorities are anticipated for the Environment
program during 1996. Staff will initiate a
variety of evaluative activities during the year
and begin to plan for the development of a
1998-2001 grantmaking plan for the program.
Highlights of 1995 grantmaking activities
in each program area follow.

REFORM OF INTERNATIONAL
LENDING AND TRADE POLICIES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to promote the transition to more
sustainable forms of economic activity by reforming
international lending and trade policies.
Grants were focused on two objectives in
1995.
Grantmaking on reform of the Multilateral
Development Banks was intended to influence
the lending policies and practices of the major
international lending institutions so as to
promote sustainable development and
minimize the negative environmental impacts
of their activities in borrowing countries.
Grants focused on expanding reform efforts
beyond the United States, particularly within
other G-7 countries.
Grantmaking on reform of International
Trade Agreements and Institutions continued
to focus on supporting non-governmental
organizations' efforts to promote environmental objectives in discussions of trade
liberalization and economic integration in the
Americas and at the global level.

PREVENTION OF Toxic POLLUTION
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to improve and sustain human and
ecosystem health In/ reducing and, where possible,
eliminating lite it*e of toxic substances and their

release into the environment.
Grants were focused on three objectives in
1995.
Grantmaking under Pollution Prevention
in Manufacturing provided support to
organizations pursuing industry sector-specific
projects, including participation in the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's multistakeholder, consensus-based Common Sense
Initiative.
Grants designed to promote Pesticide Use
Reduction within agricultural production
systems focused on federal policy and select
state-level efforts, particularly in California and
Illinois.
Under the objective of Supporting a Toxics
Movement in Latin America, the Foundation
retained a consultant to investigate grantmaking opportunities on the U.S./Mexico
border.

PROTECTION OF THE
GREAT LAKES ECOSYSTEM
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to restore and protect the health, diversity
and functioning of the Great Lakes ecosystem.
Grants were focused on three objectives in
1995.
Grants made to improve and protect Water
Quality, particularly with respect to the
elimination of contamination by persistent toxic
substances, included several projects aimed at
securing implementation of the Great Lakes
Water Quality Initiative and improving
environmental organizations' ability to
communicate successfully with the public on
Great Lakes issues.
Grantmaking aimed at maintaining the
diversity, function and integrity of Great Lakes
Natural Areas, including wetlands, coastal
areas and forests, supported projects to
improve land-use decisionmaking in Michigan,
as well as wetlands and river conservation and
restoration projects.
Grants made to improve environmental

quality in Urban Areas bordering the Lakes,
particularly with respect to environmental
problems that impact both the health of urban
residents and the health of the Lakes, were
aimed at strengthening collaboration on urbanbased, pollution-prevention efforts.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area, as amended in March 1995, was to support
efforts that contribute to the resolution ofi'iwiwnniciital problems of national or global significance.
Priority was given to projects that test or
apply innovative, consensus-building
approaches to solving environmental problems,

particularly in the United States; address
urgent and/or time-specific environmental
threats or opportunities, especially those
related to national or global environmental
policies; or address cross-cutting issues that are
complementary to work funded under the
other three program areas.
During the year, the Foundation took a
proactive approach to grantmaking on two
priority subject areas: protection of temperate
rain forest ecosystems and development of
public interest science. Three grants were
awarded to Canadian environmental
organizations active on British Columbia
forestry issues.

,

GRANTEE/PKHIK \

UNTAID
DEC. Hl^M

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. M, IW5

REFORM OF INTERNATIONAL LENDING AND TRADE POLICIES
MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS

BANK INFORMATION CENTER — Washington, DC
To serve the information and technical assistance
needs of groups in Latin America dealing with
multilateral development bank issues.
BOTH ENDS FOUNDATION — Amsterdam. Netherlands
To incorporate key Dutch non-governmental
organizations in international efforts to improve the
environmental performance of multilateral
development banks, particularly the World Bank.

$

80,000

$

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW — Washington, DC
To test the independence and effectiveness of the
newly created "inspection panels" of the World Bank
and the hiter-American Development Bank.

10,000

$

90,000

140,000

70,000

100,000

48,850

51,150

101,600

98,400

$

70,000

CENTER FOR NEW TELEVISION — Chicago, Illinois
To finance an educational video for distribution in
five countries about the consequences ot" a major river
development project in South America.

170,900

CHRISTIAN AID — London, England
To support a project to advance reform of the
multilateral development bank policies in the British
government.

-170,900

200,000

CONGRESSIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE FUTURE — Washington, DC
To allow for continued development and delivery of
programs and services to educate congressional
leaders and their staff.

75,000

75,000

CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL. FOUNDATION — Washington, DC
To continue to monitor the Global Environmonl
Facility and the Multilateral Investment Fund of the
Inter-American Development Bank.

48,400

To support public hearings on the environmental
implications of Hidrovia, a river development project.

48,400

65,000

65,000

150,000

75,000

DEVELOPMENT GROUP FOR ALTERNATE POLICIES, INC. — Washington, DC
To effect changes in the policies of international
financial institutions.

75,000

EUROPEAN NATURAL HERITAGE FUND — Bonn, Germany
To step up participation of European nongovernmental organizations in multilateral
development bank reform.

Hl.lll.ll)

40,

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH — Washington, DC
To reform the policies of the International Monetary
Fund.
FUNDACAO FRANCISCO — Brasilia, D.F., Brazil
To strengthen Brazilian grassroots groups engaged in
efforLs concerning multilateral development bankfunded projects.

56,500

178,000

98,000

22,000

78,500

INSTTTUTO DEL TERCER MUNDO — Montevideo, Uruguay
To support the operation and expansion of a network
for multilateral development bank monitoring in
Latin America.

50,000

50,000

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION, INC, — Washington, DC
To support efforts to increase energy efficiency lending
of the World Bank, the International Finance Corporation and the Inter-American Development Bank.
INTERNATIONAL RIVERS NETWORK — Berkeley, California
To support a campaign to promote debate and
provide alternatives to the Hidrovia river project in
South America.

;

55,000

55,000

65,(X)0

90,000

155,000

80,00(1

GK AM IEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1W4

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES — Washington, DC
To enable the union to convene an international
$
5,000
5,000
meeting of environmental funds and print copies of
the report on the meeting.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION — Washington, DC
To support groups working to reform Japan's
multilateral development bank policies.

$ 249,760

124,320

$

125,440

259,000

116,129

142,^71

132,000

66,000

66,000

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. — New York, New York
To create a strong demand for energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources in Latin America and
improve multilateral lending for sustainable energy
projects in the region.

NATURE CONSERVANCY — Arlington, Virginia
To support the conservation and sustainable use of
natural resources by improving the transparency and
effectiveness of the Global Environment Facility.

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION — New York, New York
To implement a strategy for alternative multilateral
development bank energy-sector lending with
emphasis cm renewable sources, energy efficiency
and demand-side management.

75,000

75,000

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION — San Diego, California
To support an assessment of the consequences of the
proposed Hidrovia river project in South America.

4,000

4,000

SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California

To coordinate the expansion into Europe of the
multilateral development bank reform campaign.

40,000

40,000

SIERRA CLUB OF CANADA FOUNDATION — Ottawa, Ontario
To support a coordinated Canadian campaign to
promote policy reform of multilateral development
banks.

150,000

75,000

75,000

200,000

80,000

120,01.10

UNITFD NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME — New York, New York
To strengthen and support national environmental

funds.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND FOUNDATION, INC. — Adelphi. Maryland
To provide support for a senior research scholar and
associated student fellowships at the School of Public
Affairs to develop new tools to incorporate the
natural capital and environmental costs in economic
analysis models.
LJRGEWALD —Sansenberg, Germany
To strengthen European participation in efforts to
reform multilateral development bank policies.

20,000

20,000

50,000

50,000

WORLD ECONOMY, ECOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION — Bonn, Germany
To provide timely and accurate information about
multilateral development bank activities to the
German government, parliament and the public.
SUBTOTAL: Multilateral Development Banks

40,000

$ 870,800

40,000

$ 1,778,860

$ 1,650.799

$

998,861

$

100,000

TRADU AGREEMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ASSOCIATION — Toronto, Ontario
To provide analyses of the influence of major trade
agreements on environmental policymaking.

$

100,000

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW —Washington, DC
To promote the integration of environmental
protection and public participation in trade
negotiations in the Western Hemisphere.

300,000

$

150,000

150,01X1

60,000

60,000

CENTER FOR POLICY ALTERNATIVES — Washington, DC
To develop a constituency in support of policies that
incorporate trade interests while preserving
appropriate state-level environmental policymaking.

$

120,000

GRANTEE/PROIFCT

UNr.Ain
DEC. 31,1^4

GRANT?

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

CENTRO MEXICANO DE DERECHO AMBTENTAL, A.C. — Mexico city, Mexico
Tit enable Mexico's first public interest environmental
law organization to hire an attorney to work on trade
and environmental issues full-time.

$

70,000

$

35,000

$

35,000

COMMUNITY NUTRITION INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To promote consensus positions among U.S. and
foreign environmental groups on trade and
environment issues.

50,000

50,000

CONSENSUS BUILDING INSTITUTE, INC. — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To support a series of informal meetings among
experts on international trade policy and national
and international environmental policy.

S

50,000

50,000

100,000

50,000

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY STUDY INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To build support in the United States and other
countries for minimum environmental standards.

50,000

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH INTERNATIONAL — Amsterdam, Netherlands
To facilitate participation of member organizations in
the trade and environment policy debate at tine World
Trade Organization.

150,000

150,000

INSTITUTE FOR AGRICULTURE AND TRADE POLICY — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To shape and promote environmentally and
economically sound international trade policies and
agreements,

75,000

75,000

INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES — Washington, DC
To monitor the effects of the North American Free
Trade Agreement in the United States, Canada and
Mexico.

50,000

25,000

25,000

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC. — New York, New York
To coordinate the efforts of non-governmental
organizations on trade and environmental issues
throughout the Western Hemisphere.
SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION —San Francisco, California
To ensure that current and future trade agreements
protect the global environment.

45,100

45,100

210,000

210,000

WESTERN GOVERNORS' FOUNDATION — Denver, Colorado
To strengthen the capacity of Western state
governments to become- full participants in the
growing interplay between international trade
agreements and the environment.
SUBTOTAL: Trade Agreements and Institutions
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Reform of International
Lending and Trade Policies

60,000

S

30,000

420,100

S 960,000

S

570,100

S 1,290,900

S 2,738,860

$ 2,220,899

30,000

S

810,000

S 1,808,861

PREVENTION OF Toxic POLLUTION
POLLUTION PREVENTION IN M A N U I A C T I . I R I M C ;

CITIZENS CLEARINGHOUSE FOR HAZARDOUS WASTES, INC. — Falls church. Virginia
To support a Community Leadership Development
$ 100,000
Program that provides technical assistance services
and small grants to local citizen groups working on
toxic substance problems.
COMMUNITIES FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT — San Francisco, California
To support participation of environmental
representatives in the Common Sense Initiative and
strengthen the network of organizations working
toward pollution prevention in the petroleum
rffining industry.

$

$

100,000

200,000

100,000

75,000

25,000

$

100,000

CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To support a collaborative project to identify means
of improving ihe environmental performance of a
large paper mill.
i

50,000

GKANTCE/ PROIECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DFC. .VI, 1995

ECOLOGY CENTER OF ANN ARBOR — Aim Arbor, Michigan
To support participation in the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's Common Sense Initiative to
advance pollution prevention in the automobile
industry.
ELM EDUCATION FUND —Boston, Massachusetts
To support a three-part strategy for achieving toxic
use reduction in Massachusetts.

$

$

196,000

$

60,000

98,001!

$

98,000

60,000

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION FOUNDATION, INC. — Takoma Park, Maryland
To support a conference for stakeholders in the
Common Sense Initiative to develop n common
vision and strategies.

85,000

85,000

ENVIRONMENTAL CAREERS ORGANIZATION, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To continue to place technical advisers in nonprofit
and community-based organizations dedicated to
reducing industrial toxics.

150,1 inn

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. — New York, New York
To take an industry-sector approach to pollution
prevention, seeking innovative ways to make
pollution prevention a standard business practice.

75,000

75,000

150,000

75,000

75,000

200,000

92,180

107,820

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH — Washington, DC
To support participation of environmental
community representatives in the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's Common Sense Initiative.

JSI RESEARCH & TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support to a center providing technical
and scientific assistance to community and
environmental organizations that are working on
toxics-related environmental health concerns.

20,000

20,000

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. — New York, New York
To support a demonstration project designed to
identify whether the present environmental
regulatory structure is effective in advancing
pollution-prevention practices.

62,500

62,500

OHIO RIVER VALLEY* ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION, INC. — Proctorville, Ohio
To empower citizens of the heavily polluted Ohio
River Valley to influence decisionmakers for
improved environmental quality.

25,000

25,000

SILICON VALLEY Toxics COALITION — San Jose, California
To support environmental community participation
in the electronics-sector component of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's Common Sense
Initiative and the Design for the Environment project.

200,000

100,000

100,000

WASTE REDUCTION INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING AND APPLICATIONS RESEARCH, INC. — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To support an organization that conducts research on
implementation of pollution prevention in
manufacturing settings and provides related training
in Inisint-sses and technical assistance providers.
SUBTOTAL: Pollution Prevention in Manufacturing

1110,000

S

417,500

5 1,206,000

50,000

$

967,680

^0,000

S

655,820

$

(>ll,l>OM

FESTIL'IDL USL Rll.lLil I I O N

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE; FOR RURAL STUDIES — Davis, California
To support an analysis o! California's pesticide ti--r
database and complementary research on the costs of
banning specific pesticides and reducing pesticide

$

60,000

use.

CALIFORNIA RURAL LECAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION —Sacramento, California
To umLiniie efforts unuumigint; the reduction ut
pesticide use on agricultural lands in California.

49,070

$

49,U70

UNPAID
GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID

DEC 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

DEC. 31,1995

C ALPIRG AT SAN DTEGO CHARITABLE TRUST — Los Angeles, California
To support a project to determine which pesticide use
reduction messages are most effective: and to develop
a strategic plan for building public support for
pesticide use reduction.

$

40,1X10

S

40,000

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS — Waithiii, Nebraska
To support a network of Midwestern nongovernmental organizations advocating for farm
policy reforms to promote sustainable agriculture and
pesticide use reduction.

80,000

$

80,000

COMMUNITY ALLIANCE WITH FAMILY FARMERS FOUNDATION — Davis, California
To support efforts to assist mainstream farmers in
$
California to reduce and, where possible, eliminate
the use of dangerous pesticides.
To support a network of organizations in California
committed to promoting a sustainable food and
farming system.
COMMUNITY FARM ALLIANCE, INC. — Frankfort, Kentucky
To support a forum to develop and promote reforms
in U.S. agricultural policy.

50,000

45,000

50,000
40,000

20,000

55,000

100,000

20,000

HENRY A. WALLACE INSTITUTE FOR ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE — Greenbelt, Maryland
To hire policy analysts who will provide the public
interest community with research and analysis
regarding federal agriculture policy options,
including the 1995 Farm Bill.

100,000

100,000

ILLINOIS STEWARDSHIP ALLIANCE — Rochester, Illinois
To support a cooperative effort to reduce agricultural
pesticide pollution in Illinois.

117,087

117,087

MICHAEL FIELDS AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE, INC. —East Troy, Wisconsin
To build public support for federal sustainable
agriculture programs.

62,000

31,000

31,000

80,000

39,500

40,500

MINNESOTA PROJECT —St. Paul, Minnesota
To promote comprehensive farm planning
throughout the Midwest as a way to reduce polluted
runoff from farms.

NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST THE MISUSE OF PESTICIDES — Washington, DC
To support environmentally sound (arming policies
and practices.

100,000

100,000

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. — New York, New York
To evaluate existing sustainable agriculture outreach
and demonstration programs, particularly those
emphasizing pesticide use reduction.

30,000

30,000

55,000

55,000

NORTHWEST COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVES TO PESTICIDES — Eugene, Oregon
To coordinate public education and activities
concerning national pesticide policies conducted by
U.S. grassroots organizations.

ORGANIC FARMING RESEARCH FOUNDATION — Santa Cruz, California
To encourage the U.S. Department of Agriculture to
increase its support for research that would meet the
needs of organic farming.

30,000

30,000

PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK NORTH AMERICA REGIONAL CENTER — San Francisco, California
To reduce agricultural use of pesticides in California
and throughout the United States.

150,000

50,000

100,000

TIDES FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California

To inform the public, the media and policymakers
about the need for source reduction of agricultural
pollutants.

50,000

50,000

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
Due. U 1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNFA in
Ore. 31.1W5

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC. — Washington, DC
To develop and promote a viable policy framework
through which reduced agricultural pesticide use can
be achieved in the United States.
SUBTOTAL: Pesticide Use Reduction

$

334,070

$

100,000

S

50,000

$

50,000

$

959,087

$

544,570

$

748,587

$

60,000

Toxics IN LATCN AMERICA

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, INC. — New York, New York
To help identify economically viable waste
management titraiegius in an industrial park in
Matamoros, Mexico.

$

50,000

50,000

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COALITION — San Diego, California
To assist in the building of a toxics movement in the
120,000
Tijuana area of Mexico.

60,000

INTER-HEMISPHERIC EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER — Albuquerque, New Mexico
To empower grassroots environmental organizations
and communities along the U.S.-Mexico border.

50,000

50,000

MISION INDUSTRIAL DE PUERTO Rico, INC. — San Juan, Puerto Rico
To provide general funding to one of the oldest and
most reputable non-governmental advocacy
organizations in Puerto Rico.

50,000

50,000

PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK NORTH AMERICA REGIONAL CENTER — San Francisco, California
To promote the development of a Latin American
regional movement for pesticides and toxics policy
reform.

80,000

80,000

50,000

50,000

PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY — Washington, DC
To strengthen the U.S.-Mexico border environmental
health movement.

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER — Albuquerque, New Mexico
To promote public participation and information
disclosure policies al the Border Environment
Cooperation Commission.

50,000

TEXAS CENTER FOR POLICY STUDIES — Austin, Texas
To help build the capacity of Mexican organizations
working on toxic pollution along the U.S.-Mexico
border.

60,000

50,000

$

15,500

75,51X1

27,000

89,963

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA — Tucson, Arizona
To support discussions among scholars and
practitioners from the U.S.-Mexico border region on
financing environmental infrastructure projects.

62,963

WESTERN GOVERNORS' FOUNDATION — Denver, Colorado
To engage U.S. and Mexican organizations in a series
of roundtables on border environmental issues.
SUBTOTAL: Toxics in Latin America
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Prevention of Toxic Pollution

itl,0l)0
$ 622,963
$ 1,374,533

50,000

42,500
$ 2,207,587

$ 505,463
$ 2,017,713

$

$

$ 160,000
$ 1,564,407

PROTECTION OF THE GREAT LAKES ECOSYSTEM
WATER QUALITY

COMMUNICATIONS CONSORTIUM MEDIA CENTER — Washington, DC
To support a national opinion poll on environmentnl
topics.

100,000

100,000

ENVIRONMENTAL FUND FOR INDIANA — Martinsville, Indiana
To support a federation of Indiana environmental
groups raising funds through workplace-giving
programs.

30,000

15,000

$

15,000

,

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNT-ATD
DK.31JW-4

ENVIRONMENTAL FUND OF ILLINOIS — Chicago, Illinois
To support a federation of environmental groups in
Illinois formed to raise funds for its members through
workplace-giving programs.
FUND TOR THE ENVIRONMENT — East Lansing, Michigan
To support a federation of environmental
organizations formed lo provide its members access
to workplace-giving programs in Michigan,

GRANTS

$

30,000

PAYMENTS

S

15,000

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

$

15,000

30,000

30,000

110,000

110,000

GREAT LAKES UNITED — Buffalo, New York
To support a coalition whose mission is to protect
and restore ihe Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River
ecosystem.
To communicate with citizens about Great Lakes
protection issues and to organize citizen participation
in the International Joint Commission meeting.

89,128

89,128

INSTTRJTF FOR CONSERVATION L^DERSHIP — Takoma Park, Maryland
To support a retreat of the Great Lakes regional
$
29,949
environmental community.

29,949

LAKE MICHIGAN FEDERATION — Chicago, niinois
To support a public awareness campaign to revitalize
activism among residents of the Lake Michigan basin.

150,0(10

86,650

63350

20,000

70,000

MICHIGAN PUBLIC RADIO NETWORK, INC. — East Lansing, Michigan
To increase the quantity and quality of reporting on
Great Lakes issues.

90,000

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION — Washington, DC
To support the development of more effective public
messages about protection of human health and the
Greal Lakes ecosystem from toxic substances
pollution.
To implement the commitment made in the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement to eliminate the
discharge of toxics into the Great Lakes ecosystem.
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. — New York, New York
To support a network that promotes public policies to
improve and protect water quality and the integrity
of aquatic ecosystems.
NORTHEAST-MIDWEST INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To support educating the Great Lakes delegation in
Congress to act on measures for the protection of the
Great Lakes ecosystem.

65,400

65,400

200,000

200,000

40,000

40,000

55,000

55,000

OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL —Columbus, Ohio
To support a network of diverse conservation and
environmental organizations willing to work in
cooperation on water quality and pollution
prevention issues.

SOKAOCON CHIPPEWA COMMUNITY OF THE MOLE LAKE BAND OF CHIPFEWA INDIANS
To enable the band lo participate in the permitting
process for a proposed mine adjacent to its
reservation.
SUBTOTAL: Water Quality

Crandon, Wisconsin
50,000

50,000

$

224,949

SO.UOU

80,000

160,000

$ 1,004,528

$

606,127

$

623,350

*

$

75,000

*

150,000

NATURAL AREAS

AMERICAN RIVERS, INC. — Washington, DC
to restore river systems in the Greftt Lokef bmtn
through changes in the operation of hydropower
dams.

225,000

EAST MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL — Bloomfield Township, Michigan
To allow the council to work with elected officials
and planning commission members in two communities to assist them in Improving land-use
deosioranakiflg.

$

43,360

43,360

GRANTEE/PROJECI

UNPAID
DEC:, 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY CENTER OF THE MIDWEST — Chicago, Illinois
To provide general support.

$

75,000

75,000

GRAND TRAVERSE REGIONAL LAND CONSERVANCY — Traverse City, Michigan
To support the acquisition ot" the Antrim Creek
Natural Area, and endow growth management and
land stewardship grantniaking funds.

$

500,000

500,000

HURON RIVER WATERSHED COUNCIL — Ami Arbor, Michigan
To facilitate the creation and adoption of integrated
land-use planning and development practices to
protect the Huron River watershed.

36,132

36,132

LAND INFORMATION ACCESS ASSOCIATION — East Lansing, Michigan
Ti.i improve public knowledge of land-use change in
Michigan and the potentially adverse impacts of
poorly planned developments.

225,000

$

225,000

MICI IIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL — Lansing, Michigan
To support a membership organization that serves as
the coordinated voice of the environmental
community in Michigan.
l i t niter small grants in support of a land-use
initiative.

9,124

9,124

33,000

33,000

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY — East Lansing, Michigan
To support a conference to improve land-use
decisionmaking in Michigan.

25,000

25,000

44,354

44,354

MICHIGAN UNITED CONSERVATION CLUBS — Lansing, Michigan
To author a treatise on the legal issues associated
with "takings" legislation.

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS — Traverse City, Michigan
To promote resource protection and growth
management in a rapidly developing area of
northwest lower Michigan.
SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To support efforts to reinvigorate citizen and media
interest in protection of the Great Lakes.

49,000

TIP OF THE Mm WATERSHED COUNCIL — Conway, Michigan
To nurture collaborative efforts among diverse
groups interested in environmental protection and
maintenance of a strong, tourism-based economy in
the northwest Lower Peninsula of Michigan.
To support citizen efforts to protect wetlands and
aquatic habitat in the Great Lakes basin,

49,000

114,905

114,905

29,038

29,038

559,555

WETLANDS INITIATIVE — Chicago, Illinois
To support a series of workshops to ensure that
informed decisions are made to restore wetlands in
the Great Lakes basin.
SUBTOTAL: Natural Areas

S

380,435

20,000

20,000

S 1,608,033

$ 1,004,913

$ 983,555

$

$

$

URBAN AREAS

CENTRAL STATES EDUCATION CENTER — Champaign, Illinois
To engage small manufacturers in Cook County,
Illinois, in an effort tu reduce or eliminate their use uf
toxics.

71,709

35,791

35,918

CiTIZILNS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT — Chicago, Illinois
To support the pollution prevention aspect ot the
Community Campaign for Southeast Chicago.

$

30,000

30,000

ENVTRONMENTAL CAREERS ORGANIZATION, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
Ti i place college students of color in internships with
public, private and nonprofit organizations to
encourage them to pursue career opportunities
related to the protection of environmentally
threatened urban areas in the Great Lakes,

107,51X1

53,500

54,000

-"

GK ANTEE / PROJECT

UNIVUU
DEC. 31, W94

FRIENDS OF THE CHICAGO RIVER — Chicago, Illinois
To support a conference to build grassroots activism
related to urban river restoration throughout the
Great Lakes.

I -I \\ !

$

47,000

PAYMENTS

$

UNPAID
DEC.31.I99S

47,000

GRAND CALUMET TASK FORCE CORPORATION — Whiting.. Indiana
To disseminate information on pollution prevention
opportunities in northwest Indiana.

40,000

SU,l)0(l

$

40,000

HOOSIER ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL — Indianapolis, Indiana
To maintain an effective presence in northwest
Indiana.
To support the implementation of management
improvements resulting in a more durable institution.
LAKE MICHIGAN FEDERATION — Chicago, Illinois
In support a model project that will address the
health consequences of exposure to toxic substances
in the Great Lakes environment.

$

24,204

24,204
38,000

38,000

33,800

33,800

30,000

30,000

PEOPLE FOR COMMUNITY RECOVERY— Chicago, Illinois
To support the public education and involvement
aspects of the Community Campaign for Southeast
Chicago.
To raise the profile of environmental justice issues in
the Midwest/Great Lakes, and build an enduring
regional environmental justice network.

20,000

20,000

SOUTHWEST DETROIT ENVIRONMENTAL VISION PROJECT — Detroit, Michigan
To strengthen an independent organization focused
on community improvement and consensus-building.

25,000

25,000

$

250,504

$

$

855,888

$ 2,869,270

ALASKA CONSERVATION FOUNDATION —Anchorage, Alaska
To support grassroots efforts to prevent the
$
devastation of Alaska's rain forests.

75,000

SUBTOTAL: Urban Areas
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Protection of the
Great Lakes Ecosystem

256,709

$

357,295

$ 1,968,335

S

149,918

$ 1,756,823

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS — WalthUl, Nebraska
To support hiring a full-time development director
;md other efforts to implement a new organizational
development program.

$

330,000

130,000

CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, INC. — San Francisco, California
To support a funders' consortium that provides
20,000
information on planning and opportunities for
collaborative grantmaking in biological diversity
issues.
To increase public awareness of the importance of
$ 100,000
biodiversity protection.
EARTHLIFE CANADA FOUNDATION — Vancouver, British Columbia
To support forest conservation campaigns in British
225,000
Columbia.
ECOTRUST — Portland, Oregon
To promote sustainable use of Alaska's coastal rain
75,000
forest through science-based economic alternatives
and new partnerships.
ECOTKUST CANADA — Vancouver, British Columbia
To support an organization that focusos on
conservation-based development in British Columbia.

75,000

75,000

$

200,000

20,000

50,000

Ml.liMM

75,000

150,000

75,000

40,000

35,000

175,000

150,000

ENVIRONMENTAL DLI-LNSL FUND, INC. — New York, New York
To launch a public interest science program.

325,000

i ,K \\ i-LE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31, 1995

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ALLIANCE WORLDWIDE — Eugene, Oregon
To support an irtternaJionai network serving
grassroots groups, non-governmental organizations
and public interest lawyers around the world.

$

30,550

$

30,550

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To design and test a "train the trainers" pilot
program on environmental law for grassroots groups
in the Southwest.

$

40,000

40,000

60,000

60,000

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT CENTER, INC. — Washington, DC
To support a service-oriented organizalion whose
primary objective is to increase the effectiveness of
local, regional and state environmental groups.
To bring together leaders of independent state
environmental organizations to share- ideas and
experiences.

45,01)0

15,000

S

30,000

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION, INC. — Washington, DC
To support efforts to achieve financial self-reliance
and consolidate programs in international energy
efficiency and conservation.
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA — Gaithersburg, Maryland
To increase the involvement of "conservative
conservationists" in environmental policy issues.

200,000

100,000

100,000

150,000

75,000

75,000

KEYSTONE CENTER — Keystone, Colorado
To support the efforts of the Eco-Efficiency Task Force
created by the President's Council on Sustainable
Development.
LlGHTHAWK — Santa Fe, New Mexico
To assist a public interest Hying service to undertakea major public awareness and action campaign to
protect the remaining ancient forests in southeastern
Alaska, British Columbia and southern Chile.

126,077

126,077

60,000

60,000

MICHIGAN AGRICULTURAL STEWARDSHIP ASSOCIATION — Kalkaska, Michigan
To support a statewide membership organization for
farmers and other agricultural professionals who are
committed to sustainable fanning systems,
MICHIGAN STATE LlNIVERSfTY — East Lansing, Michigan
To support a four-year doctoral program in
sustainable agriculture for a faculty member of the
University of Zimbabwe.

50,000

50,000

17,708

17,708

MINERAL POLICY CENTER — Washington, DC
To support efforts to educate policymakers and the
70,000
public on the need for reform of the IS72 Mining
Law.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT — Bcthcsdn, Maryland
To support a conference on the health effects of water
40,000
pollution.
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY, INC. — New York, New York
To broaden and mobilize public understanding of
50,000
and support for the protection of endangered
wildlife.

70,000

40,000

50,000

NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION — Washington, DC
To support efforts to rehabilitate employee housing
and a visitor center at a U-S. national park.

104,480

104,480

NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTNERSHIP FOR THE ENVIRONMENT — New York, New York
To support an organization created to build both
individual and institutional commitment to
environmental protection and related issues of justice
in 53,1)00 religious congregations.

75,000

75,000

GRANTEE /PKOJKT

UNPAID
DEC. 31rl<*94

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

NATIONAL URBAN FELLOWS, INC. — New York, New York
To support a minority candidate in a program
addressing the critical need for more diversified
environmental leadership.

$

26,100

26,100

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. — New York, New York
To pro-vide a network for environmentalists to
exchange information concerning the Clean Air Act
amendments of 1990.

$

50,000

50,000

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY — Washington, DC
To support a membership organization of
government scientists, biologists and resource
managers committed to environmental protection
and sustainable land management.

100,000

50,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

100,000

50,0(X)

50,000

40,000

40,000

$

50,000

SIERRA LEGAL DEFENCE FUND SOCIETY — Vancouver, British Columbia
To reform logging practices used in British Columbia.

SOCIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISTS — Erdenheim, Pennsylvania
To support an organization whose purpose is
advancing public understanding of environmental
issues by improving environmental reporting in the
United States.
TIDES FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To expand electronic communications services
available to environmental justice groups throughout
the United States.

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE — Cleveland, Ohio
To support representation for regional networks of
grassroots organizations working for environmental
justice for communities of color.

65,000

2UIHHI

85,000

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON — Eugene, Oregon
To support an annual conference of scientists
working in the public interest.

10,000

5,000

150,000

150,000

5,00(1

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE — Washington. DC
To undertake a two-year initiative to develop a vision
of a sustainable economic future for the United States
and create the steps needed to attain this vision.

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND, INC. — Washington, DC
To make policymakers aware of the impact of
endocrine disrupters on human and wildlife health.
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Special Initiatives
PROGRAM TOTAL: Environment

S 1,598,785
$ 5,120,106

150,000

75,000

75,000

$ 1,556,130
$ 9,371,847

$ 2,084,9)5
$ 8,291,862

$ 1,070,000
$ 6,200,091

FLINT

Mission: To help strengthen the capacity of local institutions
in the Foundation's home community to respond
to economic and social needs.

In view of the lifelong concern Charles
Stewart Mott held for his home community, the
Foundation recognizes a special obligation to
Flint and Genesee County. As a corporate
citizen, the Foundation also feels a sense of
responsibility for the community's well-being.
To fulfill these obligations, the Foundation
assists efforts to solve the problems of Flint and
Genesee County as well as to bolster citizenbased efforts to improve the quality of life for
themselves and their neighbors.
Grantmaking in 1995 began to reflect the
changing nature of the challenges facing Flint,
the most critical being the impact of persistent
and chronic poverty on Flint's children, young
people and families.
In its attempts to create a strategic plan for
Flint area grantmaking during the next three to
five years, the Foundation sharpened its focus
on driving trends and key factors affecting Flint
area citizens and institutions, building on a
scenario-planning process conducted by
outside consultants. The Foundation engaged a
broad spectrum of the community in its
planning process through focus group
interviews. This emphasis upon community
input is consistent with the supportive and
cooperative relationship the Foundation long
has enjoyed with the Flint area community.
The Foundation expects to have a new
strategic plan in place by mid-1996.
Highlights of 1995 grantmaking follow.

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
Grants were focused on five objectives.
In Arts and Recreation, grants were made
to help broaden participation in the arts,
expand the capacity of local arts and cultural
institutions, and promote the productive use

of leisure time by area children, families and
individuals.
Support for efforts to develop and maintain
the infrastructure critical to the expansion of
the area's economic base, as well as for
organizations involved with community and
economic development, was provided under
Economic and Community Development. A
three-year, $1.2-million grant was made to
assist the planning and revitalization activities
of a coalition of five Flint neighborhoods
surrounding several important Flint anchor
institutions.
In Education, support was provided for
Flint area colleges and for efforts to strengthen
K-12 education. A $5-million challenge grant
was made to GM1 Engineering & Management
Institute to support construction and
renovation of its academic facilities and to
create a Community Outreach Endowment
Fund. A grant of $1 million was made to
endow a scholarship fund for academically
talented, low-income, minority students at the
University of Michigan-Flint. The Flint Board
of Education received continued funding to
support the implementation phase of its
program to restructure community schools.
In Philanthropy, the Community
Foundation of Greater Flint received grants of
$825,000 for its Poverty program endowment
fund, which will further build the overall asset
base and contribute to broadening grantmaking
programs. Additional money was given in
direct support for grantmaking and
administrative expenses in the area of
persistent poverty.
Several capacity-building grants were
made under the category of Other Activities.

.

GRANTS/PROjECl

UNPAFD
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENT^

UNI-A in
DEC. 31,1995

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
ARTS AND RECREATION

FLINT CULTURAL CENTER CORPORATION, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support an organization that provides leadership,
program development, promotion and fund-raising
support for the Flint Cultural Center.
To support the design and development of a
fund-raising and leadership plan,

$

50,000

$

50,000

45,000

45,000

198,000

99,000

FLINT INSTITUTE OF Musrc — Flint, Michigan
To support an organization that provides quality
music and dance training and performances for
Genesee County.

$

99,000

FLINT, CITY OF — Flint, Michigan
To support two major enrichment programs, the City
of Flint Fourth of July Homecoming Festival and
Music in the Parks.

$

211,000

20,000

GREATER FLINT ARTS COUNCIL — Flint, Michigan
To support an organization that provides a forum for
local artists, including gallery and studio space as
well as equipment and financial support.
NATURE CONSERVANCY — Arlington, Virginia
To support maintenance and management of
properties in the Flint Cultural Center area.
SUBTOTAL: Arts and Recreation

20,000

$

75,000

25,000

50,000

70,00(1

35,000

35.000

438,000

$ 274,000

$

184,000

115,000

$

$

57,500

ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY CAPITAL AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Flint, Michigan
To support an organization in its small business
development programs targeted toward minorities,
women and low-income individuals.
To help launch a micro-lending program in the Flint
area.
To support a predevelopment study to determine the
feasibility of an inner-city housing subdivision.

$

S

150,000

57,500

50,000

200,000

18,000

18,000

100,000

100,000

' ',"nu

25,000

10,000

32,705

GENESEE AREA Focus COUNCIL, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support an organization whose primary focus is
improving the economic competitiveness and quality
of life in Genesee County.
To cre.itif a climate and infrastructure for the retention
and growth of the auto industry in Flint/Genesee
County,
GENESEE CHAMBER FOUNDATION — Flint, Michigan
To establish and nurture business links between
citizens in Flint and in Togliatti, Russia.

22,705

GENESEE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT — Flint, Michigan
To support a program aimed at moving low-income
single mothers and their families toward economic
independence.

50,000

50,000

GENESEE ECONOMIC AREA REVTTALIZATION, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support an agency responsible for the
coordination of job development and business
retention and expansion in Genesee County.
METRO HOUSING PARTNERSHIP, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support the ability of the partnership to expand
technical assistance provided for the Flint area.
To support a coalition to develop and implement a
grassroots neighborhood revitalization project.

20,000

80,000

20,000

40,000
1,263,200

40,000
1,263,201)

CKAIVTEE/PROJECT

UNTAID
DEf. 31,1994

UNPAID

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

Dtc. 31,1W5

SALEM HOUSING TASK FORCE CORPORATION — Flint, Michigan
To support a comprehensive, neighborhood
revitalization strategy that builds the capacity of Ihe
organization to move faster and more effectively in
two 16-block neighborhoods of low-income residents.
SUBTOTAL: Economic and Community Development

S

108,696

S

361,401

S 1,651,200

$

108.696

$

601,901

S 1,410,700

EDUCATION

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT — Hint, Michigan
To provide long-term access to funding for qualified
minority students at the University of Michigan-Flint

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,01)0,000

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION — Flint, Michigan
To support the development of four multi-age
primary demonstration centers, one hi each of the
four zones of the school district.

S

291,250

$

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY — Hint, Michigan
To develop a facilitation plan to transfer the
AutoWorld property lo the University of MichiganFlint.

MHt.iHlU

291,250

100,000

FLINT ROUNDTABLE — Flint, Michigan
To support an independent umbrella organization of
Genesee County businesses, schools, government,
and health and human services organizations
dedicated to engaging the community in examining
current educational practices and implementing
systemic changes.

22,500

22,500

GENESEE COUNTY — Flint, Michigan
To support an on-site, child-care development center
for Job Corps participants.

400,000

400,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

GMI ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE — Flint, Michigan
To support the continued development of a national
engineering institute.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN — Ann Arbor, Michigan
To sharpen teachers' skills at two magnet schools
where a performance-based Work Sampling System
for students is being implemented.
SUBTOTAL: Education

64,807

S

64,807

378,557

$ 6,500,000

S

391,250

$ 6,487,307

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT — Flint, Michigan
To continue funding for a program to deal with
$ 380,000
pervasive and persistent poverty in the Flint area.

340,000

$

380,000

$

PHILANTHROPY

To support a program that deals with pervasive and
persistent poverty in the Flint area.

74H,IXX)

340,000

748,000

UMTT-D WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES — Flint, Michigan
To match contributions in order to jump-start the
1 C N5 campaign.
SUBTOTAL: Philanthropy

75,000

75,000

$

380,000

$ 1,163,000

$ 1,128,000

S

415,000

$

yo,ooo

OTHER ACTIVITIES

COMMUNITY COALITION — Flint, Michigan
To support a coalition that focuses on the needs of
people in the Flint community.

$

yo,ooo

DUKE-TIE CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL — Flint, Michigan
Tt> support a collaboration with public and nonprofit
organizations to provide structured youth
programming.

40.001)

40.0(10

87

GRANTBE/PKQJECT

LJNI'AID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMBNK

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

GENESYS HOME HEALTH & HOSPICE, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support development of a 30-bed
residential/inpatient hospice facility.

$

50,000

$

50,000

JOBS CENTRAL, INC. — Hint, Michigan
To support a program aimed at improving the
learning, behavior and job skills of unemployed
vouth.

$

909,000

600,000

488,500

$ 1,020,500

25,000

50,000

S 603,500
S 2,998,651
$ 2,998,651

$ 1,160,500
S 9,657,507
$ 9,657,507

UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES — Flint, Michigan
To provide, in part, local match dollars needed to
capture federal funding for 25 Americorps volunteers
assigned to service various community needs in
(.t-iK'^ee County,

75,OUO

$ 984,000
SUBTOTAL: Other Activities
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Institutional Capacity Building $ 2,123,958
$ 2,123,958
PROGRAM TOTAL: Flint Area

$ 780,000
$10,532,200
510,532,200

POVERTY

Mission: To nurture systemic change, create opportunities that
empower people and identify new paradigms for alleviating poverty.

This statement, revised slightly in 1995,
continues to reflect the Foundation's commitment to addressing the needs of those living in
our nation's poorest communities. Evident
throughout the program is the Foundation's
longtime commitment to grassroots efforts and
locally generated initiatives. Specifically, the
program gives primary attention to work
conducted at the local level and/or efforts that
advance community resources and interests
toward influencing long-term, sustainable
change.
While no major grantmaking strategies
were added or dropped during 1995, several
strategies were honed to define more clearly
the Foundation's interests and priorities.
Highlights of 1995 grantmaking in each
program area follow.

BUILDING COMMUNITIES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to help neighborhoods in or at risk of
poverty to rebuild a sense of community nnd
increase their capacity ami resources to organize,
sustain, revitalize ntid regenerate safe nnd diverse
environments.
In 1995, the grantmaking objectives in this
area were reviewed, refined and expanded from
three to four, Racism and Race Relations, and
Violence Prevention were elevated to separate
objectives to draw attention to the intrinsic
correlation among poverty, racism and violence.
Supporting the emergence, growth and
effectiveness of community-based
organizations engaged in organizing lowincome communities to mobilize and utilize
community resources was the primary
objective of grants made under Community
Organizing and Development. To that end, the
Foundation continued its tradition of support
for a group of national intermediaries that
provide financial and technical assistance to
local, emerging, community-building efforts,
and provided a small number of grants directly
to more mature community-based organiza-

tions undertaking organizing efforts in lowincome communities.
hi addition, the Foundation funded efforts
to strengthen national and state networks of
community groups, and to increase knowledge
of and support for the emerging communityorganizing field.
Grants made under the Community
Leadership Development objective attempted
to increase the capacity and effectiveness of
indigenous leaders as they rebuild and sustain
low-income communities, and to develop
leadership styles emphasizing collaboration
and inclusion. Beyond that, the Foundation
recognizes that there is a dearth of minority
male leaders and created a separate grantmaking strategy to promote, develop and
evaluate innovative approaches to increasing
the participation of young minority males in
community leadership roles.
Supporting demonstrations and research
that help low-income communities effectively
deal with diversity, fight discrimination, and
enable different cultures to live together and
create a sense of community were the focus of
grants made under the Racism and Race
Relations objective.
Grantmaking in Violence Prevention
centered on support and evaluation of effective
ways to ensure that residents in low-income
communities live in safe and secure environments. In addition to funding mapping and
research activities to identify successful
violence-prevention strategies, the Foundation
also supported work focusing on the role
community coalitions can play in the
prevention of violence.

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to strengthen families within low-income
communities ns the primary resource for fostering
the development of infants and children.
Families are defined by the Foundation as
children and their immediate parents or other

relatives, guardians or mentors who assume
responsibility for their care and development.
Grants were focused on three objectives
in 1995.
Reducing pregnancies and births to unwed
teenagers in low-income com mum ties by
identifying and promoting successful primary
prevention policies and practices remained the
primary purpose of the Teenage Pregnancy
Prevention objective.
Grants were made to support research and
evaluation that identifies promising approaches
and helps establish outcomes and impacts of
existing approaches that reduce first births to
teens. The Foundation also supported pilot
demonstrations of promising approaches, as
well as adaptations of proven approaches, for
delaying sexual activity. Lastly, the Foundation
supported efforts to provide local communities,
educators and derisiomnakers with information about successful approaches to delaying
sexual activity, preventing pregnancies and
preventing first births.
Enabling low-income parents and extended
family members to become more effective in
his tiring family well-being, and in rearing and
supporting young children, was the goal of the
Family and Parenting Support objective. The
Foundation maintained its strong interest in
efforts to involve parents in their children's
development, especially programs designed to
re-engage low-income, minority fathers in the
support and parenting of their children. In
addition, grants were made to provide leadership and technical assistance in the field of
family support, as well as to provide practitioners with networking opportunities to
exchange information and expand knowledge.
Improving outcomes for children ages 0-5
through increased access to, and quality of,
early care and child development in lowincome communities remained the grantmaking
objective in Early Childhood Development.
Grants focused on networking, research and
policy development for the field, as well as
recruitment, training and support for child-care
providers.

IMPROVING EDUCATION
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to improve the effectiveness of public

•

etiiictiticin in Uno-income communities by improving
tencfiinx tuh1 in/ reconnecting Brents, resident* and
communities with schools, creating systemic clwnge
t« improve learner outcomes.
Grants were focused on two objectives
in 1995.
The Foundation continued its long
tradition of leadership in the community
education field through the School-Community Initiatives objective, while also supporting
efforts to connect communities and schools in
new and promising ways that are systemic,
sustainable and increase student achievement.
Grants supported research, networking,
organizing, advocacy, and policy development
aimed at promoting and supporting strong
school and community relationships.
Improving educational outcomes for
children in the early and middle years from
low-income communities was the goal under
Improved Learner Outcomes. Grants were
provided to a number of projects offering
technical assistance and professional
development to school staff in impoverished
communities to assess and improve their skills
and knowledge. In addition, the Foundation
supported advocacy, networking and
dissemination efforts with the potential to
expand successful approaches to school
improvement in low-income communities.

EXPANDING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to itnproiv economic opportunity for those
in or tit risk of persistent poverty b\j fostering job
creation, income security and economic empowerment through linkages to knowledge, capital and
markets, ami the formation of effective public policy.
The Foundation's economic development
work is guided by two fundamental beliefs:
that people have the ability to be self-reliant,
especially when given access to necessary
supports such as health and child care; and that
our nation has the ability to impact poverty
through sound economic strategies.
Grants were focused on four objectives
in 1995.
Grantmaking under the Sectoral
Development objective was designed to
support interventions that aim to create
systemic change in the regional labor market.

which help the persistently poor obtain
employment with livable wages within a
targeted industry. Through the years, the
Foundation has funded a number of sectoral
employment interventions in several fields,
including home health care and child care. In
addition to continuing that support, seminal
reports defining sectoral employment
development were completed in 1995 and
broadly disseminated.
Supporting efforts to link private capital
markets to economic and community
development in low-income communities was
the goal for grantmaking under the Private
Capital Development objective. The Foundation supported work to help shape federal
policy regarding community development
finance, and made grants to several demonstration projects designed to create systemic change
in capital markets, making them more accessible to residents in low-income communities.
The Foundation continued to build on
successful efforts to advance entrepreneurship
and enterprise formation among people in lowincome communities through its grantmaking
under Enterprise Development. Grants
supported evaluation, advocacy, and national
and state policy development.
Grants made under the Income Security
objective aimed to reinforce income security
policies that promote self-reliance, encourage
participation in the work force, and alleviate
social and economic barriers preventing
individuals and families from escaping poverty.
More specifically, the Foundation made grants
to build the capacity of local, state and select
national organizations to advocate effectively
for policies that create paths out of poverty,
reward work and improve the well-being of
children and their families; assess state and
local welfare-reform initiatives to determine the
impact on families and children; disseminate
the lessons learned from welfare reform efforts
to state and national policymakers; and, to a

lesser degree, promote innovative communitybased approaches to publicly supported job
creation appropriate for those welfare
recipients and unemployed who are unable to
obtain private-sector employment.

CROSS-CUTTING INITIATIVES
The goal of grantmaking in this program
area was to promote creative thinking and intiltiili^il'lhnuv <tj^u\>iic!ies townn! reducing poverty for
children, youth nnd fainiHc*.
This program area allows the Foundation
to develop multidisciplinary programming and
address a number of issues that cut across work
in the other program areas.
Grants were focused on two objectives in
1995.
Grants made under Comprehensive
Revitalization advance comprehensive,
community-based efforts to revitalize highly
distressed communities by simultaneously
addressing a number of community needs.
Projects receiving Foundation support
primarily emphasized the themes of
community organizing, job creation and family
support. The Foundation is supporting work in
six communities across the country, hi addition,
the Foundation funded an initiative to advance
knowledge of multidisciplinary approaches to
revitalizing poor communities.
The objective of grants made under
Exploratory and Special Projects was to
facilitate innovation and learning in the field of
poverty alleviation through flexible and
insightful grantmaking. Grantmaking focused
on three types of projects: youth development,
specifically targeting youth employment and
training programs; special projects, including a
cluster of grants to address problems and
issues related to low-income community access
to knowledge by developing technological
literacy; and hinder collaborafives, including
one to build the capacity of 12 Detroit
community-development corporations.
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GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

UNI'MIt

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

DEC. 31, IYY5

BUILDING COMMUNITIES
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AND DEVELOPMENT
ACT - ACTION THROUGH CHURCHES TOGETHER — Virginia, Minnesota
To support a community-based organization on the
Iron Range of Minnesota.

$

(_ ENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE — Washington, DC
To support a national program of technical assistance
to low-income community groups.

45,000

$

20,000

$

25.000

300,000

300,000

Tn provide seed grants and technical assistance to
emerging community-based organizations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods.

315,000

315,000

To (.'oordinale the networking and technical assistance
activities for the Intermediary Support for Organizing
Communities program.

332,500

332,500

CENTRAL BROOKLYN PARTNERSHD> — Brooklyn, New York
To provide general support.

$

30,000

30,000

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
315,000

315,000

45,000

20,000

25,000

10(1,00(1

50,000

;0.00<1

100,000

100,000

30,000

15,000

15,000

25,000

25,000

To provide seed grants and technical assistance to
emerging community-based organisations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods.

CONGREGATIONS UNITED FOR COMMUNITY ACTION —St. Petersburg, Florida
To support a grassroots coalition.

CONSENSUS ORGANIZING INSTITUTE — Boston, Massachusetts
To support a national community-organizing
intermediary that focuses on leadership development
in neighborhoods.
ENTERPRISE FOUNDATION — Columbia, Maryland
To expand the capacity of local nonprofits to perform
as owners and managers of affordable housing.

200,000

FAMILY HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Providence, Rhode island
To provide general support.
GAMALIEL FOUNDATION — Chicago, Illinois
To provide general support.

HUMPHREYS COUNT.' UNION FOR PROGRESS, INC. — Belzonl Mississippi
To provide general support.

30,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000
ti 10 .MOD

IOWA CITIZENS FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT — Des Moines, Iowa
To provide general support.

30,000

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION — New York, New York
To support a multi-city capacity-building initiative in
150,000
Michigan.

100,1'on

150,000

MISSISSIPPI ACTION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Greenville, Mississippi
To provide seed grants and technical assistance to
emerging community-based organizations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods.

252,000

252,000

To support a community-based institution in the
Mississippi Delta.

75,000

75,000

MONTANA PEOPLE'S ACTION — Missoula, Montana
To provide general support.

30,000

15,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

60,000

50,0011

MOTHERS AGAINST GANGS — Phoenix, Arizona
To support a community-based gang prevention
organization in Phoenix.

45,000

NATIONAL CONGRESS FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. — Washington, DC
To create a national retirement program for
employees of community economic development

corporations.

110,000

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA — Washington, DC
To provide seed grants and technical assistance to
emerging community-based organizations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods

$

NATIONAL NETWORK OF GRANTMAKERS — San Diego, California
To support activities designed to strengthen the field
of community organizing.

252,000

$

252,000

230,000

135,000

5l),ui Hi

25,000

315,000

H5,(IOll

25,000

40,000

15,000

17,000

16,000

20,1)00

25,000

15,000

30,000

$

115,000

NATIONAL ORGANIZERS ALLIANCE — Washington, DC
To support a new national network of individuals
involved in community organizing across the
country.

25,000

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER — Chicago, Illinois
To provide seed grants and technical assistance to
emerging community-based organizations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods.
NATIVE ACTION — Lame Deer, Montana
To support a community empowerment organization
ot Northern Cheyenne people.

$

30,000

NEIGHBORHOOD FUNDERS GROUP — McLean, Virginia
To provide genera] support.

33,000

NEW LAKE DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, INC. — Jackson, Mississippi
To support an organization that provides educational
and career development programs for low-income
residents of Jackson, Mississippi.

45,000

REGENERACEON DEL NORTH — Quesia, New Mexico
To support plans for economic regeneration of a
hard-pressed Nt?w Mexico community

45,000

ROGUE VALLEY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Medford, Oregon
To support a nonprofit organization in rural Oregon.

45,000

SEVENTH GENERATION FUND FOR INDIAN DEVELOPMENT, INC. — Arcata, California
To provide seed grants and technical assistance to
252,000
emerging community-based organizations serving
low-income people and neighborhoods.
To provide capacity-building support to an
organization serving Native American communities.

100,000

-55,000
252,000

50,000

50,000

SOUTHERN EMPOWERMENT PROJECT — MaiyvUle, Tennessee
To provide technical assistance for community-based
organizations in Appcihchia.
TONANTZIN LAND INSTITUTE — Albuquerque, New Mexico
To provide general support.

60,000

60,000

30,000

15,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

15,000

TONATIERRA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE — Phoenix, Arizona
To support a community-based organization whose
mission is to improve the lives of the
Xicano/Mexicano immigrant community in Arizona.

45,000

UNITED COMMUNITY HOUSING COALITION — Detroit, Michigan
To help this resident-owned public housing initiative
become an independent organization geared to
restoring low-income homes.

45,000

VIRGINIA EASTERN SHORE ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT AND HOUSING CORPORATION
To support a community-based organization that
45,000
provides a variety of services to low-income residents
in Virginia.

Nassawadox, Virginia
20,000
25,000

WEST JACKSON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION —Jackson, Mississippi
To support a community development corporation in
Jackson, Mississippi.

45,000

20,000

25,000

15,000

15,000

$ 3,000,500

$ 1,561,000

WORKING IN NEIGHBORHOODS, INC. — Cincinnati, Ohio
To provide general support.
SUBTOTAL: Community Organizing and Development

30,01 H)
$

798,000

$ 3,783,500

GKANTU'VI-'KOIDJ-l

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1*34

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNTAID
DEC. 31,1995

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

ACADEMY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, INC. — Washington, DC
To develop and integrate knowledge and
$ 450,000
understanding oi exemplary programs for young
minority males.
ATLANTA NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP, INC. — Atlanta, Georgia
Tu support a community development leadership
$ 200,000
center in the southeast United States.

$

$

100,000

450,001)

100,000

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. — Baltimore, Maryland
To support a new national training program for
community development practitioners designed to
address the leadership and management roles of
senior sitaff.

75,000

75,000

To support a series of summit meetings in the field of
community-based development.

15,000

15,000

25,000

25,000

EPISCOPAL SOCIAL SERVICES — New York, New York
To train ^tiidc-nt and parent leaders working with
high-risk New York City youth.
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY — East Lansing, Michigan
To provide understanding of how youth violence can
be prevented by fostering positive leadership roles.

255,000

155,000

100,000

PUBLIC ALLIES: THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR CAREERS IN PUBLIC LIFE — Washington, DC
To enable a youth leadership development
organization to organize two national conferences,
ROXBURY YOUTH WORKS, INC. — Roxbury, Massachusetts
To support a partnership thai will operate a training
program for minority male youth involved in gangs
in Boston.
SUBTOTAL: Community Leadership Development

S

315,000

30,000

WOO

150,000

150,000

$

885,000

$

370,000

$

830,000

5

128,000

S

15,000

$

113,000

RACISM AND RACE RELATIONS
APPLIED RESEARCH CENTER — Oakland, California
To support a project to examine organizations that
explicitly claim to do anti-racist work in low-income
communities.

CENTER FOR DEMOCRATIC RENEWAL AND EDUCATION, INC. — Atlanta, Georgia
To support planning activities to replicate a program
to combat racism through community organizing.
CENT EK FOR THIRD WORLD ORGANIZING — Oakland, California
To provide general support for program expansion.
$
25.UIH.I

50,000

50,000

25,000

POVERTY & RACE RESEARCH ACTION COUNCIL — Washington, DC
To support a project to evaluate state-collected data
about programs for minority and low-income groups.

60,000

60,000

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FOUNDATION — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To support a research project to assess the
relationship between racism and poverty.
SUBTOTAL: Racism and Race Relations

200,000
S

25,000

S 438,000

200,000
$

150,000

S

313,000

VIOLENCE PREVENTION
CENTER TO PREVENT HANDGUN VIOLENCE—Washington, DC
To support school-based gun violence prevention
demonstrations.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To explore and analyze opportunities for increasing
safety and security in low-income tommunitk'ti.
HOPI FOUNDATION — Hotevilla, Arizona
To support the prevention of violence and its effects
on Central American refugees in southern Arizona.

S

IDli.Oi in

100,00(1

10,962

200,000

S

10,962

200,000

GRANTEE/PKQIECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

GKAN rs

P/VVMENTS

UN™ 11 •
DEC. 31, IW5

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION — New York, New York
To demonstrate how to create and manage
partnerships between community development
corporations and local police departments,

S

300,1100

S

MARIN INSTITUTE FOR THE PREVENTION OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG PROBLEMS
To provide support for a conference on creating safe
15,000

300.000

San Rafael, California
15,000

and healthy urban environments.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON CRIME AND DELINQUENCY — San Francisco, California
Tn design a framework to guide potential
grantmaking in violence prevention.

S

100,027

35,000

$

65,027

NATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL, INC. — Washington, DC
To support ,1 Youth as Resources Program that
involves and challenges teenagers in a public housing
project in Chicago to design and carry out projects for
improving the quality of life in their community.

80,000

80,000

35,000

35,000

NATIONAL PARENTING ASSOCIATION — New York, New York
To develop and advance the concept of "Safe Zones"
for American schoolchildren.

RHEEDLEN FOUNDATION, INC. — New York, New York
(Hindu

250,000

45(1,000

200,000

222,000

200.000

31,290

31,290

$ 1,342,279
$ 6,448,779

$ 979,252
$ 4,499,752

S 1,015,027
$ 3,739,027

$

S

S

To support a violence prevention/youth leadership
development project.
TIDES FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To support ti collaborative to ensure safe
neighborhoods by promoting community-supported
initiatives.

222,000

VIOLENCE POLICY CENTER — Washington, DC
To design a framework to guide potential
grantmaking in violence prevention,
SUBTOTAL: Violence Prevention
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Building Communities

$ 652,000
$ Ir790,000

STRENGTHENING FAMILIES
TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION

ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH — Washington, DC
To support a three-year initiative to meet the demand
for information on preventing teenage pregnancy,
including comprehensive and culturally appropriate
programs.

300,000

100,000

200,000

ALAN GuTTMACHriR INSTITUTE — New York, New York
Ib support an effort to effect change in the area of
teenage pregnancy and its relationship to welfare
reform.

75,000

75,000

ALTERNATIVE MEDIA INFORMATION CENTER — New York, New York
Tn support a documentary and book that explore the
formation of identity and sexuality among teenage
girls.

125,001)

125,000

CHILD TRENDS, INC. — Washington, DC
To support the publication and distribution of
statistics on teenage pregnancy.

149,986

59,997

89,989

200,000

100,00(1

100,000

117,920

42,920

75,000

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. — Washington, DC
To support nn initiative to prevent adolescent
pregnancy, with special emphasis on adolescents in
the South ,md those in foster care or other out-ofhome settings.

CORNERSTONE CONSULTING GROUP, LNC. — Houston, Texas
'lo support Hie management transfer of a teen
outreach program.
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GRANTEE/PKniFtT

UNPATD
DEC 31, W*i

FULTON / DEKALB HOSPITAL AUTHORITY — Atlanta, Georgia
TCI expand a postponing sexual involvement model
for use in high schools.

UNrAID

GRANTS

3

37,172

PAYMENTS

$

DEC. 31,1995

37,172

Ms. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN — New York, New York
To support a collaborative fund designed to back
initiatives benefiting girls aged 9-15, particularly lowincome and minority

$

100,000

300,000

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF NEW YORK CITY, INC. — New York, New York
To determine the barriers that prevent many lowincome and minority teens from effectively getting
and using reproductive health services,

400,000

POPULATION RESOURCE CENTER — Washington, DC
To support a series of educational programs for
congressional policymakers and federal officials
concerning the adolescent pregnancy crisis.
SUBTOTAL: Teen Pregnancy Prevention

—

51,699

$

300,000

$

200,000

400,000

51,699

$ 1,456,777

$

566,788

$ 1,189,989

$

$

200,000

$

FAMILY AND PARENTING SUPPORT
AVANCE, INC. — San Antonio, Texas
To support an organization that assists and educates
parents of children under 3 years of age.

400,000

200,000

CENTER FOR ASSESSMENT AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT — Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
To expand the use of schools for improving outcomes
for pregnant and parenting teens and their children.

4110,000

215,000

185,000

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY — New York, New York
To establish the Parenting Center, a comprehensive
services model for distressed, low-income families
with infants and young children at risk of abuse or
neglect.

$

125,000

CORTEZ CENTER, INC. — Cortez, Colorado
To develop a progr.im to improve education and
family participation in the Four Corners area.
FAMILIES AND WORK INSTITUTE — New York, New York
To support a project thai was implemented to
increase male involvement in early childhood
programs.

125,000

12,000

lUi>,000

To promote community-based services and programs
that support and assist fathers in their parenting role.

12,000

i n n nun

200,1)00

100,000

100,000

FAMILY RESOURCE COALITION — Chicago, Illinois
To stimulate action around the need for supportive
services for those in persistent poverty through c\
photodocumenta ry.

50,000

50,000

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION — New York, New York
To support a national demonstration that provides
comprehensive services to teen mothers and their
babies with an emphasis on occupational skills
training.

100,000

100,000

To support a multisite demonstration project known
as Parents' Fair Share, which offers job training,
personal support and incentives for improving the
earnings, child-support payments and parenting of
noncustodial fathers in welfare-dependent families.

800,000

200,000

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES — Denver, Colorado
"In improve state policies and programs for hdping
low-income families, especially through family
support services.

75,000

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT — Paris, France
To continue support for a three-year study of policies
120,120
and programs for children and youth at risk.

..-

75,000

120,120

600,000

UNI'AID

GRANTEE/PROJECT

GRANTS

DEC. 31,1994

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC, 31,1995

URBAN FAMILY INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To support an organization established to restructure
tht? way low-income communities nurture and
develop children.
SUBTOTAL: Family and Parenting Support

$

$ 1,370,120

100,000

$

50,000

$ 1,112,000

$ 1,297,120

$

$

£

50,000

$ 1,185,000

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
4C-COMMUNITY COORDINATED CHILD CARE — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
To create a business plan to expand quality child-care
services with emphasis on early childhood education.

50,000

50,000

MICHIGAN COMMUNITY COORDINATED CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION — East Lansing, Michigan
To improve child care for children from low-income
families in Michigan.

556,000

200,000

$

356,000

MICHIGAN'S CHILDREN — Okemos, Michigan
To support a new, independent child advocacy
organization committed to improving the well-being
of children and families in Michigan.

$

300,000

200.000

100,000

NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION CENTER FOR POLICY RESEARCH — Washington, DC
Tn craft a vision for America's children that is
prevention-oriented, family-focused and communitybased, and to develop a set of principles to guide
policymakers.

66,000

(,h,nun

200,000

100,000

100,000

$

516,000

$ 656,000

$

150,000

WHEELOCK COLLEGE — Boston, Massachusetts
To address the national need for professional
development systems to support high-quality early
care and child development, particularly for lowincome communities.
SUBTOTAL: Early Childhood Development

$

566,000

$

150,000

$

606,000

OTHER
Cl IILDKEN NOW — Oakland, California
To provide support for a program to examine how
the media shape attitudes, values and behavior of
children.

—

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND — Washington, DC
To support the Black Community Crusade for
Children.
Tit provide lead support for an endowment and
matching-fund challenge to sustain the Black
Community Crusade for Children and the operations
of the Alex Haley farm in Tennessee,
HAND5NET, INC. — Cupertino, California
To support a national electronic communications
network working on behalf of vulnerable children,
vouth and families.
SUBTOTAL: Other
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Strengthening Families

250,000

1,000,000

$

3,000,000

3,000,000

250,000

$ 4,400,000
$ 6,636,120

750,000

0
$
$ 3,174,777

100,000

150,000

500,000

S 3,900,000

$ 2,879,908

$ 6,930,989

S

IMPROVING EDUCATION
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

ASSOCIATION FOR THE SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRES — Berlin, Germany
To support an organization dedicated to the
development of community education centers
throughout Germany.

$

100,000

$

55,756

$

105,756

$

50,000

CROSS CITY CAMPAIGN FOR URBAN SCHOOL REFORM — Chicago, Illinois
To support an organization that promotes
improvement i>f public education for all urban youth.

200,000

100,000

100,000

«

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

FOCUS: HOPE — Detroit, Michigan
To support the development ot" a model
neighborhood school for grades K-5 in one of
Detroit's poorest neighborhoods.

$

UNPAID

PAYMENTS

$

100,000

DEC.. 31, W95

100,000

HOME AMD SCHOOL INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To support an evaluation of the MegaSkills Program
for teachers.

S

49,949

49,949

41,500

41,500

300,000

160,000

300,000

100,000

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC. — Washington, DC
To support a research project of a cross section of
community school programs connected to school
reform.
INSTITUTE FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING — St. Paul, Minnesota
To fully implement four Community Learning Center
sites and strengthen the potential <il each site to
sustain itself.

$ 140,000

INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION — Boston, Massachusetts
To establish models of comprehensive school reform
in law-income districts.
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION — Coventry, England
To help provide seed funds to community education
50,000
projects.

.'Mc.nnu

50,000

To support the administration operation of the
association.

50,000

170,000

50,000

170,000

To support administration of seven international
regional offices.

70,000

280,000

70,000

280,000

! i 'i b" H '

100,000

To support the seventh International Community
Education Association World Conference.

LEADERSHIP FOR QUALITY EDUCATION — Chicago, Illinois
To provide support for a project that promotes
dramatic improvement of public education for all
urban youth.

50,000

50,000

Los ANGELES EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP — Los Angeles, California
To support the design of a program to create a pool of
skilled practitioners to work with families from
schools interested in becoming community schools.

25,000

25,000

240,001)

60,000

180,000

484,156

467,078

242,078

' 'n ""n

150,000

M AINF CF.NTER FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES — Auburn, Maine
To address the need for increased parent and
community involvement in rural schools by piloting
site-based work in four low-income Maine
communities.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Rim, Michigan
To continue to plan, coordinate and conduct a
225,000
comprehensive national/international community
education leadership training program.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION — Fairfax, Virginia
To support a national membership and advocacy
organization for community education.
To strengthen organizational capacity and
stability,
PUBLIC AGENDA FOUNDATION — New York, New York
To support efforts soliciting grassroots deliberation
and discussion on the issue of American educational
reform.

financial

500,01)0

500,000

300,000

120,000

180,000

440,000

220,000

220,000

PUBLIC EDUCATION FUND NETWORK — Washington, DC
Tu help local education funds make the transition
from project-oriented, activity-based organizations to
organizations stressing systemic change.

SCOTTISH COMMUNITY EDUCATION COUNCIL — Edinburgh, Scotland
To provide support for a pan-European conference.

40,000

40,000

GRANTEE/PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1994

TEXAS INTERFAITH EDUCATION FUND — Austin, Texas
To combine strategies that tap community resources,
involve parents in school, and change the way
teaching and learning take place in the classroom.

GRANTS

S

PAYMENTS

400,000

UNPAID
DEC. 31.1995

S

400,000

WASHINGTON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION — Federal Way, Washington
To bring schools and low-income communities closer
in order for parents to play an active role in helping
students learn and make contributions to the
community

100,000

$

100,000

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY — Detroit, Michigan
To support state-of-the-art computer conferencing
capabilities,
SUBTOTAL: School-Community Initiatives

$ 1,385,000

50,000

50,000

$ 3,486,361

$ 2,209,283

$ 2,662,078

IMPROVED LEARNER OUTCOMES

CENTER FOR LAW AND EDUCATION — Boston, Massachusetts
in Assist low-income students, parents, schools and
communities to restructure vocational education for
better meeting education, employment and
community development needs.

$

100,000

$

100,000

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To expand a Leadership of School Reform Project,
which builds the capacity of urbiin school districts to
implement educational reform and restructuring on a
system wide basis.

50,000

50,000

120,000

80,000

COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS — Washington, DC
To strengthen efforts by states to develop coherent
systems of school-to-work transition.
To ensure that students in schools with large
enrollments of low-income children benefit from
effective implementation of Title I.

$

300,000

100,000

$

4ll,lMXI
200,00(1

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. — Washington, DC
To support the FrecoIIegiate Education Program, an
.iftinitv group of the coimcil.

2,500

2,500

EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES — Denver, Colorado
To create a policy that would improve education
spending decisions.

24,970

24,970

EDUCATION WRITERS ASSOCIATION — Washington, DC
To enable education reporters to become more
familiar with the issues most affecting education in
thi-ir communities.

20,000

20,000

200,000

100,000

FINANCE PROJECT — Washington, DC
To create a national forum for advancing efforts to
reform and restructure financing and related
governance systems for public education and
services.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To support a fellowship created to develop effective
education leaders who understand the importance of
government.

5,000

100,000

5,000

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC. — Washington, DC
To improve public policy for building comprehensive
youth development and school-to-work transition
systems.

300,000

150,000

INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION — Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support during leadership and
programmatic transition.

50,000

50,000

150.000

G RANTEK / PROJECT

UNPAID
DEL-31,1994

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION, TRAINING AND ADVOCACY, INC. — San Francisco, California
To support an organization created to improve public
$
50,000
$
education by empowering immigrant and nativeborn parents from minority groups.

UNi'AID

DEC. 31,1995

50,000

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRLNCIPALS FOUNDATION — Alexandria, Virginia
To convert to a computerized version of the
$
95,000
Administrator Diagnostic Inventory.
NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHING STANDARDS — Detroit, Michigan
To support the development of a partnership to work
48,000
with inner-city communities to improve the quality of
teaching and learning in public schools.
OAK PARK SCHOOL DISTRICT — Oak Park, Michigan
To provide support for piloting the second phase of a
148,500
program designed to increase teacher effectiveness in
promoting high-learner outcomes for students in lowincome communities.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY — Stanford, California
To provide further support to a project whose aim is
to increase academic achievement of children in lowincome communities.

95,000

48,000

148,500

286,157

$

286,157

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA FOUNDATION — Tucson, Arizona
To increase the achievement of students, strengthen
families and rebuild a sense of community in South
Tucson.

600,000

300,000

300,000

UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON — Houston, Texas
To support a project designed to demonstrate how a
professional development network can affect student
achievement in schools.

50,000

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH — Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
To provide educators with current knowledge about
the learning process and ways to create highperformance learning environments.

50,000

600,000

600,000

VANDERBILT UNIVF.RSITY — Nashville, Tennessee
49,989

49,989

$ 1,657,616
$ 5,143,977

$ 1,418,959
$ 3,628,242

To support a program to promote computer literacy
among teachers of students from low-income
communities.
SUBTOTAL: Improved Learner Outcomes
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Improving Education

S 1,442,500
$ 2,827,500

$ 1,681,157
$ 4,343,235

EXPANDING ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH EDUCATIONAL FUND—Washington, DC
To address minority unemployment and increase
$
access to high-paying employment opportunities, as
well as business ownership.
APPALACHIAN BY DESIGN, INC. — Lewisburg, West Virginia
To continue to support a fledgling network of 60
knitters living in the mountains of West Virginia and
Maryland.

200,000

$

S

70,000

200,000

35,000

$

35,000

APPALACHIAN CENTER FOR ECONOMIC NETWORKS —Athens, Ohio
To link the low-income residents of an eight-county
region of Ohio with economic opportunities in the
speci.ilty food market niche.
BETHEL NEW LIFE, INC. — Chicagu, Illinois
To develop a job-training initiative in industrial site
reclamation,

50,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

CAREERS THROUGH CULINARY ARTS PROGRAM, INC. — New York, New York
To support a program that gives low-income and
minority youth vocational training in culinary arts.

50,000

50,000

50,000

GRANTEE / PROI FCT

UNt'AiD
Dei. 31, !VL>4

C.Hll DSPACE DAY CARE CENTER, INC. — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To redesign and create jobs for primarily low-income
women in the field of child care.

GRANTS

$

5QO,OUQ

PAYMENTS

$

DARE DIRECT ACTION FOR RIGHTS & EQUALITY — Providence, Rhode Island
To develop a program that creates economic progress
80,000
for workers in the home-based child-care industry.
HOME CAKE ASSOCIATES TRAINING INSTITUTE, INC. — Bronx, New York
To support replication of a successful home health
147,500
care company.
To strengthen institutionaJ capacity with a view to
increasing access to livable wage employment in the
health care field.
HOPI FOUNDATION — Hotevilla, Arizona
To provide continuing support to an ecologically
sustainable program.

$

300,000

80,000

147,500

250,000

$

200,000

UNI-AID
DEC.3L1995

250,000

76,192

76,192

167,078

89,470

INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE, INC. — Washington, DC
To allow the institute to demonstrate the economic
impact of developing the recycling sub-sector.

77.HOS

Ms. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN — New York, New York
To allow 10 women from the United States to attend
the World Conference on Women.

50,000

50,000

NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND LAW CENTER — Oakland, California
To support the first national conference on sectoral
employment strategies.

25,000

25,000

NEIGHBORHOOD FUNDERS GROUP — McLean, Virginia
To sponsor a national conference for grantmakers on
25,000
the subject of jobs within the context of community
development.
NEW MEXICO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT LOAN FUND — Albuquerque, New Mexico
To enable 25 low-income women to increase hours of
60,000
employment and wages by enhancing their sewing
skills and connecting them to markets.
TEXAS LMTERFAITH EDUCATION FUND — Austin, Texas
To assist six community organizations to research the
local economy and implement strategies for job
creation.
YOUNG ASPIRATIONS/YOUNG ARTISTS, INC. — New Orleans, Louisiana
To expand and enhance the national replication
75,000
potential of an innovative model for helping African
American males complete high school and develop
entrepreneurial and employment skills.
YOUTHBUILD USA, INC. — West Somerville, Massachusetts
To provide core support for establishing a strong
200,000
communications capability for enhancing program
quality and external relations.
SUBTOTAL: Sectoral Employment Development

S

978,270

25,000

4(HUIOO

30,000

30,000

200,000

200,000

37,500

37,500

200,000

$ 1,547,500

$ 1,545,662

$

980,108

$

$

$

320,000

PRIVATE CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
CALVERT SOCIAL INVESTMENT FOUNDATION — Bethesda, Maryland
To support a new and innovative demonstration for
fund-raising in I he field of community and economic
development.
FIRST NATIONS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE — Faknouih, Virginia
To support a collaborative to assist Native American
tribes, nonprofit organizations and individuals with
economic development projects in.their communities.

450,000

130,000

450,000

225,01)0

225,000

21X1,000

50,000

250,000

Ms. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN — New York, New York
To support a second round of a fund created to
promote economic development for women.

$

100,1101)

GSAWraE/PRQJB I

UNPAID
DEC. 31.1<W4

GRANTS

PAVMFNT^

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

NATIONAL COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT COALITION — Washington, DC
To plan, implement and document successful
tender/community partnerships thai increase credil
access for low-income, minority and underserved
communities.

$

100,000

$

100,000

SAN FRANCISCO DEVELOPMENT FUND — San Francisco, California
To create a lending program intended to increase job
opportunities, stabilize neighborhoods, build housing
and strengthen the small business sector.

100,1)00

100,000

SHOREBANK CORPORATION — Chicago, Illinois
To assist in the creation of a development bank that
will locus on housing and commercial development
hi Detroit.

1,750,000

$ 1,750,000

SOLTH BRONX OVERALL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Bronx, New York
To strengthen ihe capacity of community-based
organizations and local community development
credit unions to offer basic banking services and tu
stimulate small business development.
SUBTOTAL: Private Capital Development

150,000

$

100,000

50,000

100,000

$ 2,645,000

S 3,200,000

S

655,000

$

$

37,500

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
ACCION INTERNATIONAL — Somerville, Massachusetts
To combat the rising level of poverty among Hispanic
populations through the expansion of selfemployment strategies.
ASPEN INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To expand the knowledge of what is effective in
micro-enterprise assistance.

37300

200,000

S

200,000

ASSOCIATION FOR ENTERPRISE OPPORTUNITY — Chicago, Illinois
To support an organization whose mission is to
300,000
increase the capacity of self-employment
organizations to serve people and communities with
limited economic resources.
CALMEADOW — Toronto, Ontario
To help replicate the Self-Employment Learning
$
74,000
Project within Canada.
COALITION FOR WOMEN'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT — Los Angeles, California
To support an organization that assists low-income
150,000
women in achieving self-reliance through selfemployment.
COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND — Washington, DC
To support economic development initiatives that
10,000
generate jobs and housing, and improve fhe delivery
of services to low-income and minority
neighborhoods of Washington, D.C.
CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT — Washington, DC
To support a network established to identify and
170,000
promote federal and state policy initiatives required
to strengthen micro-enterprise.
To conduct a study to address the need for and
19,834
optimal design of a micro-enterprise intermediary.

100,000

200,000

37,000

37,000

•;[,,„!,]

100,000

111,1100

170,000

19,834

ENTERPRISE CORPORATION OF THE DELTA — Jackson, Mississippi
To provide general support.

750,000

350,000

400,000

FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE — Washington, DC
To allow the foundation to target disadvantaged
communities in the greater Washington, D.C.,
metropolitan area with "village banking" program-?.

100,000

50,000

INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S POLICY RESEARCH — Washington, DC
To continue researching the importance ol selfemployment for women on public assistance.

102

50,000

50,000

50 AH)

UlMPAED

GRAN 1 1 1 /TKOIU i

Da ";i, W4

GRANTS

PAYMENTS

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1995

LAKOTA FUND — Kyle, South Dakota
$
100,000
$
n(),0{)0
$
Tit -.upport a community-based fund that seeks to
improve economic conditions on the Pine Ridge
Reservation,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
LUTHERAN Ci IILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICE OF EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
To create a sense of community in West Philadelphia
250,000
125,000
through business formation, job creation and
dialogue.

50,1)1)1)

125,000

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT LOAN FUNDS — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
100,000

1(10,000
To continue the work in the public policy arena and
keep together the coalition tit' Community
Development Financial institutions.
To support an initiative to increase the capitalization
i 1)00,000
of 42 loan funds nationwide.
NORTHWEST MICHIGAN COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS — Traverse City, Michigan
To support the Community Commitment Fund
$
35,000
project, which is designed to assist low-income
residents in Grand Traverse County to earn income
through self-employment.

PEER PARTNERSHIPS, INC. — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To enable a micro-enterprise lending program to
further document its impact on low-income
communities .ind continue its growth.

1,000,000

15,000

200,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100.000

U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION — Washington, DC
To support the micro-enterprise component of a small
Imsint'ss development conference.

WOMEN'S INITIATIVE FOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT — San Francisco, California
To provide general support.

100,000

50,000

50,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

$ 1,514,500

$ 2,381,834

WOMEN'S SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROJECT — Chicago, Illinois
To provide general support.
SUBTOTAL: Enterprise Development

$ 1,269,000

$ 2,627,334

INCOME SECURITY

CENTER FOR LAW AND SOCIAL POLICY — Washington, DC
To support promotion of effective income-support
policies and programs to reduce poverty among poor
families with children.

$

75,000

$

75,000

CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES — Washington, DC
To support the "Making Work Pay" program.
200,000
CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT — Washington, DC
To enable the corporation to continue its policy
initiative in welfare reform.
FISCAL POLICY INSTITUTE — Albany, New York
To provide tax and budget analysis on behalf of the
needs of low-income families in New York.

200,000
$

152,900

100,000

$

152,90(1

50,000

50,000

GREATER BIRMINGHAM MINISTRIES, INC. — Birmingham, Alabama
To provide tax and budget analysis on behalf oi the
needs of low-income people in Alabama.

50,000

50,000

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES — DCS Moines, Iowa
Tti determine the effects on federal aid recipients in
Iowa whose benefits have been terminated because of
noncompliance.

50,000

50,000

MAINE CENTER FOR ECONOMIC POLICY — Augusta, Maine
To provide tax and budget analysis on behalf of the
needs of low-income people in Maine.

50,000

50,000

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH COHPORATION — N<?w York, Nt-w York

To support a study of the development and implementation of revised welfare programs in four states.

150,000

50,000

100,000

UNPAID
GR-A NTEK/ PROJECT

DEC. 31, !W

l\\>Aii'Nr t .

GRANTS

UNPAID
DEC 31. iw=;

MICHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES — Lansing, Michigan
To provide tax and budget analysis on behalf of the
needs of low-income people in Michigan.

$

50,000

50,000

NORTH CAROLINA LEGAL SERVICES RESOURCE CENTER, INC. — Raleigh, North Carolina
To provide tax and budget analysis nn behalf of the
needs of low-income people in North Carolina.

50,000

50,000

TAX EQUITY ALLIANCE FOR MASSACHUSETTS EDUCATION FUND — Boston, Massachusetts
To provide tax and budget analysis on behalf of the
needs of low-income people in Massachusetts.

50,000

50,000

URBAN INSTITUTE — Washington, DC
To support a study to analyze Ihe economic barriers
and public policies that affect low-income
noncustodial fathers.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY — St. Louis, Missouri
To plan an Individual Development Account
demonstration in St. Louis.

$

yiuxx>

•30,000

155,594

113,807

41,787

50,000

50,000

180,000

$

WISCONSIN COUNCIL ON CHILDREN AND FAMILIES — Madison, Wisconsin
To examine Wisconsin's ability to put its welfare
population to work.
SUBTOTAL: Income Security
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Expanding Economic
Opportunity

$

625,000

$ 2,972,270

$

738,494

S 8,113,328

$

506,707

$ 4,221,869

$

856,787

$ 6,863,729

CROSS-CUTTING INITIATIVES
COMPREHENSIVE REVITALIZATION

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT — New York, New York
To engage the business community to be a more
$
50,000
proactive and effective partner for change in
America's cities,
GLADES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Belle Glade, Florida
$
To support a community development initiative
dedicated to reducing the intense and chronic
poverty in the Glades region of Florida.
LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION — New York, New York
To help community development corporations
137,500
address social needs in redeveloping neighborhoods,
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To help city officials make inroads against urban
33,333
poverty by using their city's economic development
capacity.

$

175,000

50,000

175,000

137300

S

33,333

NEIGHBORHOOD INSTITUTE — Chicago, Illinois
To create a competitive economy within an Austin,
Texas, neighborhood.
NEW HOPE PROJECT, INC. — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
To support a limited-term, antipoverty program to
test the effects of ensuring jobs and, as needed, wage
supplements, health benefits and child care to bring
unemployed individuals and families out of poverty.

HXl.uin)

750,000

-150,000

|5|l,i!llll

150,000

200,000

400,000

New YORK COMMUNITY TRUST — New York, New York
50,000
To support the design and implementation of an
approach to strengthen neighborhoods.
RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC. —Minneapolis, Minnesota
36,663
To assess first-year performance of a communitybuilding program in a Chicago neighborhood.
' - ' TuoMAq/Ii^n GHANNH '" •'N'^QRTIVM — Nv-w (Vlwm, tawMum
To provide general support.
275,000

104

50,000

36,663

100,000

17VKH)

GRANTM/PROJECT

UNTAM.I
DEC. 31,1^4

TIDES FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To support a capital accumulation strategy to
accelerate social and economic development in
persistently poor Southern rural communities.
URBAN STRATEGIES COUNCIL — Oakland, California
To support the involvement of low-income
communities in the federal government's plans to
build a national information infrastructure.

GRANTS

$

$

350,1X10

PAYMENTS

$

75,000

UNPAID
DEC. 31,194*

350,000

75,000

WARREN/CONNER DEVELOPMENT COALITION — Detroit, Michigan
To support a partnership dedicated to meeting the
m u l t i p l e needs of t hronic.illy jobless families in
Detroit.
SUBTOTAL: Comprehensive Revitalization

$

100,000

$ 1,324,163

$

858,333

$

$

33,000

100,000

$ 1,707,496

$

475,000

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

AMERICAN YOUTH WORK CENTER — Washington, DC
Tci support a publication aimed at youth practitioners
and policymakers.

5

66,000

.T3,(K10

BENTON FOUNDATION — Washington, DC
To support a project to equip nonprofit leaders and
organizations in low-income communities to benefit
from nrw technology.
BOYS & GiRLS CLUBS OF BOSTON — Boston, Massachusetts
To support a collaborative effort to provide young
people with a continuum of educational,
employment, pregnancy prevention, mentoring and
recreational programs.

$

150,000

100,000

150,000

50,000

50,0(1(1

CENTER FOR GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES — Los Angeles, California.
To support a project to place multimedia technologies
in low-income homes in Los Angeles.

^0,1)00

50,000

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND — Washington, DC
161,794

79,540

DOOR - A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES, INC. — New York, New York
To contribute toward a settlement of debts that would
400,000
prevent foreclosure of the home of one of the nation's
model youth development programs.

To support the Michigan Freedom Schools program.

400,000

FUND FOR THE BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN — Brooklyn, New York
To support an access-oriented, on-line community
information network in two Brooklyn neighborhoods.

50,000

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP, INC. — Washington, DC
To support the continued operation of the Center for
I ^,(ii)0
Demographic Policy, which provides demographic
data and insights to educational and human service
institutions.
JOINT CENTER FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STUDIES — Washington, DC
To support social policy research in several areas of
100,000
interest to Mntt's Poverty program.
LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION — New York, New York
To ^upport a collaborative designed to strengthen the
capacity of 16 Detroit-based community development
corporations engaged in low-income-- housing
development, commercial development and
neighborhood revitalizetion.
NATIONAL RECREATION AND PARK ASSOCIATION — Arlington, Virginia
To build an array of activities to enhance awareness
160,215
and understanding of the need for and benefits of
intergewrarional programs.

82,254

25,000

25,000

5,000

i unit

100,000

250,000

50,000

200,000

83,447

76,768

•'•

GRANTEE/ PROJECT

UNPAID
DEC.31,19*4

GRANTS

NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COAUTTON, INC. — Washington, DC
To strengthen and increase the national policy efforts
S
5ll,OOU
of a coalition commit led to increasing employment,
education and training opportunities for America's
youth.
PUBI itY PRIVATE VENTURES — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To support a project to improve social service
delivery systems for young people in low-income
neighborhoods.
SUBTOTAL: Exploratory and Special Projects
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Cross-Cutting Initiatives
PROGRAM TOTAL: Poverty

••:•

250,000

$ 1,303,009
$ 3,010,505
$17,236,395

—

$

PAYMENTS

$

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1W5

50,000

400,000

250,000

400,000

S 900,000
S 1,375,000
524,255,861

$ 1,175,987
S 2,500,150
517,729,921

$ 1,027,022
S 1,885,355
$23,762,335

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

Mission: To support exploratory initiatives and unexpected
opportunities that offer opportunities for resolution of significant
international and/or national problems or that may or may not lead

to a formal program area over time.
The Foundation, as a major private
philanthropy, enjoys substantial freedom and
flexibility in the application of its resources
and, consequently, a special responsibility to
seek new ways to meet human needs. Thus, it
may decide to make grants outside its regular
programs if the funds are likely to have
substantial impact or lead to continued
grantmaking interests in a particular field. In
the latter event, the new interest eventually
may be adopted as a new program area or
incorporated into an existing program.
This program was set up as a home for
innovative or experimental grantmaking. In
1995, the Foundation made a number of grants

that it viewed as special opportunities but that
did not fit into its program structure. These
included support for programs related to
American foreign policy issues and the U.N.
World Summits, as well as continuing
participation in the Michigan AIDS Fund.
Strategic planning for the Foundation's
future efforts to support the field of Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) also
continued during 1995. As part of the planning
process, Trustees and staff visited several
HBCUs in the Atlanta area, as well as Tuskegee
University in late October. Development of a
new grantmaking strategy will continue
in 1996.

10?

GRAOTEE/PROIHCI

UNPAID
DEC. 31,1944

PAYMENTS

< ,• • i

UNI'AID

DEC 31,1995

HISTORICALLY AND PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ACCREDITATION OF TEACHER EDUCATION — Washington, DC
To develop a technical support network for teacher
preparation.

$

98,716

$

25,000

$

123,716

NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY — Greensboro, North Carolina
To assist 14 historically black colleges and
61,176
61,176
universities in securing federal research grants and
contracts.

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC. — Fairfax, Virginia
To support the Policy Research Institute, which will
focus on educational issues of African Americans
from preschool to postgraduate study.

2,000,1)00

2,UMU,000

To support implementation of n program to resolve
the fiscal and management problems confronting
members of the tund.
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Historically and
Predominantly Black
Colleges and Universities

7511,111.10

5 2,159,892

$

775,000

$ 2,184,892

$

750,000

$

750,000

S

250,00(1

SPECIAL PROJECTS
ASFEN INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, DC
To suppurt a series of meetings focusing on U.S.
$
50,01)1'
domestic social issues.
COUNCIL OK MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS — Grand Haven, Michigan
To contribute to the Michigan AIDS Fund.
50,000

$

50,000

50,000

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS — New York, New York
To support a weekly, half-hour National Public Radio
series on foreign policy issues.

70,000

70,000

ETV ENDOWMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, INC. — Spartanburg, South Carolina
To support a television series addressing the
American electorate's frustration with poor
government functioning.

$

250,000

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON WOMEN — Washington, DC
To support a study that will explore, analyze and
evaJLiate current World Bank lending policies relating
gender with development issues.

20,000

20,000

35,000

35,000

JOHN DOBLE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC. — Englewood cliffs. New Jersey
To support research to assess American public
attitudes toward foreign aid and development
assistance.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY — Baltimore, Maryland
To draft ,m action plan for the World Summit on
Social Development.
MICHIGAN AIDS FUND — Grand Rapids, Michigan
To support a fund established to provide Michigan
philanthropy with a coordinated and comprehensive
response to AIDS in Michigan.

34,994

34,999

200,000

200,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

^11,000

50,000

50,00"

$ 705,000
S 1,480,000

$ 609,999
$ 2,794,891

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO — Washington, DC
To support continued news and information
programming.

50,000

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL — Washington, DC
To support the U.N. World Summit for Social
Development in Copenhagen.

SOUTHERN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES— Atlanta, Georgia
To support a conference commemorating the 50th
c.innivtTsarv of the signing oi the U.N. Charter.
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Special Projects
PROGRAM TOTAL: Exploratory and Special Projects

$ 204,999
$ 2,364,891

$ 300,000
S 1,050,000

GKANTEF./ PROJECT

UNJVUD
DEC. 31, 1994

PAYMENTS

GRANTS

UNPAID
DR-. "].lv^

EMPLOYEE AND TRUSTEE MATCHING GRANTS AND TRUSTEE INITIATED
The Molt Foundation matches its Trustees' and
employees' contributions to charity on a 2:'l basis.
The Mott Foundation provides limited support lo
charities selected bv its Trustees.
PROGRAM AREA TOTAL: Employee and Trustee Matching
Grants and Trustee Initiated
S
0
TOTALS: All Grants
$35,674,781

$

336,278

$

207,1100

$

543,278

$59,875,151

—

336,278
207,000

S

543,278
$43,648,878

$

0

$51,901,054

••••

FINANCE

in

PROFILE OF GRANTMAKING ACTIVITIES
GRANT DOLLARS BY PROGRAM (in Millions)

Flinl

[Flint
$10.532

Poverty
$24.256

NUMBER OF GRANTS BY PROGRAM
Environment
88

Environment
$9.372

Employee/
Trustee
$0.543
Civil Society
130

Civil Society
$13.692

T E N - Y E A R STATISTICAL P R O F I L E
TOTAL ASSETS /MARKET VALUE vs. TOTAL ASSETS /1986 DOLLARS (in Millions)
$1,500

1986
1987
iTotalAssete/Maifeet Value
112

19S8
•

1989

1990

i,i,l Assets/1986 Dollars

TEN-YEAR STATISTICAL PROFILE
TOTAL INCOME vs. TOTAL INCOME/1986 DOLLARS (in Millions)
$50

1987

1986
I

1988

1989

1991

W2

1993

1994

1995

1992

1993

1994

1995

1992

1993

I Total Income/1986 Dollare

t.ll lltl'Ull

TOTAL GRANTS vs. TOTAL DISTRIBUTIONS (in Millions)

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

I Total Distributions

Ili'Mldum

1986-95 SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION (in Thousands)
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1994

1995

Total Assets Market Value 5736,873 $749312 £838,816 5961,806 $929,506 $1,093,708 $1,162,056 $1,273,305 $1,201,613 $1,496,046
Total Assets 1986 Dollars
736,873 717,883 769,530 843,408 767,679
876,826
904,893
965,165
887,271 1,077,004
Total Assets Cost
487,766 522,457 577353 593,805 639,230
671,657
714,052
754,504
790,747
846,987
Total Income
35,840
38,076
41,549
44,883
47,682
45,110
44,863
42,672
43,056
46,868
Total Income 1986 Dollars
35,840 36,469 3S.117
39.35S
39,3S1
35,671
34,362
32,194
31,360
33,801
Total Grants
Awarded
21,663 31,933 33,788
38,580
39,400
43,900
44,046
49,031
56,896
59,875
Total
Distributions
26,297 39,598 31,591
49,668
44,459
48,989
54,063
57 n
62,981
60,367
MOTE.: Total tlistrilmiims hu'ltitlc grant f i i i v n i f i t i a , titintinistratiwi ivrpi'MW-s, exci*' ln\ <i»t1 itxvstnit'iit t'.vjv»si'.-..
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REPORT OF I N D E P E N D E N T ACCOUNTANTS
To the Board of Trustees of
the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation:

We have audited the accompanying statements of financial
position of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation as of
December 31,1995 and 1994, and the related statements of
activity and changes in net assets and cash flows for the years
then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Foundation's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation at December 31, 1995 and
1994, and the results of its operations and changes in net assets
and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note B to the financial statements, in 1995 the
Foundation changed its financial reporting and financial
statement presentation to conform with Statements of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 116, "Accounting for Contributions
Received and Contributions Mnde," and Statements of
Financial Accounting Standards No. 117, "Financial Statements
of Not-For-Profit Organizations." As a result of adopting SFAS
lib, the net assets at January 1,1994, were increased by
£574,324. These standards were adopted retroactively, and
accordingly, the comparative financial information presented
for the year ended December 31, 1994, has been restated. In
addition, the Foundation adopted Statements of Financial
Accounting Standards No. 106, "Employers Accounting for
Postretirement Benefits other than Pensions."
Coopers &: Lybrand, L.L.P.
A Professional Services Firm

Detroit, Michigan
March 29, 1996

.

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31,1995 and 7994

Charles Stetvart Molt Foundation

1995

1994

ASSETS
Marketable securities, at market value:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Corporate bonds
Cash equivalents

$1,112,997,380

40,256,053

$ 896,918,748
242300,540
22,659,508
21,552,699

1,469,321,424

1,183,431,495

Cash and interest bearing deposits

919,496

609,912

Land
Building and improvements net of
accumulated depreciation of $1,784,105
in 1995 and $1,855,640 in 1994

397,852

397,852

1,846^96

1,516,177

23,560,144

15,657,498

$1,496,045,512

$1,201,612,934

$

$

295,024,063

21,043,928

Other assets

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Grants payable, net
Deterred excise tax
Accounts payable and other liabilities

Unrestricted net assets

40,844,820
12,665,000
7,991,621

31,568,498
7,910,000
4,269,809

61,501,441

43,748,307

1,434,544,071

1,157,864,627

$1,496,045,512

$1,201,612,934

The accompanying notes are mi integral ;>nrt of the financial statement*.
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STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITY
Charles Stewart Matt Foundation

for the years ended December 31, '1995 mid '1994
1995

Income:
Dividends
Interest

Less:
Investment expenses
Provision for excise tax

Other income (expenses), net
Net investment income
Grants and expenses:
Grants, net
Administration expenses

Grants and expenses in excess of income
Realized gain on sale of assets, net of excise tax
of $1,284,089 in 1995 and $518,396 in 1994
Change in market value of securities, net of
change in deferred excise tax (benefit) of
$4,755,000 in 1995 and ($1,540,000) in 1994
Change in net assets
Unrestricted net assets:
Beginning of year (as restated)
Postretirement benefit transition obligation
End of year

The accompanying notes are an integral purl of the financial statements.

m

$

20,901,925
25,966,053

1994

$

20,564,068
22,491,611

46,867,978

43,055,679

2,735,541
870,826

2,305,001
398,437

3,606,367

2,703,438

83,685

(585,827)

43,345,296

39,766,414

52,464,433

52,978,494

10,788,395

7,232,085

63,252,828

60,210,579

(19,907,532)

(20,444,165)

63,649,691

52,607,218

233,438,048

(106,395,305)

277,180,207

(74,232,252)

1,157,864,627

1,232,096,879

(500,763)
$1,434,544,071

$1,157,864,627

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Charles Stewart Moll Foundation

for the years ended December 31,1995 and 1994

1995

1994

Cash flows from operating activities:
Grants and expenses in excess of income

($19,907,532)

($20,444,165)

208,274
(7,902,646)
9,276,322
3,221,049

188,770
(3,698,168)
1,858,123
2,221,340

Adjustments to reconcile grants and expenses
in excess of income to net cash
used by operating activities:
Depreciation expense
Increase in other assets
Increase in grants payable
Increase in accounts payable and other liabilities
Total adjustments

4,802,999

Net cash used in operating activities

570,065

(15,104,533)

(19,874,100)

166,717,388
19,026,563
3,111,110
351,598,859

136,325,571
31,023,906
10,555,555
189,435,906

(106,506,213)
(46,408,595)
(370,302,213)
(538,693)
(1,284,089)

(86,696,996)
(59,956,562)
(197,769,051)
(2,083,660)
(350,336)
(518,396)

15,414,117

19,965,937

Net increase in cash

309,584

91,837

Cash, beginning of year

609,912

518,075

Cash flows from investing activities:
Proceeds from sales or redemptions of investments:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Corporate bonds
Cash equivalents
Purchases of investments:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Cash equivalents
Corporate bonds
Acquisition of building improvements
Excise tax on realized gain on sale of assets
Net cash provided by investing activities

Cash, end of year

S

919,496

$

609,912

The accorrtpamfitig mi/rs are tin integral part of the financial jtafeineiits.

nr

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
for the i/eiirs ended December 31, 1995 ami 7994

Charles Steiwrt Matt foundation

1995
Supplemental schedule of non-cash operating activity:
Postretirement benefit transition obligation

$

1994

500,763

Supplemental schedule of investing activities:
Realized gain (loss) on sale of assets:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Corporate bonds
Excess of contributed value over book
value on granted securities

$ 64,340,567
(884,485)
748,382

$ 50,597,718
862,236
379,631

729,316

1,286,029

$ 64,933,780

$ 53/125,614

$211,219,924
26,225,976
747,148

($ 77,844,051)
(27,092,790)
(2,998,464)

$238,193,048

($107,935,305)

Supplemental schedule of noncash investing activities:
Increase (decrease) in market value of securities:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Corporate bonds

The accompanying note* an' an inti'^nil part of the fiittjnciil statements.
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NOTES TO F I N A N C I A L STATEMENTS
C/wrr/cs Stewtirt Mott Fouinititioit

A.

Mission & Grant Programs:
The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation is a private grantmaking foundation established in 1926 in
Flint, Michigan. The Foundation's mission is "to support efforts that promote a just, equitable and
sustainable society," Grantmaking is organized into four major programs: Poverty, Civil Society,
Environment and Flint. Other grantmaking opportunities, which do not match the major programs,
may be investigated through the Foundation's Exploratory and Special Projects program.
B.

Accounting Policies:
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of
these financial statements.
Accounting Standards
The Foundation adopted Statements of Financial Accounting Standards No. 116, "Accounting for
Contributions Received and Contributions Made" (SFAS 116), and No. 117, "Financial Statements of
Not-for-Profit Organizations" (SFAS 117)., during 1995 and applied their provisions retroactively to
January 1, 1994. The net assets at January 1,1994, have been increased by $574,324 to reflect the
retroactive application of SFAS 116, which required the Foundation to record unconditional grants
payable at fair value. The Foundation measures fair value as the present value of estimated future
cash flows using the incremental borrowing rate of the Foundation. As a result of adopting SFAS '116,
ending net assets increased by $11,056,234 and $4,106,283 at December 31,1995 and 1994, respectively
SFAS 117 requires certain basic information to be reported in financial statements of not-for-profit
organizations as well as specific classifications for assets and liabilities. Prior year financial statements
have been restated to conform with the 1995 presentation.
In addition, the Foundation adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 106,
"Employers Accounting for Postretiremen! Benefits other than Pensions" (SFAS 106). SFAS 106
requires that the expected cost of pos(retirement benefits be charged to expense during the years that
the employee rendered services. In 1995, the effect of the Foundation adopting SFAS 106 resulted in a
one-rime transition obligation of $500,763. See Notes E & F for additional information.
Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual
results could differ from those estimates.
Method of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting, which includes
recognition of dividends, interest, investment real estate income and expenses as earned or incurred.
Trustee and Executive Committee grant actions are recognized on the date of the action. Grants by the
President or Executive Committee by specific authority conferred by the Trustees are recognized on
the date the authority is exercised. In addition, the Foundation has a Matching Gift Program, whereby
amounts gifted by eligible employees and Trustees are matched by the Foundation at a rate of $2 for
each $1 gift.
Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are recorded on the trade date and are stated at market value based on
December 31 published quotations. Gains and losses from sales of securities are determined on an
average cost basis.
Other Assets
Included in other assets is land that was donated to the Foundation and is recorded at the
market value at the date of receipt. Investments in partnerships are recorded at cost, adjusted for the
Foundation's proportionate share of undistributed earnings or losses. The remaining assets included
in other assets are recorded at cost.
":

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Land, Building and Improvements
Land, building and improvements are recorded at cost. Upon sale or retirement of land, building
and improvements, the cost and related accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the respective
accounts, and the resulting gain or loss is included in current income. Depreciation of building and
improvements is provided over the estimated useful lives of die respective assets on a straight line
basis.
Costs of office furnishings and equipment are consistently charged to expense, because the
Foundation does not deem such amounts to be sufficiently material to warrant capitalization and
depreciation.
Pension Costs
The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its
employees- Pension expense includes amortization of prior service costs over a period of 40 years. The
Foundation's policy is to fund pension costs accrued.
Cash Equivalents
Cash equivalents include short-term notes, U.S. Treasury bills and certificates of deposit and are
reflected at market value.
C.

Marketable Securities:
Marketable securities held at December 31,1995 and 1994, were as follows (in thousands):

1995
Market
Value
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Corpora te bonds
Cash equivalents

1994
Cost
Basis

Market
Value

21,044

$493,779
267,670
18,557

$ 896,919
242,300
22,660

$488,920
241,173
20,920

40,256

40,256

21,552

21,552

$1,469,321

$820,262

$1,183,431

$772,565

$1,112,997
295,024

Cost
Basis

D.

Excise Tax & Distribution Requirements:
The Foundation is exempt from federal income taxes under section 501{c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. In accordance with the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the Foundation is
subject to an excise tax on net investment income, including realized gains as defined in the Act.
The liability for excise tax is composed of the following (in thousands):

Currently payable (refundable)
Deferred

1994

1995
$
90
12,665

($ 400)
7,910

$12,755

$7,510

The deferred excise tax represents the tax on unrealized marketable security gains. Excise tax
payments of $2,070,000 and $1,446,714 in 1995 and 1994 respectively, were made.
The Foundation will be required to make qualifying distributions of approximately $55,400,000
during 1996 to meet distribution regulations of the Internal Revenue Code for private foundations.

'..'

NOTES TO F I N A N C I A L STATEMENTS
E.

Grants Payable:
Grants payable at December 31,1995, including the Matching Gift Program, are expected to be
paid as follows:
Payable in Year Ending December 31

Programs

1996

1997

1998

1999

Total

$14,864,338
7,554,507
4,920,487
4,321,907
550,000

$3,472,997
2,556,614
739,052
260,600
250,000

$ 765,000
860,000
215,552

$170,000
20,000

$19,272,335
10,991,121
5,875,091
4,582,507
1,050,000

Grants payable
Less: Unamorttzed
Discount

32,211,239

7,279,263

2,090,552

190,000

41,771,054

570,265

314,722

41,247

926,234

Grants payable, net

$32,211,239

$6,708,998

$1,775,830

$148,753

$40,844,820

Poverty
Civil Society
Environment
Flint
Other

—

250,000

In addition, the Foundation has also approved grants that require certain conditions to be met by
the grantee. Conditional grants totaled $10,130,000 and $3,205,000, as of December 31,1995 and 1994,
respectively, hi accordance with the provisions of SFAS 116, conditional grants have been excluded
from the Foundation's financial statements.

1994,

Grant activity, including the Matching Gift Program, for the years ended December 31, 1995 and
was as follows:
1995

Grants payable, January 1
Grants approved

Less grants paid by program
Poverty
Civil Society
Environment
Hint
Other

Grants payable, December 31

1994

$32,469,781
52,950,151

$30,284,699
53,690,770

85,419,932

83,975,469

17,729,921
11,290,275
8,291,862
2,998,651
3,338,169

19,889,754
11,469,270
9,060,754
9,888,121
1,197,789

43,648,878

51,505,688

$41,771,054

$32,469,781

NOTES TO F I N A N C I A L STATEMENTS
F.

Postre tire men t Benefits:
The Foundation has a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its employees.
The benefits are based on years of service and the employee's compensation during the last five years
of employment. At December 31,1995, pension plan assets were $4.2 million, while the projected
benefit obligation was approximately $4.9 million and the vested benefit obligation was S3.2 million.
The assumed rate of return way 8.5 percent in 1995 and 1994, Pension expense was $292,070 and
$360,191 in 1995 and 1994, respectively.
In addition, the Foundation maintains a defined contribution retirement plan for all eligible
employees, which was approved under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Foundation
contributes an amount based upon eligible compensation as defined in the plan and participants are
allowed to make voluntary contributions to the plan. For the years ended December 31,1995 and
1994, the Foundation contributed $141,528 and $87,253 to the plan, respectively.
The Mott Foundation sponsors a postretirement plan for its salaried employees. The plan has an
annual limitation (a "cap") on the dollar amount of the employer's share of the cost of covered
benefits incurred by a plan participant. The retiree is responsible, therefore, for the amount by which
the cost of the benefit coverage under the plan incurred during a year exceeds that cap. For 1995 and
1994, the annual cap was $4,000 and §3,000, respectively. Under this plan, the Foundation incurred
expenses of $57,525 and $27,769 for 1995 and 1994, respectively.
G.

Other:
In 1995, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 124, "Accounting for
Certain Investments Held by Not-For-Prof it Organizations." The provisions of this statement, which
require the reporting of investments at fair value and certain disclosures about investments, are
required to be adopted in 1996. The adoption of this statement will not have a material impact on the
Foundation's financial statements.

ADMINISTRATION AND INVESTMENT EXPENSES
for the year ended December 31, 1995

Charles Stewart Man Fnundatian
Administration
Total

Salaries
Other personnel costs
Operations
Professional fees
Travel and business expense
Publications

$4,086,303
929,150
2,500,922
1,552,839
1,223,121

Investment
Office
$1,601,327
248,471
248,344
597,343
40,056

496,060

$10,788,395

$2,735,541

OTHER INFORMATION

How TO A P P L Y FOR A G R A N T
OUR INTERESTS
The Mott Foundation makes grants in the
United States and, on a limited geographic
basis, internationally. About 20 percent of our
grants are international.
In all our grantmaking, we are particularly
interested in:
• fresh approaches to solving community
problems in our defined program areas.
• approaches that, if proven successful, can
generate long-term support from other sources
and/or that can be replicated in other
communities when appropriate.
• public policy development as well as
research and development activities to further
existing programs as well as to explore new
fields of interest.
• approaches and activities that lead to
systemic change.
Beyond our specific program goals and
objectives, we also may consider activities of a
non-grant nature that help to achieve program
objectives. Thus, funds may be made available
for direct technical, fund-raising or consulting
assistance, or for assisting with the
dissemination of findings. In addition, we
make program-related investments when they
further our program goals and objectives.

LIMITATIONS
While we endeavor to maintain a high
degree of flexibility in our programming, we
observe the following limitations:
• No grants or loans are made to
individuals.
• Outside the Flint area, support for capital
development and endowment is made only
when it is considered necessary to carry out or
advance other Foundation objectives.
• Support for research is provided only
when it is instrumental for planning,
implementing or evaluating grantmaking
activities in a particular program area or for
strengthening relevant public policy.
• No support is extended for religious
activities or programs that serve, or appear
to serve, specific religious groups or
denominations. However, if a proposal
submitted by a church-based or similar
organization falls clearly within program
guidelines and is intended to serve as broad a
segment of the population as the program of a
comparable non-religious organization, we will
'

consider the proposal on the same basis as
proposals from other agencies.
• Outside the Flint area, grants are not
made for local projects unless the projects are
part of a national demonstration or
Foundation-planned network of grants and
have clear and significant implications for
replication in other communities.

SUBMITTING PROPOSALS
Although proposals may be submitted at
any time, we strongly encourage applicants to
submit their proposals during the first quarter
of the year for which funding is requested.
Applicants should be aware that grant funds
for any given year are committed by September
1 of that year. Both multi- and single-year
proposals are acceptable, as are those for
shorter periods.
Applicants should understand that funds
are spent according to the Foundation's areas
of interest and the level of maturity of a given
program area. Therefore, available grant funds
vary among programs and program areas
within the Foundation.
We observe strict conflict of interest rules
for both staff and Trustees. Therefore, all
applications must follow the Foundation's
standard processing procedures.
Proposals are reviewed by program staff
for initial recommendation of denial or
approval. The Proposal Review Committee,
composed of senior management, makes the
final recommendation. The proposal may then
be approved by the President under delegated
authority or referred to the Board of Trustees,
which meets quarterly, for further action.
The entire review process takes up to four
months from the time the proposal is received.
Therefore, proposals should be submitted at
least four months prior to the start of the
proposed grant period.

GRANT OVERSIGHT
Program staff monitors all grants and grant
reports and makes site visits as appropriate.
Upon completion of projects, program staff
completes a final assessment as part of the
Foundation's close-out procedure.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
The Foundation has no formal application
form. Letters of inquiry, including a brief

description of the project and the range of
needed funding, are acceptable for initial
contact.
Videotapes are discouraged. They should
be attempted as a method of application orUy
if the Foundation requests them. Tapes will not
be returned.
Formal proposals should contain the
following:
1. A cover letter detailing the amount of
money requested and the grant period and
signed by the person ultimately responsible for
signing grant contracts on behalf of grant
applicant.
2. The project description, including an
explanation of why the project is needed, who
will be served and what will be accomplished
during a specific period of time.
3. Information on the feasibility and
sustainability of the proposed grant activity.
4. Information on lasting benefits to the
organisation, program participants, the
community or other organizations working in
the field.
5. An appropriate plan for evaluation,
reporting and dissemination.
6. A documented line-item budget and
projected sources of funds for the proposed
grant period.
7. Information about the organization
seeking funds, including its staff, board of
directors, legal classification, and liistory and
accomplishments.
Because we believe in the importance of
accountability for the nonprofit community, an
applicant will be required to submit copies of
its published annual report and its audited
financial statements (if available) before any
grant is made. If these are not available, a
domestic organization will be asked to submit a
copy of its latest IRS Form 990 return.
Proposals or letters of inquiry should be
clearly marked GRANT PROPOSAL and
addressed:
Office of Proposal Entry
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
1200 Mott Foundation Building
Flint, MI 48502-1851
U.S.A.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR FOREIGN ORGANIZATIONS
Foreign applicants are urged to submit
either a letter of inquiry or a brief proposal and
not prepare a lengthy, detailed proposal exclusively for the Mott Foundation unless advised
to do so by Foundation staff. All letters and
proposals must be in English, and must be
submitted by a bona fide charitable, educational or governmental organization. Two copies of
the letter and/or proposal are required for
projects in Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics, and South Africa.
U.S. government regulations require the
Foundation to collect from all applicants except
governmental units or organizations an affidavit and public support schedule to determine
equivalence as a tax-exempt institution under
U.S. law before a grant can be made. The
Foundation's program staff will provide the
forms as well as assistance in filling them out.
All submitted materials, such as articles and
bylaws, must be in English.
Proposals or letters of inquiry relating to
Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and the
Republics should be sent either to our Flint
office at the address above or to our field office
in Prague, Czech Republic:
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Zitna 6/8
120 00 Prague 2
CZECH REPUBLIC
Proposals or letters of inquiry relating to
South Africa should be sent to our field office
in Johannesburg:
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
P.O. Box 32088
Braamfontein2017
SOUTH AFRICA
For more information about our programs,
we offer specific guidelines and grant summary
booklets for each. These are available without
charge by writing us, sending an E-mail
message to infocenter@mott,org or calling the
Foundation's Publications Hot Line. In the
United States and Canada, the number is
(800) 645-1766; elsewhere it is (414) 273-9643.
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PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIALS AVAILABLE
iyi«/.' •

MOTT FOUNDATION
Charles Steivnrt Mott foundation 19.95 Annual
Report.
Facts on Grants 7995. A companion to the
Annual Report, printed for the Civil Society,
Environment and Poverty programs,
containing summaries of each of the 381 grants
made last year.
Philosophy, Programs & Procedures. A general
guide to the Mott Foundation's philosophy and
grantmaking. Also printed for the Civil Society,
Environment and Poverty programs.
In Memoriam. A booklet about the life of
Charles Stewart Mott.
Mott Exchange. A quarterly newsletter of
the Mott Foundation focusing on specific
program areas as well as general interest items.
OTHER MATERIALS
CIVIL SOCIETY
The Credibility Chtistn — The Accountability
Imperative. Reprint of Mott Foundation
Chairman William S. White's Annual Message
from the 1992 Annual Report stressing the
importance of accountability for the nonprofit
sector.
ENVIRONMENT
Great Lakes, Great Stakes: Hie Environmental
Movement in Reflect ion. The final report of the
Great Lakes Environmental Community
Project, looking at the state of the environmental movement in the region.
People of Color Environmental Groups: '199495 Directory. A directory of grassroots environmental, civil rights and legal groups working
on environmental and economic justice issues
in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
POVERTY
Community Education: A Vision, A Task, A
Hope. The text of a speech delivered by Mott
Foundation Chairman William S. White at the
annual meeting of the National Community
Education Association and reflecting the
Foundation's concerns about poverty,
education and integration of services.

Jobs and the Urban Poor: Privately Initiated
Sectoral Strategies ami Jobs and the Urban Poor:
Publicly Initiated Sectoral Strategies. Two
companion reports that assess the potential of
emerging economic interventions — or sectoral
strategies — as a tool for alleviating urban
poverty.
Piece In/ Piece: Government, Banking and
Community Collaboration I? the Key to Community
Reinvestment. The text of a speech delivered by
Mott Foundation Chairman William S. White at
a meeting of the Federal Reserve Bank in Dallas
and reflecting the Foundation's current
thinking about partnerships.
Small Steps Toward Big Dreams: 1994 Update.
The latest in a series of annual assessments of
the Mott Foundation's investment in lowincome entrepreneur ship.
Widening the Window of Opportunity:
Strategies for the Evolution of Microcnterprise Loan
Blinds. A report intended to provide practical
tools and a framework for self-assessment for
microenterprise loan fund practitioners.
The Foundation also reprints the special
sections of selected Annual Reports. Currently
available are:
A Fine Line: Losing American Youth to
Violence (1994)
joining Forces: Communities and Schools
Working Together for a Change (1993)
Rediscovering Hopefulness: People tind
Communities Changing Their Destiny (1992)
Replication: Sowing Seeds of Hope (1990)
The Fraying Fabric: A Portrait of America's
Poverty (1989)1
The Great Lakes: A Stewardship Left Unfunded
(1988)
Our Good Earth: Are We Living on Borrowed
Time? (1987)
Copies of these publications are available
without charge by writing us, sending an
E-mail message to infocenter@mott.org or
calling the Foundation's Publications Hot Line.
In the United States and Canada, the number is
(800) 645-1766; elsewhere it is (414) 273-9643.
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PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
Academy for Educational Development, Inc
94
ACCESS Association
60
ACCION Internationa]
102
L
ACT - Action Through Churches Together
>2
Advocates for Youth
95
Alan Guttmacher Institute
95
Alaska Conservation Foundation
S2
Alternative Media Information Center
95
American Council on Education
63
American Rivers, Inc
80
American Tax Policy Institute
66
American Trust for Agriculture in Poland
58
Anu-rican Youth Work Center
105
Annual Message
2
A. Philip Randolph Educational Fund
100
Appalachian By Design, Inc
100
Appalachian Center for Economic Networks
,100
.Appalachian State University
58
Applied Research and Development Institute
International, Inc
66
Applied Research Center
94
Arias Foundation for Peace and Human Progress
69
Asia Foundation
69
Asian American and Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy . . 66
Aspen I n s t i t u t e Berlin
63
Aspen Institute, Inc
6ft, 102,108
Assistance Center tor Non-Governmental
Organizations
nO
Association for Enterprise Opportunity
102
Association for the Support ol Community Education
Development Centres
97
Association ^ Charitable Foundations
70
Association ol Community Trusts and Foundations
70
Atlanta Neighborhood Development Partnership, Inc... 94
Atlantic Council of the United States
58
AVANCE, Inc
96

B_
Bank Information Center
Baruch College Fund
Belgian American Educational Foundation, Inc
Benton Foundation
Bethel New Life, Inc
Black Housewives League of South Africa
Black Sash Trust
Both Ends Foundation
,
Boys & Girls Clubs of Boston
Broward Community Foundation
Budapest School of Politics

74
66
70
105
100
64
64
74
105
66
63

California Institute for Rural Studies
77
California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation
77
Calmeadow
102
CALP1RC at San Diego Charitable Trust
7tf
Calvert Social Investment Foundation
101
Canadian Environmental Law Association
75
Capital Region Community Foundation
66
Careers Through Culinary Arts Program, Inc
100
Center for Assessment and Policy Development
%
Center for Citizen Initiatives
60,63
Center for Community Change
92
Center for Democracy and Free Enterprise
58
Center for Democratic Renewal and Education, Inc
44
Center for Development of Nonprofit Organizations.... 60
Center for Environmental Public Advocacy
60
Center for Governmental Studies
105
Center for International Environmental Law
74, 75
Center for Law and Education . ,
.. 99
"'•

Center for Law and Social Policy
103
Center for New Television
74
Center for Policy Alternatives
75
Center for Post-Soviet Studies
60
Center for Rural Affairs
78, 82
Center for Strategic & International Studies
58
Center for the Study of Democracy
60
Center for Third World Organizing
94
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
103
Center to Prevent Handgun Violence
94
Central Brooklyn Partnership
92
Central Europe Institute
58
Central Methodist Deaconess Society
64, 81
Central States Education Center
81
Centro Mexkano de Derecho Ambiental, A.C
76
Centro Mexicano para la Filantropia, A.C
70
Charities Aid Foundation
59, 60
Charities Evaluation Services
60
Children Now
97
Children's Defense Fund
97,105
Childspace Day Care Center, Inc
101
Child Trends, Inc
95
Child Welfare League of America, Inc
95
Christian Aid
74
Citizens Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes, Inc
76
Citi/ens' Commission on Civil Rights
69
Citizens for a Better Environment
81
Civic Forum Foundation
60
C1VICUS: World Alliance for Citizen Participation, Inc.. 70
Civil Rights Project, Inc
69
Civil Society
56
Civil Society: Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics
58
Civil Society: Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics - Conflict Resolution
59
Civil Society: Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics - Nonprofit Sector
60
Civil Society: Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics - Other
63
Civil Society: Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and
the Republics ~ Political/Economic Structures
58
Civil Society: South Africa
64
Civil Society: South Africa - Democracy Education
64
Civil Society: South Africa - Nonprofit Sector
65
Civil Society: South Africa - Other
65
Civil Society: South Africa - Women's Participation
64
Civil Society: Special Initiatives
69
Civil Society: United States
66
Civil Society: United States - Nonprofit Sector
66
Civil Society: United States - Race Relations
69
Coalition for Women's Economic Development
102
Columbia University
96
Committee for Economic Development.
104
Communication Exchange and Training Foundation.... 60
Communications Consortium Media Center
79
Communities for a Better Environment
76
Community Alliance with Family Fanners Foundation . 78
Community Based Development Programme
64
Community Capital Development Corporation
86
Community Coalition
87
Community Development Resource Association
65
Community Farm Alliance, Inc
78
Community Foundation nf Greater Flint
87
Community Foundation of Greater Tampa, Inc
66
Community Foundation of Ottawa-Carleton
66
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore, Inc
66
Community Foundation of the Ozarks
66
Community foundations of Canada
70

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
Community Nutrition Institute, Inc
Community Training and Assistance Center, Inc
Conflict Management Group
Congregations United for Community Action
Congressional Institute for the Future
Consensus Building Institute, Inc
Consensus Organizing Institute
Conservation International Foundation
Conservation Law Foundation, Inc
CunMill.iiivL 1 Group on Biological Diversity, Inc
Cooperative Assistance Fund
Cornerstone Consulting Group, Inc
Corporation for Enterprise Development
Cortez Center, Inc
Council of Chief State School Officers
Council of Europe
Council of Michigan Foundations
Council on Foreign Relations
Council on Foundations, Inc
Croatian Democracy Project
Cross City Campaign for Urban School Reform
Czech Helsinki Committee

76
92,99
59
92
74
76
92
74
76
82
102
95
102,103
96
99
63
66,108
1.08
66, 99
59
97
63

D_
Daedalus Alliance for Environmental Education
DARE Direct Action for Rights & Equality
Delphi International
Development Group for Alternative Policies, Inc
Development Resources Trust
Development Training Institute, Inc
Door - A Center of Alternatives, Inc
Dukerte Catholic Elementary School

70
101
60
74
65
94
I (K
87

E „
Earthlife Canada Foundation
82
East Michigan Environmental Action Council
80
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor
.77
Ecofrust
82
Ecotrusl Canada
82
Education Commission of the States
99
Education Writers Association
99
ELM Education Eund
77
El Paso Community Foundation
67
E.L.T.E. Nature Conservation Club
60
Emory University
70
Employee and Tnistee Matching Grants
109
Energy Efficiency Center
60
Enterprise Corporation of the Delta
102
Enterprise Foundation
92
Environment
72
Environmental Action Foundation, Inc
77
Environmental and Energy Study Institute
76
Environmental Careers Organization, Inc
, . 77, 81
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc
77, 79, 82
Environmental Fund for Indiana
,
79
Environmental Fund of Illinois
80
Environmental Health Coalition
79
Environmental Law Alliance Worldwide
83
Environmental Law and Policy Center of the Midwest.. 81
Environmental Law Institute
83
Environmental Management and Law Association
60
Environmental Support Center, Inc
83
Environment; Prevention of Toxic Pollution
76
Environment: Prevention of Toxic Pollution - Pesticide
Use Reduction
77
Environment: Prevention of Toxic Pollution - Pollution
Prevention in Manufacturing
76
Environment: Prevention of Toxic Pollution - Toxics in
Latin America
79
Environment: Protection of the Great Lakes Ecosystem.. 79

Environment: Protection of the Great Lakes Ecosystem Natural Areas
80
Environment: Protection of the Great Lakes Ecosystem Urban Areas
81
Environment: Protection of the Great Lakes Ecosystem Water Quality
'
79
Environment: Reform of International Lending and Trade
Policies
74
Environment: Reform of International Lending and Trade
Policies - Multilateral Development Banks
74
Environment: Reform of International Lending and Trade
Policies - Trade Agreements and Institutions
75
Environment: Special Initiatives
82
Episcopal Social Services
94
Esquel Group Foundation, Inc
70
Estonian Foundation Centre (Eesti Fondide Keskus),... 61
ETV Endowment of South Carolina, Inc
108
European Cooperation Fund
61, 70
European Foundation Centre
61,70
European Natural Heritage Fund
74
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America - Metropolitan
Chicago Synod
69
Executive Service Corps of Chicago
67
Exploratory and Special Projects
107
Exploratory and Special Projects: Historically and
Predominantly Black Colleges and Universities . . . . 108
Exploratory and Special Projects: Special Projects
108

F_
Families and Work Institute
96
Family Housing Development Corporation
92
Family Resource Coalition
96
Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation
67
Finance
Ill
Finance Project
99
First Nations Development Institute
101
Fiscal Policy Institute
103
Flint Area
85
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building
86
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building - Arts and
Recreation
86
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building - Economic
and Community Development
86
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building - Education.. 87
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building - Other
Activities
87
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building Philanthropy
87
Flint Board of Education
87
Hint, City of
86
Flint Cultural Center Corporation, me
86
Flint Downtown Development Authority
87
Flint Institute of Music
Sh
Flint Roundtable
87
Focus: HOPE
98
Forum of Polish Foundations
61
Foundation Center
67
Foundation for a Civil Society, Ltd
58,61
Foundation for International Community Assistance .. 102
Foundation for Roanoke Valley
67
Foundation on Inter-Ethnic Relations
59
4C-Community Coordinated Child Care
97
Friends of the Chicago River
82
Friends of the Earth
74,77
Friends of the Earth International
76
Fullon/DeKalb Hospital Authority
%
Fundacao Francisco
74
Fundacion Acceso
70
Fundacion Esquel-Ecuador
70

."••

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
Fund tor the Borough of Brooklyn
Fund for the Environment .

105
.80

Gamaliel Foundation
Genesee Area Focus Council, Inc
Genesee Chamber Foundation
Cenesee County
Genesee County Health Department
Genesee Economic Area Revitalization, Inc
Genesys Home Health & Hospice, Inc
George Washington University
German Marshall Fund of the United States
Gifts in Kind America
Glades Community Development Corporation
GMI Engineering & Management Institute
Graduate School & University Center of the City
University of New York
Grand Calumet Task Force Corporation
Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy
Grants
Greater Birmingham Ministries, Inc
Greater Flint Arts Council
Great Lakes United

92
86
86
87
86
86
88
58
61
67
104
87
70
82
81
55
103
86
80

II
HandsNet, Inc
97
Harvard University
94,99
Healthy City Banska Bystrica Foundation
61
Henry A. Wallace institute for Alternative Agriculture .. 78
Hispanics in Philanthropy
67
Hlomelikusasa - Skills for the Future
64
Home and School Institute, Inc
98
Home Care Associates Training Institute, Inc
101
Hoosier Environmental Council
82
Hopi Foundation
94, 101
Humphreys County Union for Progress, Inc
92
Hungarian Association for Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Foundations
61
Hungarian Chamber of Nonprofit Human Services
61
Hungarian Foundation Centre
61
Hungarian Foundation for Self-Reliance (Autonomia
Alapitvany)
61
Huron River Watershed Council ..
S]
Illinois Stewardship Alliance
78
Independent Ecological Center
61
Independent Sector
67
Information Center for Foundations
(Informacni Centrum Nadaci, Praha)
61
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
76
Institute for Conservation Leadership
80
Institute for Creative Development
67
Institute for Democracy in Eastern Europe - Warsaw . . . 61
Institute for East-West Studies, Inc
58, 61
Institute for Educational Leadership, Inc
98,99,105
Institute for Learning and Teaching
98
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Inc
101
Institute for Policy Studies
76
Institute for Responsive Education
98,99
Institute for Sustainable Communities
62
Institute for Sustainable Development
62
Institute for Women's Policy Research
102
Institute of International Education
65
Instituto del Tercer Mundo
74
Inter-Hemispheric Education Resource Center
79
International Center for Not-for-Profit Law
71
International Center for Research on Women
108
International Community Education Association
98

International Executive Service Corps
58
International Foundation for Election Systems
58
International Institute for Energy
Conservation, Inc
62, 74, 83
International Rivers Network
74
International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources
75
Internationa] Youth Foundation
71
Iowa Citizens for Community improvement
92
Iowa Department of Human Services
103
ISAR
62,63
Izaak Walton League of America
83
Jacksonville Community Foundation
67
Jobs Central, Inc
'
88
John Doble Research Associates, Inc.
108
Johns Hopkins University
62, 71, 1 OH
Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies
105
JSI Research & Training Institute, Inc
77

K_
Kentucky Coalition, Inc
Kettering Foundation
Keystone Center

62
59
83

L_
Lake Michigan Federation
80, 82
Lakota Fund
103
Land Information Access Association
81
Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Arms Control, Inc
58
Leadership Conference Education Fund
69
Leadership for Quality Education
98
Leadership Institute
65
Legal Resources Trust
64
LightHawk
83
Local Initiatives Support Corporation
92,95,104,105
Los Angeles Educational Partnership
98
Lutheran Children and Family Service of Eastern
Pennsylvania
103

M_
Maine Center for Economic Policy
103
Maine Center for Educational Services
98
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation . . 96,103
Marin Institute for the Prevention of Alcohol and
Other Drug Problems
95
Maryland Association of Nonprofit Organizations
67
Metro Housing Partnership, Inc
86
Michael Fields Agricultural Institute, Inc
7S
Michigan Agricultural Stewardship Association
83
Michigan AIDS Fund
108
Michigan Community Coordinated Child Care
Association
97
Michigan Environmental Council 81
Michigan League for Human Services
104
Michigan Public Radio Network, Inc
80
Michigan's Children
97
Michigan State University
63, 81,83,94
Michigan United Conservation Clubs
81
Mineral Policy Center
83
Minnesota Project
78
Mision industrial de Puerto Rico, Inc
79
Mississippi Action for Community Education
92
Montana Community Foundation
67
Montana People's Action
92
Mothers Against Gangs
,, 92
Ms. Foundation for Women
%, 11)1
Multicultural Education, Training and Advocacy, Inc... 100

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
N_
National Alliance for Choice in Giving
67
National Association of Community Development
Loan Funds
103
National Association of Elementary School Principals
Foundation
UK)
National Association of Physicians for the
Environment
83
National Audubon Society, Inc
76, 83
National Black United Fund, Inc
67
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards . . . 100
National Center for Community Education
98
National Center for Nonprofit Boards
71
National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides — 78
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy
68
National Community Education Association
98
National Community Reinvestment Coalition
102
National Conference of State Legislatures
96
National Congress for Community Economic
Development, Inc
92
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education
108
National Council of La Raza
93
National Council of Nonprofit Associations
68
National Council on Crime and Delinquency
95
National Crime Prevention Council. Inc..
95
National Economic Development and Law Center . . . . 101
National Governors'Association Center for Policy
Research
97
National Latino Communications Center
69
National League of Cities Institute, Inc
104
National Network of Grantmakers
93
National Organizers Alliance
93
National Parenting Association
95
National Park Foundation
83
National Peace Foundation
59
National Public Radio
108
National Recreation and Park Association
105
Nation.il Religious Partnership for the Environment.... 83
National Training and Information Center
93
National Urban Fellows, Inc
84
National Wildlife Federation
75,80
National Youth Employment Coalition, Inc
106
Native Action
93
Native Americans in Philanthropy
68
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc... 75, 77, 78, Wl, 84
Nature Conservancy
75, 86
Neighborhood Funclers Group
93,10]
Neighborhood Institute
104
New Hope Project, Inc
104
New Lake Development Foundation, Inc
,
93
New Mexico Community Development Loan Fund . . . 101
New York Community Trust
104
Nonprofit Foundation
62
Nonprofit Information and Training Center Foundation. 62
Nonprofit Risk Management Center
68
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University
108
North Carolina Legal Services Resource Center, Inc.... 104
Northeast-Midwest Institute
80
Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides
78
Northwest Michigan Council of Governments
81,103

o_

Oak Park School District
Ohio Environmental Council
Ohio River Valley Environmental Coalition, Inc
Oiga Havel Foundation
Open Society Fund-Sofia

100
80
77
62
62

Opportunity Associates - Romania
62
Orange County Community Foundation
68
Organic Farming Research Foundation
78
Organisation tor Economic Co-operation and
Development
96
Other Information
123
Overseas Development Council
108
Oxford Brookes University
62
P_
Parents, Teachers & Students for Social Responsibility .. 59
Partners for Democratic Change
59
Peer Partnerships, Inc
103
People for Community Recover)'
82
Peoria Area Community Foundation
68
Permian Basin Area Foundation
68
Pesticide Action Network North America Regional
Center
78,79
Physicians for Social Responsibility
79
Planned Parenthood of New York City. Inc
96
Points of Light Foundation
68
Polish Ecological Club - National Board
62
Polish Foundation for Energy Efficiency
62
Polish Higher Education-Business Forum
64
Population Resource Center
96
Poverty
,
89
Poverty £ Race Research Action Council
94
Poverty: Building Communities
92
Poverty: Building Communities - Community
Leadership Development
94
Poverty: Building Communities - Community
Organizing and Development
92
Poverty: Building Communities - Racism and Race
Relations
94
Poverty: Building Communities - Violence Prevention .. 94
Poverty: Cross-Cutting Initiatives
104
Poverty: Cross-Cutting Initiatives - Comprehensive
Revilalization
104
Poverty: Cross-Cutting Initiatives - Exploratory and
Special Projects
105
Poverty: Expanding Economic Opportunity
100
Poverty: Expanding Economic Opportunity - Enterprise
Development
102
Poverty: Expanding Economic Opportunity - Income
Security
103
Poverty: Expanding Economic Opportunity - Private
Capital Development
101
Poverty: Expanding Economic Opportunity - Sectoral
Employment Development
100
Poverty: Improving Education
97
Poverty: Improving Education - Improved Learner
Outcomes
99
Poverty.' Improving Education - School-Community
Initiatives
97
Poverty: Strengthening Families
95
Poverty: Strengthening Families - Early Childhood
Development
97
Poverty: Strengthening Families - Family and Parenting
Support
%
Poverty: Strengthening Families - Other
97
Poverty: Strengthening Families - Teen Pregnancy
Prevention
95
Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum
64
Princess Margarita of Romania Foundation
62
Public Agenda Foundation
98
Public Allies: The National Center for Careers in
Public Life
94
Public Education Fund Network
98
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility . . . . 84
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Public/Private Ventures

106

R_
Rainbow Research, Inc
68,104
Regeneracion Del Norte
93
Regional Envirunmental Center tor Central and
Eastern Europe
62
RESOLVE, Inc
59
Resources Development Foundation
75
Rheedlen Foundation, Inc
95
Rhodes University
65
Roekford Community Trust
68
Rogue Valley Community Development Corporation... 93
Roxburv Youth works, Inc
94
Russia/USA Society
59

s

Sacred Earth Network
62
Saginaw Community Foundation
68
Salem Housing Task Force Corporation
87
San Diego State University Foundation
75
San Francisco Development Fund
102
Scottish Community Education Council
98
Search for Common Ground
6(1
Seventh Generation Fund for Indian Development, Inc.. 43
Shorebank Corporation
102
Sierra Club Foundation
75, 76,81
Sierra Club of Canada Foundation
75
Sierra Legal Defence Fund Society
84
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition
77
Sister Cities of Flint, Inc
.59
Slovak Academic Information Agency
63
Society of Environmental journalists
84
Sotio-Ecological Union
63
Sokaogon Chippewa Community of the Mole Lake
Band of Chippewa Indians
80
Soros Foundation-Hungary
64
South Bronx Overall Economic Development
Corporation
102
Southeastern Institute for Law & Commerce
59
Southern Africa Grantmakers Association
65
Southern African NGO Network
65
Southern Center for International Studies
108
Southern Empowerment Project
93
Southern Regional Council
69
Southwest Detroit Environmental Vision Project
82
Southwest Research and Information Center
79
Special Section
10
St. Thomas/Irish Channel Consortium
104
Stanford University
100
Stiditing Bast-West Parliamentary Practice Project
59
Support Office for the Movement of Self-Help
Initiatives (BORIS)
63
Synergos Institute, Inc
71

T_
Tax Equity Alliance for Massachusetts Education
Fund
104
Texas Center for Policy Studies
79
Texas Interfaith Education Fund
9S>,101
Tides Foundation
63, 78, 84,95,105
Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council
81
Tonantzin Land Institute
93
Tonatierra Community Development Institute
93
Trustee Initiated Grants
109
Tute University
68
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u
Union of Bulgarian Foundations
63
United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice . 84
United Community Housing Coalition
93
United Nations Development Programme
75
United Negro College Fund, Inc
108
United Way International
63,71
United Way of Geneseeand Lapeer Counties
87,88
University of Arizona
79
University of Arizona Foundation
11X1
University of Cape Town
64,65
University of Houston
100
University of Maryland Foundation, Inc
75
University of Michigan
59, 87
University of Minnesota Foundation
94
University of Natal
64
University of Oregon
84
University of Pennsylvania
69
University of Pittsburgh
100
University of the Western Cape
64
University of Witwatersrand Foundation
65
Urban Family Institute
97
Urban Institute
104
Urban Strategies Council
105
Urgewald
75
U.S. Small Business Administration
103

v_

Vanderbilt University
Victorian Community Foundation
Violence Policy Center
Virginia Beach Foundation
Virginia Eastern Shore Economic Empowerment and
Housing Corporation
Volunteer Consulting Group, Inc
Voter Education and Elections Training Unit

w_

100
71
95
68
93
68
64

Warren/Conner Development Coalition
105
Washington Education Association
99
Washington University
104
Waste Reduction Institute for Training and Applications
Research, Inc
77
Wayne State University
99
Western Governors' Foundation
76,79
Wesl Jackson Community Development Corporation . . . 93
Wetlands Initiative
81
Wheelock College
97
Wisconsin Council on Children and Families
104
Women £ Philanthropy
69
Women's College
65
Women's Development Foundation
65
Women's Funding Network
69
Women's Initiative for Self-Employment
103
Women's Self-Employment Project
103
Working in Neighborhoods, Inc
93
World Economy, Ecology and Development
Asso Lion'
75
World Resources Institute
84
World University Service - South Africa
65
World Wildlife Fund, Inc
79, 84
Wyoming Centennial Community Foundation
69

Y_
Young Aspirations/Young Artists, Inc
YouthBuild USA, Inc.,,

101
,..101

